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Appendix A
Supplementary Material to Chapter 6
The following Appendix contains supplementary material on the thirty-six 'episodes' identified
from the Residency timetable for HMP Blackwood (see table (v) pg 138 in the main thesis). As
noted in Chapter 6, Analysis, a concern throughout the thesis has been to seek a model for the
document which, as far as is possible, attempts to convey the lived experience of the Violent
Illusion week and reflect or recapitulates the dynamic Residency process.
The form of the novel offers a possibility for such a focus on 'processes in motion and change'
but as also noted, would not be suited to the demands of academic writing. The material here
therefore should be seen as a supplement to the material in Chapter 6, to further contextualise
events around the limited number of 'critical episodes' selected for analysis, and to allow space
for analysis and discussion around episodes which, while interesting and part of the holistic
process of the Residency, cannot be considered 'critical'.
Reference is made in the Appendix to material in the main body of the thesis, such as specific
stanza numbers. This Appendix also contains material in stanza form, so to avoid confusion all
stanzas which exist in the main thesis retain their numbering, and additional stanza material
here is instead given a sequential letter of the alphabet.
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Monday
Critical episode 1
Prologue: Before a Word is Spoken
The first critical episode selected focuses on the moment when the inmate participants enter the
Chapel of HMP Blackwood for the first time in the Residency, on Monday morning, and is
essentially about the elements of the Geese Discourse and the inmate Discourse meeting nonverbally. Full discussion and analysis can be found in Chapter 6, Analysis.

Critical episode 2
Introductions & Contracts: `We're here to talk about violence'
The second critical episode selected for attention focuses on the Geese use of spoken
language in Discourse. Full discussion and analysis as exemplars of the Geese use of language
can be found in the main body of the thesis.

Episode 3
Performance of The Violent Illusion Part 1
To contextualise the reactions that will be considered in the main thesis under critical episode 4,
Group feedback of reactions to V11, it is necessary to consider a brief synopsis of the play. The
character names given here, such as Granddad, Daughter and so on are needed to indicate
who is who, but are not given to the audience before the performance starts. There is no
'programme' giving scene lists and character names. The action is backed by a specially
written, sinister 'music' full of menace, threat and foreboding with an occasional hint of hope.
The passage of time from scene to scene is indicated with the lights slowly fading out and back
up, each new scene generally being accompanied by a change in the'music'.
The show is played with no dialogue and the cast wear 'full' masks that cover the whole face
(see Appendix H). The 'wall' panels of the set are not standard theatrical 'flats' but simple
tubular frameworks holding a painted cloth backdrop over rollers at top and bottom of the frame.
These backdrops can be rotated so the image of dingy wallpaper, which show at the start of the
performance, is superseded by other, more particular images at significant points in the
narrative, so that the 'wallpaper' becomes a particular image (see Appendix I and J).

The Story of The Violent Illusion Part I
The Violent Illusion Part 1 is the story of three generations of a 'family' over a period of about
three years, covering the pregnancy, birth and toddlerhood of a boy child, compressed into an
hour of unremitting intergenerationaland relationship abuse in all directions: Sexual, physical,
emotional,substanceand psychological,father to daughter and grandson, mother to child, adult
male to adult male, boyfriend to girlfriend. The tatty flat in which the show is set is a scene of
fear, neglect, pain and some very occasional glimpses of play or affection.
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Scene I Home Sweet Home
At the beginning of the play, the inmates see Daughter (in her late teens) attempting to make
the flat her home. Granddad (played by me) enters. The character is named Granddad with
reference to the as yet unborn grandchild, but he is father of Daughter. Sitting a reluctant
Daughter on his knee, Granddad attempts to force her to touch him sexually; it is clear this is
well-established behaviour.

Daughter resists and shows baby clothes to reveal and indicate
she is pregnant, and, angered, Granddad storms out. (From behind my mask I can see there is
some hostility and puzzlement on the faces in the audience as they try to work out our
relationship, Field Notes p15).

Scene 2: The Mirror Scene
Some time has now passed, and Daughter is now heavily pregnant. We see Boyfriend 1,
possibly the father of the baby, lounging around the flat. He enters from the 'bedroom' to
indicate he and Daughter have just had sex. At one point Daughter poses before a mirror with a
fashion magazine and a hat and Boyfriend 1 brutally pushes her aside, claiming the mirror to
preen himself and causing Daughter to fall, again occasioning general frowns in the audience
(Field Notes p15). This scene later forms the basis of the group Thinking Report (a cognitive
technique which attempts to clarify and establish the link between thoughts, feelings and
behaviour) discussed in critical episode 7 The Mirror Scene Replay, in Chapter 6. My character
(Granddad) again enters and seeing Daughter lying hurt, attacks Boyfriend 1; Granddad is
stabbed and wounded by Boyfriend 1 who leaves for good as abused Daughter attempts to
comfort her injured abuser before he too staggers out.

Scene 3: Mother and Child
Again, some months have passed.We see Daughteralone at home with a newly born baby and
smokingdope to relax. She tries blowing the smoke in the face of baby to ease its incessant,
penetrating'colicky crying, and there is some laughterin the audience at this (Field Notesp15).
Clearly not coping, she briefly locks the newly born baby and its ear-piercingcrying outside the
flat before bringing it back insideto slump in defeated.

Scene 4: Use the Belt
A few years have passed.The boy Child, is now a young toddler. Daughter'sfather (the Child's
Granddad) is present in the flat ignoring the Child, and the boy
repeatedly misbehavesto get
some attention. His mother tells him off several times, returning him to his play and eventually
slappinghis hand. Granddad,who has been watching, loses patienceand demonstrateshow to
'discipline' the child properly,severely beatingthe boy with his belt. I can see from behind my
mask that the men in the audience are all either bolt upright in their chairs and staring furiously
at my character or sitting head downwards,seemingly not wanting to watch (Field Notes p15).
After beating the Child - who is left writhing in shock and pain on the floor my character
-
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presents the belt to Daughter, with a 'here - your turn' gesture and forces her to beat the Child
to demonstrate she can 'do it properly'.

Scene 5: Babysitting
Daughter's only baby sitter seems to be my character, Granddad, who at one stage, after
carefully locking the flat door when Daughter has left, leads the Child offstage through the door
that has been established as leading to the bedroom of the flat. After a pause, he returns,
zipping up his fly and adjusting his crotch, to indicate sexual abuse of the child. The Child
himself returns, seeming dazed and confused. The audience is now radiating waves of hostility
to the point where, even in a full-face mask, I dare not look towards them directly (Field Notes
p15).

Scene 6: Bad Emu
There is no sanctuary for the Child. Daughter plays with him in a tickling game using an Emu
hand puppet, again occasioning a little laughter from the audience (Field Notes p16); but her
motherly touch becomes inappropriately sexual and then physically hurtful. She has gained a
new Boyfriend (Boyfriend 2) who is not as brutal as the first but is again clearly uninterested in
the Child and more casually sadistic and cruel, idly toying with the belt until he notices Child's
fear reaction, and then flicking the belt to frighten Child. Tiring of the 'game', Boyfriend 2 hustles
Daughter into the bedroom with him. Child watches activities from the doorway before throwing
toys to interrupt. Boyfriend 2 tires of the boy interrupting his sex life, storms from the bedroom
and attempts to leave for good. Daughter begs him desperately to stay, taking up the belt as
Granddad has shown her and beating the Child. Boyfriend 2 watches and laughs, then leaves,
with Daughter slumping into a defeated heap, ignoring the sobbing Child.

Scene 7: Cooking
Daughter is busy at the stove as Child plays with his toys. He seeks her attention, is ignored
and again misbehaves.This time, unlike earlier in scene 4, she does not return him to his play
and slap his hand but deliberately burns his hand with the hot frying pan, leavinghim convulsed
with pain.

Scene 8: Child Alone
The show now shifts into its final scene: Daughter wanders on with a vodka bottle, clearly drunk,
takes an overdose of pills and collapses.Child tries desperately to waken her. Granddad enters,
also clearly drunk; he collapses in the other armchairwithout noticing Daughter and falls asleep.
Child tries unsuccessfully to get his attention and the play concludes with the victimised little
boy expressing rage and violence towards his environment, throwing
and breaking objects,
repetitively returning to seek reactionfrom his comatoseor dead mother, left to fend for himself
in a darkened flat. Eventually he finds a place to hide under the kitchen table and curls up,
waiting for his Granddadto awake.
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After the stage lights fade down those of us on stage quickly exit. There is no applause and the
men in the audience seem shocked, murmuring among themselves, shaking heads, or simply
staring at the floor (Field Notes p16). There is no 'curtain call', other than for those of us who
have performed, quickly to get out of costume and come back on stage to be reintroduced and
'deroled' by Kirkham.

Entering aesthetic space
The performanceof the The ViolentIllusion Part I is the first instancein the Residencyof a form
of Boalianaestheticspace. Readerswill recall from Chapter2 that aestheticspace:
"

Posses both physical dimensions and subjective dimensions

"

Is 'oneiric' (of dreams) with memory and imagination serving to project subjective
dimensionsonto the physical

"

Produces an 'affective space' which is both dichotic and asynchronous, in that the
subject both observes and projects these memories & sensibilities, and is thus 'in two
places at once' (metaxis)

"

Has gnosological properties able to stimulate knowledge & discovery, cognition and
recognition

In Chapter 6 critical episode 1, Before a Word is Spoken, and critical episode 2, Introductions
and Contracts, we considered the activity building tasks going on and noted that within the main
activity of 'watching a play' were present possibly contradictory sub activities such as signing
contracts and considering violent behaviour (which will grow to become a central activity), with
coherence in this Chaotically multivalent situation being created through Kirkham's connection
building. Despite the incongruities of contracts and the Information for Participants document,
the dominant cultural model is still 'theatre', as demonstrated by the inmates' observed
adherence to theatre conventions of 'stage' and 'audience' space, discussed in Chapter 6.
In Chapter 6 we also considered the 'Conversation' formed by the intercourse between
Discourses. The Violent Illusion Part 1 is a very powerful opening statement in this
Conversation between inmates and Geese, a powerful element of the Geese Discourse,
because Geese have established a socioculturally situated identity as actors which the
performance of V11then destabilises:

"... they're still going to be coming in thinking 'this is a theatre company coming
in here' and they will have their own preconceptionsI'm sure and then they get
[VII] and it's like'fucking hell!'" (Morris 2003)
As Watson identifies, "[VII] sets up the week up as somethingwhich is not going to be like any
other week they've ever done before"(Watson2003).
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The Emotion Bomb: The Violent Illusion Part 1 Chronicling Chaos
In interviews with Geese company members several interlinked strands to what the
performance of V11 may potentially be doing emerged and were referred to explicitly. The
central themes may be summarised as follows:

1. Projective identification
2. Affective (emotional) engagement
3. The use of masks in the above
We will try to work through these themes, analysing Geese's collective and individual
understanding of the issues, before turning to the inmate audience's reactions to the
performance, the subject of critical episode 4, Group feedback of reactions to V11, in Chapter 6.
1. Projective identification
Supporting the model proposed in the literature survey, there is a uniform appreciation from
members of Geese Theatre that VII plays a crucial role in the Residency and that much of its
effect depends on mechanisms of transference and projective identification. Transference is the
psychological phenomenon of relating to others in the present, in ways that come from past
experiences, a transferring of the 'blueprint' of psycho-emotional-behavioural reaction, and can
be an entirely unconscious response (see Chapter 2).

Projective identificationis a 'mix up' of 'self with 'other', and is a normal part of the process of
developinginter-subjectivity(Thomas 1996). Cox & Thielegaard (1994) note that like therapists,
actors
"....serve as projective figures. The transferencedoes not represent a real
object relationship, but it is one in which the therapist/actor serves as a
target upon which the patient/spectator transfers and projects important
feelings stemmingfrom importantfigures (objects) in the past." (p266).
Grainger (1990) argues that theatre can strengthen the self through aiding development of intersubjectivity by 'imaginative involvement in others' lives'; in the case of V11, because of the
verisimilitude to the lived experience of the inmates, and thus to their unconscious material, The
Violent Illusion Part 1 (and by extension the Residency as a
whole) aims to foster imaginative
involvement in (for the inmates) one's own life, with a developmental aim of strengthening the
self as Grainger suggests. Raynsford captures the essence of Geese comments when she
states that:

"I think that [projective identification] its absolutely crucial to the process
because that's essentially what we will be asking them to do for the
rest of the
to
their
week,
project
experience and thoughts onto our theatrical stimulus...
therein lies putting in V11very early... So its an absolutely crucial
component....
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that's what gets them to go with the process because they will just be projecting
their own stuff, their own knowledge onto the piece" (Raynsford 2003, para. 84).
Such projections can occur wherever there is an interpersonal relationship, but are particularly
likely to occur in a therapeutic setting where boundaries, power dynamics and relationships,
trauma and traumatic experience, vulnerabilities and so on are deliberately brought into the
arena. An interesting point is that while some approaches see the therapist's role as being to
stay 'neutral' in order to serve as a vehicle for projections, and others encourage a warm
supportive relationship where transferences can be worked through, VII has, arguably, no
positive transferential figures for the watching men to identify with. All the adult male characters
(Granddad, Boyfriends 1 and 2) are brutal and abusive in varying degrees; Daughter is of
course a woman; and the Child is an extremely disempowered and victimised figure.
This 'casting' is deliberate, as Heywood observes: "[V11J gives them or gets them close to the
...
experience of a victim and a perpetrator so they're right in there at both ends immediately"
(Heywood 2003 para 75 my emphasis). This is of significance because within the understanding
of this thesis, all the inmates are of course perpetrators of violence, but a significant number, if
not all, are also victims; they thus hold a dual role, inhabiting two spaces at once in a reflection
of both Boalian 'metaxis' and particle physics (Gleick 1987).

Linkingto discussionsin Chapter2 on traumaticexperience,Brookes states that
"I think V11does tap into childhood, their own childhood trauma pretty damn
quickly....and even if they aren't really consciouslyaware of blame or blame
...
factors within that, like 'a child didn't deserve it and nor did I', somethingvery
unconsciousimmediatelykicks in for them, seeing a child beaten or hurt and a
woman hurt and a man behavingvery horribly"(Brookes 2003, para. 85).
Further evidencefor the ability of the performanceto promote projective identificationcomes
literallyfrom the other side of the stage space, in commentsmade to me made by Bruce F., one
of the inmate participantswho does not receive much focus in this thesis, during afternoon tea
break on Tuesday, the day after V11is shown. Bruce F. commented that the experience of
watching VI1 was "...like having someone having a video camera and seeing you do it [so you
ended up watching yourself in the replay]"and that seeing the set "like a house" linked to his
own intimatedomesticexperiencesand made him "sit back and think" (Field Notes p41).
The live theatrical nature of the stimulus must be regarded as central, as the performance
provides not an individual therapist upon which to project, but takes note of Bion's (1961)
suggestion of a group psychodynamic process whereby social (role) identities within the work
group are constructed according to similar psychodynamic principles for individual identification.
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2. Affective (emotional) engagement
A key component of projective identification is emotional engagement; feeling (in the Damasian
sense), to some degree, 'that's me'. Again, members of Geese are clear about the affective
power of VII. Raynsford suggests that personal experience of victimisation is not necessary for
V11to have an effect:
"I think what it does is it generates affect and it will generate it even if you've
never been abused in that way yourself, the sense is of feeling pain and the
emotions.... which is very useful for the processes of the week. For some it will
connect very very much with their own victimisation. " (Raynsford 2003, para. 74).
Morris concurs: "What I observed of V11 was that it shocked them more than it did anything
...
else.... " (Morris 2003 para 76).
Watson agrees with this understanding:
"I think V11 makes people very angry! It certainly creates a response, it makes people
interested, raises affect, it gets people emotionally engaged' (Watson 2003 para 81), as does
Brookes; "I think it generates a very massive emotional response in them.... that stays with them
for the rest of the week, they don't lose it." (Brookes 2003 para 86).
Interestingly, given that the above comments show a lot of 'negative affect' or hostility is often
generated by V11, Brookes suggests that the performance also serves a bonding function in the
Residency:

"I think there's quite a strong, sometimes a very strong attachment [between the
inmates and Geese members], very quick and it's quite healthy
because....
...
we're very boundariedaround that, but I think it's pretty damn immediate. I think
V11makes that happen very quickly." (Brookes 2003 para 83).
This is in interestingpoint given earlier references to the effectivefacilitation of a developmental
process such as the Residency is, being contingent upon "...certain qualities which exist in the
personalrelationshipbetween the facilitator and the learner" (Rogers 1969, p105).
On the same theme, but in contrast, Kirkham notes the power of VI1 to damage the relationship
between members of Geese and the inmates: "I think it's really important that they are able to
distinguish between us as the character [in VI1] and us as the people
who are in that room
because they see some pretty horrific stuff going on" (Kirkham 2003 para 117). These kinds of
issues link to the cluster of concepts around theory node 5, concerning the therapeutic
alliance
or interpersonal style.

In the literature review we consideredthat the possible
nomenclaturefor 'emotion' extended to
92 definitions over 11 categories,and accepted the definition offered by Damasio(1996,2000):
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"

Feelings are somatovisceral changes originating in both the somatic and autonomic
nervous systems that are perceived internally; the muscle tension, sweating etcetera
that is the embodiment of emotional states. These feelings are continually present as
'background' data and can be represented non-consciously or become known to the
reflexive organism, when cognitive labelling or attribution process may apply

"

Emotions are part of the process of regulatory homeostasis for the dynamically
changing organismand at least in part intendedfor outwardsocial communication:they
are evolutionallybased in the sense of being responseselectionsor 'action tendencies'
(Fridja 1986, Lazarus 1991) providing a motivational incentive in goal directed
behaviours(Bloom& Lazarson1988).

Under these definitions, V11is likely to produce both feelings and emotions in the audience.
Brief mentionwas made aboveof the fleeting observationsof the audience possiblewhile I was
on stage as Granddad.It may now be worth again briefly consideringthe commentsfrom Field
Notes:
Scene 4: Use the Belt
After Granddadhas savagelybeaten the Child with his belt Field Notes record: "I can see from
behindmy mask that the men in the audience are all either [bolt] upright and staring furiously at
my characteror sitting head downwards,seeminglynot wanting to watch" (p15).
Scene 5: Babysitting
After sexuallyabusing the Child, Field Notes record "The audience is now radiating waves of
hostilityto the point where, even in a full-face mask, I dare not look towardsthem directly"(p15).
Within the model proposed therefore, the events represented in the performance of V11can be
argued to act as an 'as if environmental activator of the embodied somato-visceral feelings
(Damasio 2000) discussed in Chapter 2 and referred to previously as a core feature of traumabased violent behaviour, acting to represent the 'skewed and distorted' internal world externally
on stage. It is crucial to note that the presentation involves physiological and emotional
involvement and arousal, because of its dramaturgical nature, rather than emphasising a
cognitive involvement through dialogue.
As argued in Chapter 2, a key motivational theme to anger is a (culturally constructed)
'demeaning offence against me or mine' - in this analysis, the events of VII are a demeaning
offence to the watching inmates, linked as they are through projective identification to their own
trauma - based shame and guilt - their own 'internal world'. This activation can be operating on
a conscious level of 'emotionally weighty' autobiographical memory (see Alan A.'s comments in
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critical moment 4, Group feedback of reactions to V11,in Chapter 6) and/or on a non-conscious
level (Damasio 1996).
The body language noted above can be seen as embodied expressions of these action patterns
and the action on stage can be seen as continuing the connection building task, linking the
world on stage, the 'inner' world and the experiential 'life world' (Lakoff 1987) of the inmates: "I
think however much they [may dismiss] it ... one of the reasons we get a big reaction from [V11]
is that they do know that we know. It's there, it's raw and it's in front of them" (Kirkham 2003
para 129 my emphasis).
It is also important to note that V11makes use of the Heathcotian principle that if the dramatic
experience is to be related to the spectators' own experience and thus achieve relevancy and
saliency (see Chapter 2) "...it must be universalised to draw in the unique experience of the
group. " (Heathcote 1972 p35, my emphasis), so the portrayals in V11are sufficiently accurate to
prompt identification without having to be an exact simulacrum of an individual experience.
The show embodies Geese's collective knowledge of the likely experiences of the watching
inmates and utilises the ability of drama to present these 'savage memories' (see Jefferies
1991) so that "The emotional loading of the action [is] true to the context... " (Bolton 1976). Not
for nothing is the casual terminology for the performance a 'show', as we literally show the
inmates we know and strengthen our credentials as 'credible communicators'.

One Geese company member still agrees on the effect of VI1 while not entirely convinced of the
purpose:
"I'm still not quite sure that I buy [generating emotion] being a legitimate reason for
using V11at the start, but I agree wholeheartedly that it creates a huge amount of it
I
think of anything else that would do in that prison situation... and if that's
... can't
what we want to bring into the room then the theatre does that" (Meakes 2003 Para
128 my emphasis).

Similarly,Brookes expressesconcerns around the power of V11:
"I think it's quite a dangeroustool to use in the context that we're using it in, given
that the back up that we need within the prisons....which we always said we wanted
[is lacking]. [But] I think it is the perfect vehicle to start the week off...." (Brookes
2003 para 87).
Giventhese concerns,it is important to note argumentsthat VI1 as an aesthetic experiencecan
function as a 'containing vessel' for subsequentprojected psychic anxiety. Even though V11is a
representation of transgression in all directions, "Art structures experience even when it is
chronicling chaos..." (Casson 1997 p52), and Bolton (1982a) suggests the 'as if quality of a play
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provides protectionfor the liberation of emotionalstruggle.This is a literal acting out of internal
conflicts at one remove':Representationof the pastthrough observedexternal action insteadof
internallyexperiencedmemory,eventhough the one can stimulatethe other.
Paradoxically, the aim of this structuring is not to provide a vision of unity and order but instead
to provoke emotional disequilibrium rather than Aristotelian catharsis in the audience, which I
have suggested in Chapter 2 should be defined as 'secondary' catharsis (Hodgson 1972,
Moreno 1970): Watching the tragedy of VII should be a destabilising experience rather than a
cleansing one, and it is this destabilisation which is a 'distinguishing mark' of the transaction
with art (Peckham 1967).

3. The use of masks: `A nightmare world of clarity'
As mentioned,The Violent IllusionPart I is played in full-face masks. In a full-face mask literally
the whole of the face is covered, unlike a half-maskwhere only the upper portion of the face is
hidden, leaving the lower jaw and chin free: This means that in a full mask you cannot speak
while a half-maskis designed to allow verbal interaction.The VI1 masks are also derived from
charactermasks(see Chapter4, The ResearchProject).
This means that rather than being somewhat bland or 'neutral' of feature like mime masks (see
Johnstone 1991), they are based in the concept of character mask taken from the Italian
theatrical tradition of Commedia dell' Arte (Brookes 2004) and their features typify a character in
the sense of disposition, or, arguably, archetype. Thus the Child mask has a wide eyed
innocence about it, Daughter has a furrowed brow and perpetual anxiety within it, Granddad's
mask is overweight with a cruel twist to the mouth, creased eyes and so on.

There is unanimityamongstthe Geese about the power of the full masks in facilitating projective
processes.As Raynsfordnotes
"[the masks) transport people into a
... nightmare world of clarity... there's
something unreal about them in a slightly frightening way. Like the baby's mask is
slightly larger than life and in some ways that is much like their power, their
emotional power is almost larger than life. So when that little baby comes on with a
huge face, his face is really pressed up against your face and you've got to take in
what he's going through. " (Raynsford 2003, para 80).

In a further link back to projectiveidentification,Kirkham notes
"...because they'refull masks they stop us from using languageso that people are
able to project their own script either... the thinking script or the feeling script or
dialogue script onto what's goingon..." (Kirkham2003, para 117 my emphasis).
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huge
Heywood too comments on the 'heightening' effect of the masks: "I think they
.... read
amounts into [the masks] ....it's bigger but somehow I think it's more personal as well, because
you haven't got any words, they put all the words... " (Heywood 2003 para 92 my emphasis), a
theme which Watson picks up; "...the weirdness of [the masks] is part of it, they're full of
reality.... they don't pretend to be real but people project their own reality onto them, that's what
the distortedness of it all is" (Watson 2003 para 113 my emphasis). Kirkham concludes
"everything has to be heightened because it's full mask so it's a very theatrical thing" (Kirkham
2003 para 117).
Paradoxically, while the full masks are identified as crucial to the facilitation of projective
identification, which implies emotional engagement as discussed above, they are also seen as
performing a distancing function, a 'making strange':
"... using the full masks
... adds weight ...in terms of the theatre explanation, so
making something strange, creating something that's larger than life. The full
mask... creates even more of a distance in some ways than the half-masks
it
...
gives the impression that they're watching something special, this is something
different, this is something out of the ordinary' (Meakes 2003, para 156)
Such a distancing function is of course more usually associated with a Brechtian approach,
where (allegedly) the aim is to suspend distracting emotional enjoyment in order to promote
rational critical analysis. In V11, the full masks seem to operate at one and the same time both
as a device for the promotion of emotional engagement and accessing of past personal
experience and psychodynamic structures though projective identification and as a
defamiliarising device to facilitate distanciation in order to put a frame around the activities
which will later be analysed rationally.
From the actor's perspective, the mask work is certainly Brechtian, in that its intention is entirely
different to the type of mask work where the intention is for the actor to be 'possessed' in a
trance state by the spirit of the Mask and the mask is understood to 'die' when controlled by the
actor's will (Johnstone 1991. See De Panafieu 1982) Pollaczek 1954 and Saigre 1989 for
further discussions).

Mention has been made above of the comment by Bruce F. that the
action of V11remindedhim
of his home and own experiences;a comment which supports the Geese interpretationof what
the masks specifically'do' comes from James M. Field Notes record that on the Wednesday at
tea break after the performance of the Violent Illusion Part 2, which is
also performed in full
mask, James M. commented along the lines of the following:
"Them masks though.... they're amazing aren't they? In that first
play you did, I
I
[saw]
the look on her face [Daughter] change when she burned him [the
swear
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Child], and the boy look scared when [Granddad] was at him with the belt... but
they're solid aren't they? " (Field Notes p32).
James is of course correct that the features of the masks are actually rigid and immobile, yet so
strongly do they facilitate projection that several audience members have the impression of
actually seeing shifting expressions and context dependent variable emotions move across the
'face'.

In conclusion, it seems that
"...what the big masks [in VII] do is very clearly clarify that there is a whole world
behind the masks, and some of the stuff is pretty darn huge and monumental. So
it
is there are parts of you that you don't show the world and there
... what shows
are parts of you as big as these head masks and as powerful as these face masks.
They are the bits of you that we need to look at and do some work on" (Raynsford
2003, para 86)
Raynsford's image may be seen to function as a metaphor for the Residency process overall
and for links to the psychodynamic influences proposed by this thesis.
As will be explored further in later sections involving mask work, the hidden and paradoxical
logic of the use of Geese masks in the Residency is that of 'masking to unmask', (see Ives
1997) by attempting to help inmates to 'lift the mask' and enter into a more authentic and
congruent relationship with the world. The removal of masks is a metaphor echoed in crosscultural situations to symbolise the possibility of emerging into a "...full awareness and
potentiality" (Braithwaite 1997). This chimes with a number of the theory nodes emerging from
the literature review, including: Shamanic transformational practices (again linking to the
'magical' or 'alchemic' quality of the Residency); Freirian education aimed at increasing
'conscientisation' and dramaturgical conceptions of the multiple or fragmentary potential self.

To conclude with an overall summary of the aims or effects of VI1, I will again cite Cox and
Theilgaard
'By experiencing dramatic material mirroring personal conflicts, thoughts, fantasies
and feelings are projected onto fictive objects. Contact is therefore made between
conscious and unconscious material, so that a higher degree of integration
becomes possible. This is one of the therapeutic benefits of witnessing the plays in
live performance. " (1994 pp266-267 my emphasis).
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Episode 4
Group feedback of reactions to W1
Other aspects of this episode that are considered 'critical' because of their relevance for the
Discourse of the inmates on violence are considered in Chapter 6 under the episode of the
same title. What follows here is material culled from the same episode but which, while not
being 'critical' is of interest as an exemplar of the use of a communication style and 'spirit'
codified in Motivational Interviewing (M. I. ) (Miller & Rollnick 1991,2002). It is not the 'ritualistic'
or 'high register' language of Stanza 1 or Stanza 2 described in Chapter 6, but is a
demonstration and further example/continuation of the authoritative Geese voice placed within a
non-authoritarian Discourse of guided cooperation and collaboration.
In terms of the 'model of change' the assumption inherent in Geese practice is that most of the
inmates will be in early 'Contemplation', the 'thinking about it' phase where ambivalence around
their 'problem' behaviour (i.e. violence) is very strong; there is no clear acceptance of a
'problem'; and no decision to change has been taken. The focus of work with someone in this
stage of change should be to:

"

Elicit the pros and cons of the behaviour from their perspective
Look at both the positive and negatives of changing and of remaining the same

Attempt to develop any discrepancies which people present between how things are
and how they would like them to be
"

Considerthe importanceof change and their confidence in changing

The intention is that the other person, not the worker, should be the one who produces the
argumentsfor change, rather than the worker producing 'resistance' and a defensive reaction
where the other entrenches against a worker who is pressing for change (Miller & Rollnick 1991,
2002). Overall, the aim of the Residency can be seen as facilitating men in moving through
Contemplationto decision and Action.
Briefly, the style is both person centred and directive. The former element reflects the
humanistic values found, for example in Carl Rogers (1965) where the 'client' is treated with
'unconditional positive regard' and is seen as the 'expert in their own lives', while the latter
'directive' element to some extent predetermines the subject of the communication
- in this
case, violence or violent behaviour.

Although research demonstrates that in criminal justice settings in the UK, empathic
communicationwith inmates was not, and probably remains, not generally culturally supported
(Hogue & Mann 2000, Ginsburg, Mann, Rogers & Weekes 2002), the

use of M.I. is now widely
supported in accredited programmes (see for example McMurran 2004, Birgden & Vincent
2000). Such communication remains 'ghettoised' in treatment
settings such as offending
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behaviour programmes rather than reflecting a rehabilitative ethos throughout a prison
institution overall (Farrall 2004).
When dealing with issue of offending behaviour where the 'client' has a vested interest in
minimising the effects or consequences of their own behaviour, classical 'unconditional positive
regard' may also be inappropriate. Instead, a position of 'respectful scepticism' (Jenkins 1990)
still conveying a non-judgemental attitude towards and respect for the other, may be a
preferable position.
Stanza 4 (below, repeated from Chapter 6) can be seen to illustrate an explicit use of reflective
listening techniques from M.I. and constitutes part of the reason for selecting this feedback as a
critical moment: The use of the techniques is part of the Geese Discourse and 'background' of
the Residency.

This is of relevance because within the theoretical basis of M. I. is an understanding of power
relationships and dynamics which is very specific and explicitly attempts to avoid the 'expert
trap' of a professional questioning to gain information on the basis that they can then
'understand' the 'problem' and find an appropriate solution. Instead the emphasis is very much
on a joint construction of meaning (linking to the work of Bruner discussed in Chapter 2 and to
theory node 5 around meaning and narrative, and to theory node 7 on interpersonal style and
theory node 8 on learning and change). The following brief exchange therefore warrants a
closer textual analysis to indicate not just the kind of thing Geese are saying but how they say it.

Stanza 4
1 Kirkham

First off- reactions?Anything anybody has to say about what they've just seen//
(pause)

Line I contains a general open question to begin the process, followed by an assumptive
statement. The // symbol designates that the 'tone unit' in line I (a set of words said 'as if they
go together') is said with the 'final contour' rising or falling in pitch to indicate 'finished', giving
the sentence a sense of closure to encourage 'turn taking' in speech. The particular point here
is that the last part of the line, though it uses the same words as a question, falls in pitch,
making it a reflection.

A reflection can be defined as a 'giving back' of part of what someone has said. The theory is
that only then does the individualreally hear what they have said, summed up in the phrase I
didn't know what I thought until I heard myself saying it'. A reflection (rather than question or
interpretation) is part of avoiding the information gathering 'expert trap' and also links to
Vygotsky and theory node I around cognition, in that it is a parallel to early experiences of
internal cognitionoriginatingin externalsocial dialogue (Vygotsky2000).
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1 Kirkham

First off-reactions? Anything anybody has to say about what they've just seen/I
(pause)

2 Alan A.:

It was sick//

3 Kirkham
4 Alan A.:

It was sick// Say a bit more about that//
Well it reminds me about it minds .. it remembers me of me .. why I'm in
..
..
..
..
here//

5 Kirkham

It reminds you of why you're in here//

6 Alan A.:

Aye//

7 Kirkham

OK//

Line 3 is a content reflection (a giving back of part of the factual content of what someone has
said) followed by another statement to elicit information. Line 5 is another content reflection,
clarifying what has been said and acting as a summary to which Alan A. agrees in line 6. Thus
the performance of VI1 (and the Geese epistemology of violence within it) is being 'made
relevant' (question 2) accepted as valid, meaningful and accurate without any claims on the part
of Geese that it was so. The inmates will contest this relevance shortly, as a Discourse of
'acceptable' violence begins to be expressed by them (see below).
Interestingly, at the time of this research, Geese workers had not received explicit training in Ml,
yet the approach and skills appear to be an emergent quality of the Residency and reflected in
Geese practice, chiming with the notion that (at least in Euro-American culture) they appear to
reflect some sort of underlying universal principles of effective practice and that workers can
'find their own way there'.

Resistance is another key concept in Motivational Interviewing. It is characterised as an
interpersonalphenomenon arising in the transaction. As discussed in the Literature Review,
though one party (the client or offender for example) can come in with resistance originating in
contextualconsiderations(i.e. being 'coerced' into a setting, such as occurs in criminal justice)
the other party (the worker) can play a huge part in raising, lowering or maintaining such
resistance,by what they do. Thus, within this framework, if Geese were telling the inmates what
to think or imposing a meaning on the performance, resistance would be generated, and the
effect would be for the Conversation to cease as the other 'side' 'digs in' to stabilise their
threatened Discourse. By taking a primarily reflective stance, Kirkham is attempting to avoid
generatingsuch resistanceand keep the dialogue flowing.
Stanza 4

9 Kirkham:

Sheer sheer TORTURE in the family and stuff// It was WELL OUT OF
..
ORDER// And er ABUSE towards the kid//
..
Uh huh//

10 Alan A.:

and towards the woman// Way OUT OF ORDER // That's why I'm in here//

8 Alan A.:
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11 Kirkham:

And the and the feelingsaroundthat//

12 Alan A.:

huh//

13 Kirkham:

The feelings are sick//

14 Alan A.:

Aye.. Cos I grew up with that kind of shit //

In lines 8 and 10 Alan A. is now giving the 'argumentsfor change' himself, rather than Geese
beingthe ones to providethe arguments,which (withinthe M.I. model) is most likely to generate
resistanceand a rehearsalof the argumentsto not change.
Kirkham reflects further in lines 11 and 13, embodying an assumption that Alan A. does have
feelings about the issue, enabling him to admit in line 14 that he has experienced the kind of
things seen in VI1, rather than a disassociation from things which are "...well out of order. " (line
8). This respectful humanistic ethos, combined with a firmness of directive purpose ("....this
week is about violence, that's what we're here to look at") is core to the Geese Discourse and
supported by concepts of motivation as a continuum where intrinsic motivation to change is
seen as most likely to produce that change, rather than an extrinsic, coercive and imposed
motivation (see also Ryan & Deci 2000). 'Change agents' such as Geese can facilitate the
development of this intrinsic motivation through addressing

1) The need for personal autonomy.A key aspect of this is the element of "experiencing
one's behaviouras determined by oneself....rather than the control of external forces"
(Ginsburget al, p336)
2) The creation of supportive caring group (the 'corrective recapitulationof the primary
family group' in psychotherapeuticterms, Yalom 1985) where one's thoughts feelings
and beliefsare valued though not necessarilyaccepted unquestioningly
3) The creating or demonstrationthat one's behaviourcan produce the desired (different)
outcome. This latter point also links to notions of self-efficacy in M.I. and will be of
particularinterest later in the week when we come to skills training through improvised
drama.
These three elements are addressed both generically and specificallyby the Geese practice in
the Residencyas will be demonstratedbelow, and the need to work in this manner within the
wider context of the anti-humanitarianinstitution of HMP Blackwood is another parallel to the
'borderland' Discourse being developed. It is an approach which is fundamentally closer to
notions of the 'good life' model of rehabilitationwhere offender are engagedin consideringhow
they might live a 'virtuous life' (see Birgden2004, Ward 2002, Ward & Stewart 2003) than the
'risk management'modelcurrentlydominant in the UK.
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Episode 5
Accessing the mask of Boyfriend 1: Who is in my Shoes?
The 'accessing' of the mask of the boyfriend 1 character is a chord of the Heathcotian trajectory
mentioned previously, moving from the universal to the particular, in that:

"

It begins to introduce a specific understanding of a central Geese metaphor, the mask,
building on the exposure thus far to full mask

"

It begins to move beyond the 'at one remove' level utilising dramatic distance and
projection, to a much closer approach to the 'personal level' of direct relevance to the
individual

From the discussions under critical episode 4, Group feedback of reactions to V11, above, it
seems likely that at least some men (perhaps a majority) have experienced some degree of
identification with one of the main victims of V11, the boy Child. This is useful in establishing a
destabilising emotional arousal, as discussed above, but the focus of the Residency is of course
not on the role the inmates may hold as (child) victim, but as (adult) perpetrator.
In Chapter 6, critical episode 4, Group feedback of reactions to V11, evidence is presented in
stanzas 8.9 and 10 of Kirkham working to set up this transition between victim and subsequent
abuser roles, where she discusses whose responsibility was the violence of Boyfriend 1, and
subsequently in stanza 11 where she then elicits admission of direct identification with him (line
171 "Anybody look at that character [Boyfriend 1] and say 'yeah that's been me'? ").
As humans, our qualitative experience seems to be of 'my thinking' and of 'I' being located in
our individual heads, leading us to believe that there is an 'internality' about ourselves - an
'inner world' or inner experience versus the outer embodied 'person' that people can see and to
which they relate (Toates 1997, Mauss 1985). However, as will become more obvious later in
the Residency when the inmates begin an examination of their own specific violent offences,
there often appears to be a failure of inter subjectivity (a concept which was referred to above)
in that the inmates fail to hypothesise an internal experience in the 'other' which may be
different to their own: The behaviour and motivations attributed to others are reduced to a single
possibility with only one (violence inducing) interpretation. From a cognitive perspective, this is
often referred to as a failure of 'social cognition'.

Thus far, having seen him in the play, the Boyfriend 1 character has been referred to in his
absence; now Nicholas, the Geese member who played Boyfriend 1, enters in full mask to
providea concrete,'here and now' referent for the next part of the exercise:
Stanza A
34 Brookes:

When he walks on watch the way he walks on// Just watch the way he walks
...
on.. (pause) What do you see//
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35 Unattributed: Think's he's a hard man//
(Farrall 2001a)
The exercise is a clear continuation of the projective identification established above, but still
using the safety of dramatic distance. With Boyfriend 1 as stimulus, it is attempting to begin an
examination or construction of the inmate's understanding of inter subjectivity and 'theory of
mind'; but this is an intuitive account based in praxis and a Wittgensteinian understanding of the
embodied 'rules' of conduct and 'tacit presuppositions' (Bruner 1996) about how peoples' minds
work in the experiential reality of the life world.
The exercise here is a precursor to critical episode 7, Replay of the Mirror Scene, after lunch,
when the group will be invited to construct a collective 'Thinking Report' for the Boyfriend 1.
Thus in response to Brookes's question the inmates feed back 'intimidating', 'a nutcase',
'aggression' (Farrall 2001 b). Davy J., who has hitherto been relatively quiet in the feedback
offers "He thinks it makes him a man to be violent" (Farrall 2001 b). As the feedback continues
there is still some attempt to differentiate between 'acceptable' and 'not acceptable' violence,
continuing the discourse initiated originally by Deek T. in the first feedback to the performance
of V11,as when Kirkham, linking back to the inmate's first comments on Boyfriend 1, queries:

Stanza 10
247 Kirkham: Are hard man on the street ever hard men in their own homesas well//
248 Alan A. and Billy R. (very quickly) No//
249 Bruce F.:

No//

250 Kirkham:

Never//

(Farrall 2001a)

This uniformityis weakened somewhatby the qualificationsoffered by James M. and Billy D.,
the latter being a man on whom not much data is available in this thesis.
251 James M.: Not usually//
252 Billy D:

Not in front of their wives and that//

(Farrall2001a)
Taking this opportunity,Brookes moves on to introduce the core Geese concept of 'mask' or
'front'. This is a notionwhich Geese are unanimousin praising,as for example Meakes:
"It's something that [people] really connect with, the notion of having a front and the
thoughts and feelings beneath that front will have a bearing on the behaviour of
that individual

first and foremost
it
....
... works with the men, it connects with
them... and it seems to make sense. If an overall driving force of our work is to get
more self-knowledge and having a fuller understanding of the way... people behave
then I can't think of anything that could do it as well". (Meakes 2003 para 158).
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Stanza B
In the exercises, Brookes continues to explore the notion of the mask for Boyfriend 1.
299 Brookes: Looking that way// If we were to lift that u though, if we could peel this front off
and we could see what he was thinkin and and see what he was feelin
what might be underneath there..

300 James M: Fear//
301 Brookes:

Fear// Fear of what//

302 Billy D.:

Fear of himself//

303 Brookes:

Himself.. what might frighten him about himself//
The way he uses violence..

304 Davy J.:
(Farrall 2001 a)

Above, James M. is able to articulate a theme of vulnerability behind the 'hard man' image,
which seems to resonate with several men. Line 304 is spoken by Davy J., who will go forward
to the Corrida, and the impression given is that Davy J. is offering a comment with particular
personal relevance: His face is deadly serious and intent (Field Notes p17), and developments
in the week will reinforce that he indeed has a fear about the potential of his own violent
behaviour. Brookes pursues the combined notion of fronts and vulnerability.

Stanza C
320 Brookes:

But what's underneath how does that work? what is it what is it that he
..
..
..
do..
Underneath
to
this
hard
image.
What
does
he
WANT
to do?
wants

321 Davy J.:

Change

322 Brookes:

He wants to change?

323 Davy J.:

mmm

324 Brookes:(pause) Maybe.Could be he wants to change.. how's he gonna do that?.. Hows
he gonna do that in this situation?
(Farrall 2001 a)
In line 324 Brookes

backs off from

reinforcing Davy's suggestion, which may seem
counterintuitive given the aim of the Residency: But the struggle here is to open up (or reopen)
possibilities, rather than already be attempting to coalesce into one possibility, choosing to
change; it is too early in the Conversion. As part of this attempt to keep open possibility, without
explicitly naming it as such, the notion of front also serves to introduce the concept of the 'self,
the 'I' not as a finished item, but as a role-based or dramaturgical self with many potentialities
that can be enacted.

This is another angle on the idea of the fragmented, multiple post modern self (Gergen 1991)
and will be further explored on the Tuesday of the Residency though the exercise featuring the
Fragment Masks (see Chapter 6, critical episode 11, The Mimed Offence and related activity,
also Chapter 4, The Research Project and later in this Appendix under episode 11). It is also a
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further exampleof the paradoxicalnature of the Residencyin that Geese are using the concept
of mask or front to suggest a deeper 'truth' underneathyet the theme is also of 'many masks'
being worn and of multiplicityratherthan unity.
Brookes is also continuing the connection building task: Question 17 asks what sorts of
connections are made to previous or future interactions... and Brookes' question can be seen as
a reference to the 'future business' of the Residency, which is exactly to consider how a
'Boyfriend 1' can change; thus these connections are arguably helping contribute to the
coherence of the situation as the theatre Discourse serves as a vehicle for the 'non theatre'
work of examining violent offending behaviour.
By this latter point I mean, as will be seen below, that the feedback is part of a trajectory,
moving from general responses to the performance and into a more focussed exploration of the
Geese and inmate Discourses of violence, to the introduction of specific concepts of
responsibility and choice, before arriving at the point of direct personal reference to the inmates,
which is discussed in critical episode 5, Accessing the Mask of Boyfriend 1.

Episode 6
Games after lunch on Monday
The actual exercises used at this point are not themselves the subject of much analysis: They
will be dealt with briefly at the end of the section. Instead, this point has been selected as
because it introduces the notion of experiential games and exercises, which have not yet been
encountered by the inmate participants or by the reader. For the benefit of the reader, a
discussion of definitions around 'games' may be of use because:
"

As the week progresses, there is an increasing fluidity in the use of drama based
techniques and physical participation in games and/or exercises by the inmates

"

Some'games' also share some of the function of 'exercises'

"

Members of Geese themselves often use the terms 'games' and 'exercises'
interchangeably,when they can often be referring to different things, or even fail to
make a clear distinction

With reference to the latter point, for example Watson states,

"In group work I very rarely use... exercisesor games. It dependswhat you mean
by exercises I guess, I get people up in pseudo situations and it could be an
exerciseor it could be them walking, askingthem to walk from one end of the room
to the other end, I wouldn't necessarilycall it an exercise." (Watson2003 para 27).
Readers should note that Watson is referring to offending behaviour group work contexts in
general here, as distinct to the Violent Illusion Trilogy Residency specifically, within which a
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groupwork approach is utilised. The use of games/exercisesoccurs throughout the Residency
and it is possibleto identifythree areas of overlappingusage in Geese practice.
1) Games as games

2) Games as metaphor
3) Exercises
Before touching on the specific games featuring at this point, after lunch on the Monday, we will
work though these three usages in order, so as to provide a framework for future
comprehension as each use becomes relevant in the thesis. Readers should note that Geese
practice here is a good example of Derridan 'contamination' since there are few absolute
boundaries between the three areas of practice identified. (Further detailed discussion of these
issues can be found in Baim, Brookes and Mountford 2005. ) Instead, I will again reiterate the
point that, as with Geese use of language in the critical moments preceding, wherever the
games are used, similar processes are likely to be at work.

1) Games as games
These can be defined for the purposes of this thesis as the use of what may be familiar to
readers as 'ice breakers' or 'warm ups', often taking the exact form of 'party' or even children's
games. Good examples of this type of usage would be Touch Backs, which features at this
point, or Wild West, which occurs on Wednesday afternoon. The 'play' usage is very structured,
often involving determined turns, sequences, procedures and so on to be learned, and so, while
fitting Huizinga's definition: "[Play] proceeds within its own proper boundaries of time and space
according to fixed rules and in an orderly manner" (Huizinga 1955, p13), differs from the
'imaginative' play to which much of the 'play therapy' literature relates (see for example
Landreth 2002, McMahon 1992, Wilson, Kendrick & Ryan 1992).

There is a uniform appreciationwithin Geese of the value to the Residency of such games for
their 'ice breaker' function: "They can serve a very literal.... practical function of energising a
group of people who traditionally or habitually have very low levels of energy and focus, so
that's really useful" (Meakes 2003 para. 48). Linking to research on a sense of group cohesion
as a predictorof positive outcomes(see Beech and Scot-Fordham1997), Raynsfordnotes
"[Games are important] particularly with the VI week because we have a week...
with the whole group forming, the pleasure and the fun that can be gained from
[games] just working together and seeing that you can have
some fun together"
(Raynsford2003 para.30).
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Brookes and Robinson support this perspective also: "I think [the games] ... work as a vehicle
for bringing the group together... " (Brookes 2003 para.26); ".... they get the group working
together. " (Robinson 2003).

Deeper functions of games as games
Additionally, these 'games as games' also appear to have 'deeper' functions that are crucial to
the Residency, beyond facilitating group formation, and which are intrinsic literally to the
existential 'doing' of the games in the life world. In interview, Geese members seem to see
these 'deep functions' in terms of 'being different to the usual' and as a 'preparation' for the
stated focus of the Residency, it's 'work task' (Bion 1961) and linking to notions of the
dramaturgical self considered in Chapter 2, in that such play can per se form a site of
potentiality and a rehearsal for change,
As Brookes notes, in a continuation of her earlier comments in paragraph 26 above:
".... [The games] actually serve an incredibly important function in that they first of
all ask people to do something differently in a way that they haven't done before,
which is often very uncomfortable, and people get through that and often find that
they enjoy that process, and that's a process that goes through [the Residency]
with them" (Brookes 2003 para. 26, my emphasis).
Watson notes further: "[The games] get people playing... one of the reasons why people like us
in Britain is because we allow guys the opportunity to play and I don't think they [get much
chance] usually" (Watson 2003 para.35).

There is a clear theme of potentiality here, with 'fun games' as a medium for the inmates to
experience not just others but themselves in a different way, as capable of being different: This
links to theory node 4 concerning role and the self as social, performative and potential, and
Meakes makes this link explicit: "[The games] being public matters [because] you find your own
roles and your roles are defined by other people as well, if someone else sees you in the role. "
(Meakes 2003 para. 76 my emphasis). Watkins (1983) notes that games today are seen as a
'time out' from life, but in fact they are a "...reflection of a complex social process" (p36)

Commentsby several Geese membersin interviewsupport this interpretationof the playing of
the games per se having potentialto expandthe role repertoire:
".... [The games are] very important because they challenge self image and
a lot of the people that we are working with have a very set image about
how they must be or they must behave and how men behave and what is
acceptable and what is not acceptable and it is a joy to see men enjoy
themselves doing those games and laughing a lot and allowing themselves
to look different for five minutes that they're playing" (Brookes 2003 para
29, my emphasis).
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Morris makes a similar point:
"...to get them running around doing something and being a bit silly and
maybe making a fool of themselves in front of other people, as they would
see it, could actually be quite a liberating experience in itself... " (Morris 2003
para. 13).

Meakes elaborateson the same theme:
"[Having] a sense of 'bleeding Nora I've just done Captain's Coming Aboard [a
game involving the miming of various silly and nautically related actions] in front of
my peer group' and that could be an interesting change once you realise that you
can be silly and childlike in front of men and you're not going to get laughed at, and
if you are it's in a sense of sharing rather than being humiliated (Meakes 2003 para
56 my emphasis).
In terms of Discourse and socioculturally situated identities, the fun and spontaneity of the
games is entirely at odds with the 'frozen institution' of the prison within which they are taking
place, and with the 'cultural conserve' that the inmates 'coalesced' identities have become. For
readers who are unfamiliar with the prison context and with violent offenders, it should perhaps
be underlined that the potential power of asking the men attending the Residency 'simply' to
play a game should not be underestimated: The games can even be a 'critical moment' in the
sense of crucially affecting an inmate's participation; Brookes recalls:

"I also know from one of the VI's in [HMP] Parkhurst that a real change point for
one of the men was when he was shouted at in one of the [games] by one of the
Geese people. And it was not a serious exercise, it was a silly [game] that he
wouldn't do" (Brookes2003 para. 31).
Yet, as with comments around VII, Meakes introduces a note of ambiguity or ambivalence:
'Yeah, there's loads of reasons for doing [the games]. There's also loads of reasons for not
doing them". (Meakes 2003 para. 48). Thus, while Geese members identify that the playing of
the games can be seen as providingtherapeutic opportunitiesin terms of having fun, expanding
role repertoire, increasing spontaneity (see Blatner & Blatner 1988) and so on, they also
recognisethat the experiencecan potentially be destabilising: "...sometimes [playingthe games]
is a kind of 'fucking hell!' for some people..." (Raynsford2003 para 30).
Meakes goes on to state the case even more strongly: "[A game] could potentially be a little mini
Corrida for a lot of those men, doing an exercise like that" (Meakes 2003 para 56). Readers
should note Meakes's comment in the knowledge that the actual Corridas on Friday are the
apogee of the Residency and constitute individually crafted challenges intended to test and
consolidate the week's experience and learning.
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The double-edged sword that the games represent may be reason for their decline in current
criminal justice practice as embodied in accredited programmes: Geese were always specialists
in this 'applied drama'. It can be argued that the authors of the current generation of accredited
programmes and thus the 'trained' group workers, lacking this theatre-based skills set or
understanding, are simply not skilful or knowledgeable enough in such techniques to enable a
high enough likelihood of their successful use.

Preparation
A second 'deep function' of the 'games as games' has already been hinted at in the passage
above: That of preparationfor furtherwork. Morris comments:
"...it's like stepping stones, it's kind of the preparatory work
the games are just
....
about a bit of fun, but with a view to preparing people for something else,
something sort of more developed" (Morris 2003 para 13).

while Robinsonalso sees that:
"[The games] prepare them in lots of different ways... it prepares them for the
cognitive work and prepares them for the fact that the Corrida will be a very
physical experience and their walk-throughs will be a very physical experience"
(Robinson 2003 para 64 - 66 my emphasis).

Raynsfordtoo picks up on the foundationalnature of the games;asked whether she thoughtthe
Residencywouldfunction withoutthe games, she responds:
"No, because I think we are asking a huge amount of trust and respect from the
men and if we have not attemptedany kind of processthat will generatethat [such
as the games do] then I think it would be a shambles"(Raynsford2003, para 32).
This comment, with its mention of trust and respect, can be seen as linking back to core
principles of play therapy, in that the therapeutic relationship is central. It is also an echo of the
research mentioned above concerning a supportive and trusting group climate as a major
Indicator of positive outcomes

2) Games as metaphor
Underthis categorycomegamesthe contentor formof whichcan exactlymimicthe gameas
game'warmups'underthe categoryabove,butwhichhavean additionalelement.Examplesof
this wouldbe Grandmother's
Footsteps(whichsome readersmay knowfrom childhoodas
Traft Lights)on Thursdaymorning.The additionalelementreferredto is a contextualising,
or
framingso that the experienceof the (apparentlyunrelated)exerciseis used to facilitate
examinationof issuesof offendingbehaviour,whichGeesemembersreferto as processing.It
is thisprocessing
whichis the keyconcept,as a gamelikeZipZapBopcanfunctionas a warm
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up, but with the addition of processing the game opens up as a vehicle for analysing offending
behaviour.
Just as with the preceding usage considered, of games as games, Geese members are almost
unanimous in their appreciation of the usefulness of the games as metaphors for offending
behaviour, or related aspects of experience:
"The [use of games as metaphors] I think are an integral part of our work and
they are a way in to quite a deep level sometimes with men who have no way of
...
articulating their emotions sometimes ... no vocabulary for how they really see
things or how they really feel and by giving them something to latch on to which is
a very basic metaphor, like a bomb or a shield or a piece of paper or whatever,
then in that space you're giving them [a vocabulary] (Morris 2003 para. 14)
Here, Morris is touching on the arguments explored in Chapter 2, such as the Sapir-Whorf
hypothesis that one's thought, and conceptual and literal vocabularies are constrained and
shaped by one's material environment. He may also be seen to be paralleling the position of
Wittgenstein in suggesting that concept-formation is a development from instinctive behaviour
and responses, plus socialisation in a community (the Residency in this case) and that concepts
do not have an underlying foundation, being instead (in another Chaotic similarity) an emergent
property of interaction.

As discussedin Chapter 2, this also parallels Vygotsky on the social developmentof cognition,
and argumentsmarshalledby Best that arts and languages confer the possibility of feeling and
are creative emotionally:Thus, language and the arts (represented by the Residency) create
the human being, not visa versa, offering a way to escape socially determinedways of thinking
and feeling which restrict the posibilities of being: "The possibilitiesof changing oneself depend
not only on inherent abilities, but also on the language and social practices which one has
learnt." (Best 1992 p83). Following Best, Brookes identifies the importance (as with discussions
on V11,earlier) the importanceof the emotionalcontent of the games:
"[Games] also allow us to start looking at feelings, most people have very strong
feelings in [games and exercises] and that's the same with the theatre and the
stuff that we're showing as well, it produces affect...." Brookes 2003 para. 27).
Furthermore,and of direct relevanceto the Residency as an example of the performancearts,
Best also suggests a holistic unity of cognition and affect with action as the root action in a
Heywood
Best:
echoes
social context.
"I think that people are less inclined to... intellectualise or [try to distance
themselves] if they're doing something, their body's engaged as well, so I think
their response can be more genuine because they're
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involved in it more

completely than if they were just talking about something". (Heywood 2003 para.
33).

Heywood is also touching on theories of education and 'learning styles' which would suggest
three major 'domains' to learning: The cognitive, affective and sensori-motor (Bloom 1984 but
see also Krathwohl 2002, Anderson, Krathwohl, Airasian, Cruikshank, Mayer, Pintrich, Raths &
Wittrock, 2001), all of which should arguably be catered for, through the Geese use of
experiential games. Meakes notes that "...in terms of the processing of exercises then it's a nonacademic way into looking at issues which our particular client group ordinarily might find quite
dry I think" (Meakes 2003 para 48).
Again, we will conclude with a perspective on the games offered by an inmate-participant and
man who goes on to the Corrida, Davy J., and which seems to encapsulate the affective and
cognitive dimensions, arising from the existential experience of 'doing' the game (Equidistant in
this instance):
"The game we played on [Wednesday] the one where we were going round in
circles I can identify with that because all I've been doing all my life is just going
round in one big circle, it's always been a vicious circle I've been going round in"
(Farrall 2001q para 76).

Clearly, Davy J. has seen quite a profound meaning in the game: This is a product of the
processing and the way in which, linking back to Chapter 2, it facilitates the construction of
meaning.

3) Exercises
The final category of usage covers exercises such as the eponymous Two Man Exercise
(occurringlate on Monday)or, Rules No Rules on Thursdaymorning.In activities like these, the
format may still fit that of a recognisable 'game' (for the latter) or utilise drama techniques or
experiential methods in some other way (for the former); perhaps the distinguishingfeature is
that this usage is not overtly 'fun' while the abovetwo categoriesare more obviouslyenjoyable
At this point I will distinguishfurther between 'exercises' and the use of dramatic presentations
such as the replay of the Mirror scenefrom V11,examinedin Chapter6 under critical episode 7,
The Mirror Scene Replay.
Raynsford identifies that the use of dramatic distance which we have seen above in the
performanceof and feedbackto VII and accessingof the mask of Boyfriend1 still appliesin the
use of exercises, as does the holistic nature of the undertaking,and particularly identifies the
bridgingfunction:
"In a one step removedway the exercises allow people to go through a process
and connect with it, with their minds and their feelings and that in itself is a very
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valuable process for people who say 'I didn't feel anything or I didn't think
anything'.... what that allows us to do is say 'where else do you feel those in life? ',
so they allow us to build a bridge between identifying those thoughts and feelings
and then between people's experiences outside in their doings... They are
therefore crucial to the Geese process they are part of how we work" (Raynsford
2003 para. 28 - 30).
Specific attention will be given later in the thesis to critical moments rooted in these usages as
they arise, and provide the most suitable exemplars.

The specific games of Monday afternoon: Name BaH Game, Touch Backs
In thespecificinstancehere,it will sufficeto statethat the useof theexercisescan be assumed
to beginor embodythetypeof processesdiscussedabove:Bothexercisesfall underthe 'game
as game'usage,with NameBaHGamesimplybeinga devicefor groupmembersto learneach
other'snames,and TouchBacksbeinga fast, physicalexerciseinvolvinga limiteddegreeof
physicalcontact.More detailedinstructionsor explanationsof these gamesare availablein
Baim,Brookesand Mountford2002).A point to mentionis that Field Notes (p12) record a
changein Geeseplans,takingoutthe intendedgameas metaphorof TheKnot(whichwill be
consideredlater) and replacingit with TouchBacks.The reasonfor this is that the company
felt TheKnotto be 'too intimate'after the experienceof watchingV11.Thisreflects
collectively
the artisticnatureof the Residencywhere such decisionscan only be classedas basedin
aesthetics.
Watson also identifies a point of particular relevance after V11 and the level of emotion,
transference and projection raised:
"I think that after a performance [of VI1 the games] serve a different function,
because there needs to be some bridge created whereby the actors are seen as
...
participants as well, I think [the games] serve as a kind of rapport building function"
(Watson 2003 para. 35).

In critical moment 7, considerednext, several key themes of the Residencybegin to emerge, as
the Mirrorscene from V11is replayed.
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Episode 7
Replayof 'Mirror scene' from W1& construction of the group Thinking Report
As hasbeendiscussed,
throughthedevicesof dramatic
dramatic
distance
representation,
and
Geesehavebeenattempting
to stimulateand elicit the inmates'
projectiveidentification
(Damasian)
feelings,theirexperiences,
bothconscious
somato-visceral
andunconscious,
and
theircognitions
thusencouraging
the inmatesto be talkingaboutthemselves
andemotions,
overtlydoingso.Thisfinalstepto thelevelof directpersonal
withoutnecessarily
relevance
will
be takenbytheendof Monday,
withtheworkin smallgroupswherethemenwillbe askedto
furnishanexample
of theirown,actual,violentbehaviour.
The Mirror Scene replay thus represents an intermediate stage in the move to personal
relevance, still encouraging projective identification but taking a more structured and concrete
form than the preceding feedback of reactions to the performance of V11. The process of the
exercise is that the scene from the play with Boyfriend 1 and Daughter is replayed in full mask
and stopped at critical points, 'frozen'. The inmates are then asked to supply a thought or
feeling for Boyfriend 1, which is written up on flipchart as a Thinking Report (TR).

Readerswill recall that within the terms of this thesis, 'thoughtand feeling' is a false dichotomy
(Best 1992, Damasio 1996,2000) but the split is a 'thinking tool' to help try and establishthat
thoughts and feelings BOTH exist and play a role in (violent) behaviour. Readers should also
note terminology:In the TR a 'feeling' is generally referring to a cognitively mediated emotion
but can also refer to the 'raw data' of embodied somato-visceralarousal. (This is itself a
precursor to later work on 'Cues and Triggers' on Tuesday which will focus specifically on
identifying and isolating these somato-visceralchanges in order for an individual to gain an
'early warning' of arousal and thus intervenein the process of violence.)
As said, the inmates' suggestionsof 'thoughts' and 'feelings' for Boyfriend 1 are noted up on a
flip chart to producethe Thinking Report (TR). After the 'affect bomb' of VII in the morning,
Robinsonidentifiesthe TR is the first sign of the 'cognitive thrust' of the Residency:"...cognitive
therapy is probablydeemed the most successfultherapy. So you use the theatre as the way
...
to get in. What I believe is, that we should do that cognitive therapywithin the use of theatre..."
(Robinson 2003, para 15). Robinson'scomments may be seen as particularlyrelevant to the
materialconsideredlater in episode 20, Skills modelling in the pub scene, in AppendixA below,
and for critical episode 28, Skills trainingwork in the small groups,in Chapter 6.

Themesof interest in the discourse
The themes identified in Chapter 6, Analysis as being of interest in this section were
categorisedas
"
"

Discourseof violence against women
Presenceof the 'demeaning insult'
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.

Discourseof choice and decision making

The Thinking Report for Boyfriend 1 is given here in an adapted format to that found in Chapter
6: I have attempted to link the visible stage action with the discussions it stimulates and the
specific lines of the TR which are produced from the discussions.
THOUGHT for Boyfriend 1

FEELING

for

Boyfriend

1

(Daughter is standing posing before mirror as BF1 enters from bathroom, sees her, and stops)
Stanza 11
435 (unattributed) What's she doing? She's gonna do something I don't like'//
She's getting ready for something..
436 Brookes:
437: Davy

Ave, that he doesn't like//

438 Brookes:

there is this real sense that she's getting this stuff on who's she doing it for//
..
What's she doing//

439 Andy B:

She's doing it for herself//

440 Deek T:

442 Deek T:

She's got a fancy man
Could be// If he thought there was a fancy man what would the thought be//
KILL her//

443 Alan A.:

Whore//

441 Brookes:

444 Brookes: Whore// Maybe, yeah we've got whore and we've got.. and I know we've got
bitch
TR1

What's she playing at?

jealous hatred

TR2

[I want to] make her feel small

head gets hot

TR3

Who's/what's she getting tarted up for?
You bitch! Whore!

frightened

TR4

resentment

Stanza 12
452 James M.: Frightened, he's frightened//
453 Brookes: He's frightened so there might be a Le-el-ingLof
fear here// What else// Are there
any other-could there be any other feelings at this point//
..
Resentment//
454 DavyJ.:
455 Brookes: Resentment//OK//
456 Guy:
457 Alan A.:
458 Davy J:

What what is the fear// What is it he's scared of//
Other guys looking at her//
In case she's away wit somebody else//

(Farrall2001a)
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Stanza 13
482 Davy J.:

I'm gonna teach this bitch a lesson//

483 Brookes:

I'm gonna teach this bitch a lesson//

484 Brookes:

Feeling.. Give us a feeling//

(pause)
485 Davy J.:

Bad tempered//

486: (unattributed) Annoyed//
487: (unattributed) Angry//
488 Brookes:

Annoyed, angry//

489 Davy J.:

Bad tempered//

490 Brookes: Bad tempered//Feelingof annoyanceand bad temper//
(BF1 snatches and throws away hat and magazine)

TR 5 that's taught her a lesson

good

(Boyfriend1 posing before the mirrorhimself)
TR 6 the mirroris mine

jealous

(Boyfriend I sits on the Child's toy and leaps up)

TR7

I'll teachthis bitch a lesson

Annoyance

TR8

What the fuck's this doingthere?

bad temper

(BoyfriendI sweepseverythingoff table onto floor, grabs hisjacket)
(Daughter grabs arm of Boyfriend 1)
Stanza 15

547 Davy J.:

Well-she's got her hands on him..

548 Guy:

Right//

549 Davy J:

then he kind of reacts//
..and
550 (unattributed) He wants to get even//

551 Guy:

She's got her handson him so-that's enoughto that would push it up for you//
..
(DavyJ. nods)

552 Davy J.:
553 Guy :

That would rovokehim into hitting back//
Uh huh. That's all he would need to..

554 DavyJ.:

That kind of provocation//

TR9

Get your handsoff me

Annoyance

TRIO

Whatdo you think you're playingat

temper

TR11 I'm off
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(Daughter slaps face of Boyfriend 1)
Stanza 16
582 Davy J.:

I'd say he [Boyfriend 1] was a bit shocked as well//

583 Brookes:

And a bit shocked..

584 Davy J.:

Aye, for the slap on the face//

585 (unattributed) By a whore//

586 Davy J.:

Mmm aye//

On a scale of 1 to 10, in terms of his anger.. where is where is he now//
588 (unattributed): Nine//

587 Brookes:

589 (unattributed): Nine//
590 Brookes:

Nine//

591 Davy J.:

Ten//

592 Brookes:

Nine or ten// Very high anyway//

TR12 You little bitch!

Shock

TR 13 You're getting it

Anger 9 out of 10

TR 14 I'll kill you

Anger at 10

TR 15 Who do you think you are?

[desire for] revenge
Fuming

TR16 Big mistake!

(BF1 twists Daughter'sarm up her back)
Stanza 17
610 Kirkham: What's he taking into account when he's thinking these things like where shall I
611 Davy J.:

punch her//
She SLAPPEDhim//

612 Kirkham:

How hard shall I punch her//

613 Davy J.:

She SLAPPED him//

616 Kirkham: What decision does he make about how hard to punch her then//
617 (unattributed)Enough to teach her a lesson//
618 Kirkham:

Hardenough to teach her a lesson but..

619 Davy J..

Not hard enoughto kill her//

620 Ian H.-

Hard enoughto hurt her//

621 Kirkham: Hard enoughto hurt her but not hard enoughto kill her//
TR17 How hard shall I punch?

Anger

TR18 Where shall I punch her?

(BFI punches Daughterin the kidneys, she falls and he again turns to leave)
(Daughterraises herself up and says something to Boyfriend 1)
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Stanza 18
649: (unattributed) She'sgetting back up again//
650: (unattributed) You'venot had enoughyou're still shouting//
651 Alan A.:

She's probably said sorry, and he's said I'll give you something to be sorry
about//

655 (unattributed)He's put her down she shouldstay down//
Stanza 19
661 Davy J.:

[She is] Probably Laughing//

662 Brookes: She could be laughing// What do other people think// Do people think she's
going to be laughingat this point//
663 Alan A.:

She's probably said sorry, and he's said I'll give you something to be sorry
about//

664 Brookes: She could be apologising,she might be sayingsorry//
665 DavyJ:

She could be swearingat him//

TR19

She hasn't had enough if she's still shouting

TR20

Cow!

Rage

(BFI crosses back to Daughter, kicks her hard in the stomach walks to door again)

TR 21 That'll do her

Easing off

TR22 That'll teach her
TR 23 That'll show her who's boss

4/5

(BoyfriendI pauses to adjust hisjacket, and leaves)
(Field Notes p24)

The cycle of violence: From insult to injury
The Geese paradigm presented in the Mirror scene and documented in the Thinking Report
found above and in Chapter 6 Is one of process (from insult to injury) rather than isolated
Incidentwith no antecedents.This is a Discourseand an epistemologythat will be continually
explored and reinforced over the week. Thus, in terms of pedagogy one 'educational' point
remainsto be elucidated:That of the cyclical nature of the processof arousaland enactmentof
violence,as understoodfrom the Geese perspective:
Stanza D
734 Brookes: OK// When he's outside the door, what will it take// He goes to the pub what will
it take for it to no right back ur) to ten again//
735 Davy J.:

Somebodyto really annoy him//

736 Kirkham: What's the least thing somebodycould do to annoy him//
737 Guy:

Somebodyjust said ask him how'sthe wife//
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738 Gerry G.:
739 Davy J.:
740 Brookes:

Somebody could nudge him in the pub//
Looking at him in the wrong wayll
that goes right back up to ten again//
..and

(Farrall 2003b)

These linkedconceptsof process and cycle are central to facilitating the men in constructingan
understandingof violence as repetitive and a series of linked incidentswith common underlying
causes rather than each being an island 'sufficient unto itself, and is analogous to increasing
expertise in problem solving. The feature which distinguishes 'novices' from 'experts' in their
solutions is an ability to see the 'deep structure' of problems, the common underlyingprinciples
which remain the same even when the 'surface features' are very different, and this is
particularlyimportantin the realm of ill-defined interpersonal 'fuzzy problems' as was explored
in Chapter 2 (Green & Gilhooly 1992, Chi, Glaser & Rees 1983). This 'problem solving' aspect
of violent behaviouris one which will be returned to throughout the Residency.
Stanza D is also a 'scaling' of provocation. It is establishing that violent retribution can proceed
from incidents that the men - when not self-justifying or ragingly aroused - can see are almost
infinitesimally small as a 'casus bellf and which are thus illegitimate. Brookes moves on to
explore consequences briefly:

Stanza E
749 Brookes: If it goes back uo to ten what could happen//
750 Davy J.:

He could kill someone//

751 Kirkham: Could kill somebody//
752 (unattributed): Take it out on somebody else//
End up in jail//
753 Deek T.:
754 Brookes:

He's gonna end up in jail//

Several aspects of this exploration of consequencesare relevant: It is the second time Davy J.
has suggestedthe death of a victim as a possible outcome of violence, while also raised is the
possibilityof a 'somebody' simply attacked as a release for Boyfriend 1, and Deek T. offers the
ultimate reality check applicable to the group: Serving a prison term. This is more 'change talk'
where the men are serving up the arguments for change themselves, rather than being
presented by the staff. Next, without using technical or jargon terms, the possibility of
minimisation,denial and rationalisationas responses to one's behaviour is raised:
Stanza F
777 Brookes: If [Boyfriend 1 is] asked about this, about this incident how
would he describe
..
it//
778 James M.: He'd try and blame it on her//
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779 Brookes:

Try and blame it on her, yeah// How else, how else might he try and describe
it// (pause)

780 (unattributed): She deserved it//
781 Kirkham:

How would he exDlain it//

782 Davy J.:

Say it was self defence// She tried to go for him with a knife or something// He
defended himself//

783 Brookes:

Self defence, she slapped him first//

784 Davy J.:

She provoked me//

(Farrall 2003a)

Line 782 may be suggestingthe beginningsof a change in Davy J.'s discourseof 'provocation':
His earlier analysisof provocationin line 552 above (stanza15) is now being put forwardby him
with a differentsense to it, arguably'saying and doing' (Austin 1962) somethingrather different
than the previous assertion: Reframing or reconstructing an understanding of 'genuine'
provocationwith only one consequentresponseinto a more multivalentand potentialthing. This
ambiguityor multivalence,that rationallythe violent behaviourof Boyfriend 1 towards Daughter
is unacceptable,but that Boyfriend 1 (and by extension the inmates) may well construct a
different meaning and see it as justified and acceptable, is demonstrated in the close of the
exerciseby Kirkham'squestion:
Stanza G
790 Kirkham: What would he sav about his own, his own behaviour//
791 (unattributed)Terrible//
792 (unattributed) He would think he'd done the right thing probably//
793 (unattributed) Out of order.. terrible//
(Farrall2003a)
There are clear discrepancies in the discourse of the inmates at this point; development of such
discrepancy is seen as a prime motivational tool in changing behaviour (Miller & Rollnick 1991,
2002).

The Group Thinking Report In Summary....
A lot of attentionhas been paid to this roughly40 minutesectionof Monday;it has been
selectedas a criticalepisodebecauseit containsso many'seeds'or themesor elementsof the
GeeseDiscourseon violenceanddemonstrates
thebeginningsof thefull Geesecontribution
to
the Conversationthat is the residency,and whichwill be developedover the comingweek.
Theseinclude
"

The notionof processand cyclicalityto violence

"

The existenceof a pattern of thinkingattached to emotions
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The possibility of choice and control

Additionally,the replay of the Mirror scene and construction of the group Thinking Report is
taking account of claims that language, as affected by the physical/socialenvironment within
which it exists, strongly shapes thought. The relevance of this is that Best (1992) argues that
the possibility of raising questions depends on having a vocabulary from which they can be
formulated(see Plunkett& Sinha 1992, Das Gupta & Richardson 1995) and thus if the inmates
are not equippedwith the language to consider their behaviour,this need must be addressed.
Overall, the approach can be seen as a recapitulation of Vygotskyean ideas of a socially based
child developmental process of acquisition of language and conceptual thought where an
(initially) external dialogue becomes internalised (Vygotsky 2000). This is also linked to social
constructionist notions of 'social dialogue' as a crucial 'construction tool' of the self (Mead
1934).
Finally, it is a commonplace of therapy that patents will not disclose what they perceive a
therapist cannot bear to hear (Taylor & Hawarth 2004). It is crucial therefore that Geese can
demonstrate their ability to hear the 'worst' the inmates have to offer and not be shocked by
explicitly misogynistic comments and actions such as kicking heavily pregnant women. One can
argue that Geese have provided the actions and the men are merely projecting a script - but the
point remains that Geese can hear, analyse and work with such discourse in a compassionate
and respectful but also dispassionate way. The fact that this happens in a group setting is also
working to establish the creation of the 'supportive caring group' crucial to motivation
(McMurran 2002).

The next critical momentto be consideredis a very brief momentwithin the Two Man Exercise,
concerninga particularchallenge by a Geese member and what it may suggest for the growing
relationshipbetween Geese and inmates.

Episode 8:
The Two-Man Exercise & Accepting Guy's challenge
The structured,whole group input continueswith the Two Man exercise.This is a stage
exercisewheretwo volunteersare slowlymanoeuvredtowardsone anotherand the thoughts
feelingsand projectionselicitedfrom the audiencethroughout(see Baim,Brookes& Mountford
2003).Readersshouldnotethat chronologically,
thefollowingactivityprecedesthe intervention
by Guy,a memberof theGeeseteam,whichis examinedin Chapter6.
Reiteration of the Geese paradigm
The first of these points occurs in the opening seconds of the exercise, as Mountford states:
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810 Mountford:.... THOUGHTS and FEELINGS and then this thing which comes at the end of
that.. what the thoughts and feelings do and which is BEHAVIOUR// (Farrall
2001 b)

Mountford's comment here can be seen as linked to several elements of Gee's (1999)
framework for Discourse analysis:
16) What sorts of connections backwards/forwards are made within and across utterances
and large stretches of the interaction?
17) What sorts of connections are made to previous or future interactions, to other people
texts ideas?

18) How do theseconnectionsin 16 and 17 help contributeto 'coherence'in the situation?
Line 810 representsa connectionback to one of the first 'utterances' in the Geese discourse,
when in stanza 3 on the presentationof the contracts prior to V11,Kirkham stated "... this week
is about violence, that's what we're here to look at". This was an explicit stating of the major
Geese term of the Conversation,but the work of the Residencymay be seen to then shift away
from such a direct link, using dramaticdistance in V11and the deviceof charactertangentiallyto
explore issuesof violence.As Raynsfordidentifies,"...we are going to talk about violence rather
than macram6for the week. Whateverthey try and do we are always going to bring it back to
the issues" (Raynsford2003 para 138)
Line 810 connects back to this core Geese term, and forward to future work in that the paradigm
presented is foundational: It will provide the 'working model' for further analysis. This explicit
connection between thought, feeling and behaviour and explicit process takes a position of
'assumed agreement' even though the inmates have not explicitly agreed that violence 'works'
in the way Geese are presenting. From now on it will be the Geese baseline.

Line 810 thus representsa shift in the degree of explicitnessof the Geese discoursefrom the
hypotheticalexplorationusing Boyfriend 1 of the possible presenceof thoughts and feelings or
their potentialconnectionto violent behaviourto an explicitlystated paradigmof process.This is
a very specific position which will be expanded in an attempt to counter that utilised by the
inmates in the small group work which we will examine shortly, where they attemptto use 'self
discourse' to construct 'characterand motive' in such a way as to be an act of mitigationfor
their violentbehaviour(see Wetherall & Potter 1989).

Blurring the spectator-actorboundary
As discussed in critical episode 1, one major way in which Geese Theatre have set out the
terms of their Discourse and initiated the 'conversation' with the Discourse of the inmate group
is through the definition of the Chapel as a performance space. Initially this established clearly
defined 'audience' and 'performance' areas as the inmates accepted the dominance of the
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theatre Discourse and their 'audience' role (see critical episode 1, Prologue: Before a word is
spoken).
It has been considered above how, since the point at which the inmates entered the room at the
beginning of the morning, various activity building tasks have been in process. The main activity
(Q8) going on is 'theatre' but this has been used as a vehicle for the sub activity (Q9) of
'considering offending behaviour', with the actions comprising this (Q1O) being the elicitation of
the inmate's responses to the material they have seen, and their active part in the construction
of meaning for the stage action such as in the feedback to V11(critical episode 4), the accessing
of the mask of Boyfriend I (episode 5, see above in this Appendix) and the replay of the Mirror
Scene (critical episode 7, see Chapter 6). They have also been engaged in actual physical
games in the performance space (episode 6, Games after lunch on Monday, see above in this
Appendix).
Since these activities have carried the thrust of 'hidden education' and an essentially Freirian
pedagogy, the performance space has been established as an 'aesthetic space' (Boal 1995),
possessing 'gnosological' properties which stimulate knowledge and discovery, cognition and
re-cognition. The further properties of aesthetic space, those of plasticity and dichotomy will
become more clearly emergent as the Residency continues.
In the doing of these activities though, the space has predominately been occupied physically
by Geese personnel, although the spectator-actor boundary has already been presented as
permeable through the requirement for involvement of the inmates in the sub activities: Thus
their role as 'audience' has not been so passive as is usually associated with that term.
However, to become a truly performative space with the potential to "... abolish the present state
of things, transform totalities" (Holzman 2000, p83) the inmates must at some point enter fully
into this aesthetic space, experiencing its gnosological and generative possibilities for
themselves.
The process of breaking down the spectator-actor boundary and producing instead the much
more active and empowered'spect - actor' of Boal (1979) is facilitated by Mountford's invitation:
836 Mountford: "We're here for a week to do some theatre of US performing but also through
you being involved in that in some way// So RIGHT NOW I'm going to ask for 2
volunteers// (Farrall 2001 b)

to which Andy B. and Billy D., a man not seen much in this thesis, respond, entering into the
space formerly held by Geese.
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During the course of the exercise, the challenge by Guy that is considered in Chapter 6 occurs.
Following this challenge, the Two Man Exercise concludes with Mountford introducing another
crucial theme in the Geese Discourse:
1001 Mountford:

There is something else here as well a question.. to think about
..
for the rest of this afternoon and as we go through the week//
what are the choices that anybody has in a given situation// What
are the choices that people have// Sometimes it feels like I have
no choice, I feel like I'm in a pub and this person's standing next
to me, and he's staring at me, and I have no choice// [but to
behave violently] (Farrall 2001 b)

In terms of connections, this is another link backwards to the themes emerging from the Mirror
scene replay considered in critical moment 7 that Boyfriend 1 makes choices over his actions
and therefore could have chosen differendy while accepting that in the existential life world, this
may not be so apparent. This theme of choice, of existential responsibility is a key philosophic
thread underpinning the entire Residency and the Geese Discourse and will feature prominently
from now on.

Episode 9
Small groups: The move to personal level work & expressions of Discourseon
violence
between
GeeseTheatremakea cleardistinction
workwhichis 'at oneremove'usingtheatrical
mediaof character
and'personal'
workwhichis directlyabouta given
or maskor performance,
individual's
livedexperience
(seeBaim,Brookes& Mountford
2002).To this pointin the
Residency,
thefocushasbeenon 'distanced'
or at oneremoveworkeventhoughtheprocess
has beento elicitfromthe mencontributions
informedby their personal
experience
andto
themto projectdirectlyontothecharacters
encourage
met.
Now the focus changes directlyto personallevel work, as the whole group splits down into subgroups composedof two Geese workers, one or two staff membersand three or four inmates.
In each group, the Geese workers ask the men to volunteera situationwhere violence occurred
and which, in their own estimation,they initiated rather than occurring 'defensively'.The aim is
then to use improvisationaldrama in a live three-dimensional'walk through'of the event in order
to generate material of exactly the sort that was used in the Thinking Report of Boyfriend 1, but
to fill in a real Thinking Reportfor the actual individualinmate participant.
At this point in the ResidencyI am not attached to any specific group, but attempting to 'float'
betweenthe groups to gather data.
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A last word from the inmate participants
The final shared act of the day is a 'go-round' where all the participants come together in a
Davy J. offers "it's been an
circle and are invited to offer a word or phrase on the day.
experience" (Field Notes p27) and this is a key point: The Residency is a lived, embodied,
kinaesthetic experience, with the level of this experiential element rising as the week
Chaotic 'self similar' nature of the work: As it
progresses. Davy J.'s statement also captures the
being delivered and asked; the level
will be in the end so is it in the beginning in terms of what is
is
of magnification changes, but the total Violent Illusion Trilogy Residency experience
encapsulated by day 1.
James M. offers "I might learn something" (Field Notes p27), a discourse of wary acceptance in
opposition to the possible discourse of this can't teach me anything". Geese have been
accepted - even if only to a certain degree - as credible communicators, avoiding the generation
of resistance by negotiating a shared construction of meaning.
After this comes only the setting of the assignments (to think further on an incident of violence
for which the men were responsible and to fill in a Thinking Report for it), a requirement which
extends the boundaries of the 'social space' of the Chapel overnight, to maintain the identity of
the inmate group through being engaged in a special task as they go back to their separate
wings. These two elements - the go -round and the homework - are part of the ritualistic nature
of the Residency, part of its identity as a Discourse 'institution' (the site of repeated patterns).

Recap: By The End of The First Day
All of the exchangesdetailedhere in AppendixA and in Chapter6 have been working to
developthe 'borderland'Discoursecontainingboththe overallemergentterritoryof 'violence'or
'not violence',plusthe developmentof a borderlandstatusfor inmateparticipantsas engaged
spect-actorsdevelopingthe possibilityof enlargingtheir role repertoire.Duringthe day Geese
have been engagedin all of Gee's buildingtasks: Semiotic;world; activity; socioculturallysituatedidentityand relationship;politicaland connection.The foundationshave beenlaid for
furtherwork,andthe openingstatementsof bothsidesin the Conversationheard.
If "The possibilities of changing oneself depend not only on inherent abilities, but also on the
languageand social practiceswhich one has learnt" (Best 1992 p 83) then the inmates may be
beginningto enlarge those possibilities as they begin the journey of 'conscientisation' (Freire
199o) towards a less oppressive and less oppressed worldview and self-concept, making their
first tentative steps into the aesthetic space that will coalesce into 'surplus reality' as the week
progresses.
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Tuesday
Episode 10
Games in the morning
As notedin Chapter6, the gamehere,AnyoneWho...is a fast physicalexercisewherepeople
mustswapchairsif theysharea similaritystatedby a personin the middleof the circle,who
doesnot havea chair.The pointto noteis that the gameis an embodimentof the Residency
Discourseof 'theatre',a continuationof effortsto promotegroupgellingandencouragea level
an attemptto continuethe processesof expanding
of disclosure,
andperhapsmostimportantly,
therolerepertoireor challenginga setselfimageas discussedabove.FieldNotes(p30)record
thatthere is muchlaughterduringthe gameand readersshouldbe awarethat this is genuine
laughterbasedin the experienceof the game rather than 'undermining'laughteras was
duringthe TwoManExerciseandthereferenceto gaybars.
experienced
Field Notes also record that Davy J. comes in scowling and then leaves before the warm up
exercise starts; Officer Blue tells us that Davy J. was refused a phone call last night (meaning
he was not allowed to make one) and wanted to punch the officer refusing him, but did not
(Field Notes p30). The effects are still apparently with him though, causing him to withdraw.

Episode 11
The Mimed Offence and related activity
Some elementsof this episode, mainlyconcerningDavy J. 's discourse,are detailed in Chapter
8. The followingmaterial expands upon elementsconcerningthe masks.

The Introduction of half-mask
After the warm up I lead a whole group exercisewhere I reintroducethe notionof mask,
referringbackto yesterdayand theideathattheBoyfriend1 characterhada 'front',butthistime
extendingtheconceptand bringingit closerto the personallevel:
......whenyou'rein prisonyou'vegot a differentfront on to whenyou'reat home
with your families;whenyou walkout of yourcell and you walk downthe landing
you might [presentas] 'I'm alright,everything'sfine, keepyour distance',even if
you'renotfeelinglike that.So the ideais that a maskis just a front thatcan come
downor be lifted"(2001d).
The following section on masks relates to half-masks:These are, as describedabove, masks
where only the upper portion of the face is hidden, leaving the lower jaw and chin free; this
means that unlike in the full masks of V11 where the actor cannot speak, a half-mask is
designed to allow verbal interaction.This is the case with, for example, Commedia del'Arte,
where masked actors speak but the unique Geese usage is that of 'mask lifting' where the
physical removal of the mask from the face as an integral part of the performance. In
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be achieved through
performance, great subtlety of suggestion, intention and emotion can
sophisticated use of this technique.
The notion is that when the mask is lifted (literally and metaphorically) what emerges is a
'deeper truth' "...the hidden vulnerability, the concealed thoughts and feelings... " (Baim, Brookes
& Mountford 2002, p183). Heywood suggests that it is this particular Geese usage of lifting the
mask that provides the added value:
".. ] think the metaphor works really well with half-masks because you can lift it up
and you can hear ... and we can model... what the emotional stuff or the thinking
might be underneath, so I think they're still an essential part of it" (Heywood 2003,
para 94).

Meakes too supportsthe centrality of the half-masksin a nod to the holistic approachof Geese:
"... I just think it's our most, most important metaphor and so in terms of it being
placed on the (Residency)week I just think it's crucial, I think underpins all of the
work we do. (Meakes 2003 para 156) ...it's something that the men and women
really connect with, the notion of having a front and the thoughts and feelings
beneath that front will have a bearing on the behaviour of that individual." (Meakes
2003 para 158 my emphasis).
This metaphor of 'lifting the mask' can be seen as an effort to follow Best (1992) and
Wittgenstein (1958) in developing the conceptual resources of the men in order to promote new
thinking, and links to the subsequent use of the Fragment Masks (see below) as an attempt to
provide language and concepts to describe a set of common human behaviours which are
assumptions so deeply set in cultural practices that they cease to have the appearance of
'assumptions' and become'how people are'.

The Mimed Offence
See Chapter 6, critical episode 11, for analysis of discourse arising from the mimed offence
scene itself, which is then followed by the introductionof the Fragment masks.

The Introduction Of The Fragment Masks
The Fragmentmasksare: Fist;BrickWall; Mr. Cool',GoodGuy; Mouth(or Bullshit);Jokerand
PoorMe (see Chapter4, The ResearchProject,and AppendixH). As notedpreviously,each
mask is a specialisedhalf-mask,so the actor can still speak while wearing it and each
,,...symbolise[s]a prominentstrategy- or fragmentof behaviour- [they represent]key self" (Baim,Brookes& Mountford2002,pl 84).
protectivestrategies...
The Fragment masks are also representative of the particular conceptions of role and self
mentioned in Chapter 2: That each of the Fragments is not a complete role but, as its name
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explicitly suggests,is a 'fragment' of the post modern or dramaturgicalself. As the Residency
progresses,the sense of trying to developother 'fragmentaryroles' as a basis for transformative
change will increase, echoing the Morenianconceptionof self emergingfrom role and not the
other way around (Moreno 1985). In Best's terms the Fragments represent the assumptions
mentioned above, which have ceased to have the appearanceof 'assumptions'and become
'how peopleare'.
*The fragment masks I think are just a very useful tool about giving a language to
people,manipulationwith all the different behaviours....Fronts,rackets, it just gives
a language. And it also tells them that we know that's what happenstoo" (Kirkham
2003 para 125).
In this assertion Kirkham is linking ideas discussed above around the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis
and Best's notions of an enhanced conceptual vocabulary, to earlier discussions of the
collective entity of 'Geese Theatre Company' as a credible communicator, the Fragment masks
acting as the performance of V11does, to let the inmates 'know that we know'. Brookes notes
however that
"...in all our other work the Fragments really provide quite a big stimulus for work,
[but] they really quite get lost in the [Residency] week. By the time they emerge it's
almost like the men have gone to another place, it's gone sort of slightly beyond
them In most cases
Because I think [that's because] we've started off with full...
face masks and I think that does something [extra]" (Brookes 2003 para 98).

Readers should also note that in contrast to the Geese usage describedwith the 'normal' halfmasks where the mask is raised and lowered repeatedly, a 'truth' being obtained when it is
lifted, this Is not what happens in the Mimed Offence. In this, (and in the replay) there is no
dialogue and the scene is a literal 'scene setting'to allow use of the Fragmentmasks. With the
Fragment masks, whichever specific mask is in use is removed entirely only to be replaced
immediatelyby another in rapid sequence,to illustrate someone using the masks either as a
deliberate strategy or as an unconscious coping mechanism - an embodiment of the
'assumptions'mentionedabove.
The inmates are now encouraged to question the Tony character about the scene they have
just seen: Mountford responds using the Fragment masks, switching rapidly back and forth.
Below are illustrativeexamplestaken from the exercise.

Stanza31
95 Andy B:

Whatwere you thinkingwhen youwalked in the bar//

96 BULL:

I wasn't thinking nothingyou know.. I was just going in there for a drink// That's
what I was doing..That's what I wanted/l
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97 James M:

Why did you go ahead//Why did you go ahead with the beer glass and the pool

98 JOKER:

cue?
They were TAKING THE PISS weren't they// (laughter from audience) You
know I'm sitting there drinking and I put my money on the - on the - table - and
they you kn , they start to have a game with somebody else - what am I
supposedto do, say I'm sorry, don't you worry about that// (laughter)

99 Farrall:

Why didn't you just go up to them and say excuse me I think it's my go//

100 COOL:

Listen pal the places I go to you can't do that can you// You don't.. you know..
ask someone oolitely not to stick a knife in you// You know.. YOU LIVE in a .. in
a DIFFERENTWORLD.

(Farrall 2001 d)
Field Notes (p30) record that while all the other men are attentive and focussed on Mountford
and the masks, Gerry G. is leaning in but glancing around, appearing rather unconcerned and
dismissive. Line 100 also illustrates how the live performance can incorporate material form the
groups: This 'different world' theme belongs to James M. from Mountford's small group.

Stanza H
108 Kirkham: Why haven't you talked about this while you've been here this week//
What do you mean//
log WALL:
110 Kirkham: I mean why haven't you spoken about this// (pause as Wall stares at her) Your
offence//(long pause as Wall looks at ceiling)We did ask you..yeah//
111 WALL:

i dunno//

112 Heywood: Would you say you were violent//
Am I violent//
113 WALL:
114 Kirkham: Well then.. how would you describe yourself//
115 GOOD GUY: Ahh .. I only resort to violence-you know.. if somebodys started on me// You
know.. in situations like that.. I'm not a VIOLENT MAN. These three [in the bar]
they would have Pickedon someone who "i ht get hurt//
116 Kirkham: You wanted a fight from the moment you walked in there// You were checking
the bar out to look for a fight//
117 FIST:

What you SAYINGH I go.. I go LOOKING FOR TROUBLE is that what you're
saying.. when I walk down the street// I walk in a pub and I LOOK FOR A
FIGHT is that what you're saying//

(Farrall2001d)
As the Fist mask appears there are smiles around the group and laughter from several men, but
Gerry G. now looks bored and yawns obviously (Field Notes p30).
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Stanza1
it's BOLLOCKSthat, what you're saying// What you saying I'm a FUCKING
ANIMAL that just goes LOOKINGFOR A FIGHT You know (swaps mask to
..
..
Poor Me)
132 POOR ME (whiningly):If people*ustleft me alone Ahere'd be no trouble//You live where I

131 FIST:

live where there's fuck all.. you know what I'm saying// My girlfriend's left me
now as well.. I can't get access to my kids..
(Farrall2001d)

Processing the Fragment Masks
Brookesnowleadsthe processing,meaningthat maskby maskshe invitesthe men to clarify
thoughts,feelings,utterancesmightbe
what the Fragmentmaskrepresents,
what behaviours,
to labelfamiliar
associated
with them.Theaim is to equipthe menwith a pragmaticvocabulary
behaviourswhilewideningthe conceptualreferencesavailableto them in orderto facilitatea
possiblechangein understandingaroundthese same behaviours.This is again linked to
Wittgenstein
(1958)Best (1992)and Vygotsky(2000)in that behavioursfor whichthe masks
providea concretereferenceand whichthe inmatesare presentingas 'natural'are beingreinterpreted
as sociallyconstructed
-a front- andthussubjectto choiceandto transformation.
389 Brookes:

do these make sense// Yeah// Do you recognisethem// Yea//What we want
...
you to do is to think ..about ..the masks and if there's ONE in particular that
you've used more than others.. and in what situations you've used it// Maybe
there's a COMBINATIONmaybe there's two.. or three.. that you use a lot//
When you get into a difficult situation.. And think about why you use it and
when you use it// (Farrall 2001d)

The processingis also part of the general 'elaboration'of cognitive material- requiring people
to 'think about It' - and representsthe overall Freirian pedagogy of the Residency.We have
seen the same process over Monday in the feedback to V11 and the Mirror Scene, and this
attempt to encourage 'active' thinking facilitates 'depth of processing' (see Craik & Lockhart
1972, Cralk & Tulving 1975, Rogers, Kuipers& Kirker 1977, Bower & Gilligan 1979, Rose 1994)
which in itself helps with subsequentlygreaterrecall, understanding,relevanceand saliency,as
meaning is constructed (Bruner 1990). Offenders in general are not at their most comfortable
with abstract thinking (Blud 19N) and the hope is that the concrete referents and accessible
language provided by the masks - such as the sight of a Fist peeping out but ready to spring
from behindthe Brick wall - make considerationof abstractconceptseasier to grasp.
In aesthetic terms, there is also a Brechtian level to the Fragments as a device for the
verfremungseffektof 'de-familiarising'or creatinga distancefrom the too-familiarin order to see
It in a new way (Esslin 1969), an echoing of Boal's concern with the 'everyday' becomingtoo
,mechanical'and the need to subject it to scrutiny in order to notice it (Boal 1992). While this is
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an artistic argument, there are clear parallels with the notion mentioned above of 'assumptions',
the 'tacit presuppositions' (Bruner 1996) which have become so embedded as to require defamiliarisation to be noticed as assumptions, and therefore provisional (Best 1992, Wittgenstein
1958), and is another reminder that the theatre based nature of the Residency is not incidental,
but is a key element in the process and its outcomes.
Leaping ahead slightly to the next lot of small group work Geese discuss individually with the
men which of the Fragment masks or their combinations they would identify for themselves.
Colin S. identifies Brick wall & Cool -I suggest the Fist exists behind the Wall - and Darren C.
identifies Fist & Brick wall.
Chapter 6 next briefly considers events in the coffee break 'interlude' concerning a conversation
with James M., before continuing with an analysis of 'discourse on violence' found in the
Thinking Report of Darren C, in critical episode 12.

Episode 12
Return to the small groups and discourse on violence - Darren C.'s Thinking
Report
Chapter6 concentrates
on an analysisof theDiscourse
of violencein DarrenC.'s recountation
froma 'walk
of a fightin (or at leastbeginningin) a bar.The Thinkingreportis developed
through'
materialexpandson someof thelinksto theorynode2,emotionand
andthefollowing
memory.
Misty watercolour memories?
Darren C. has not done his 'cellwork' assignment, a lapse that will become characteristicof his
ambivalentengagementwith the Residency. Darren's previous suggestion of an incident where
he was responsiblefor the violence was of a football match where everyone was fighting and he
was attacked, mitigating against his being able to take responsibility for his behaviour, as
Heywooddescribed (see recap by the end of Monday, in Chapter 6). Pursued now for another
example Darren suggests:"There was these three guys in a bar. I was playing pool... an' a fight
started. I bottled one of them and the others run. This guy says '"... don't fucking call me mate
you prick...(Farrall 2001d)
The discourse involved in Darren C.'s statement is the focus in Chapter 6; here we will consider
the offence reconstructionwalk throughs in gaining a Thinking Report as providing an early
instance of Boalian aesthetic space, used at the personal level of individual behaviour. As
discussed in this Appendix above under episode 3, the gnosological properties of aesthetic
space have already been utilised at the group level, with a particular emphasis on projective
aspects, by the performanceof The Violent Illusion Part 1.What happens in the walk through is
not Morenian surplus reality because the walk through deals with a reconstruction of past
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events, not so that they can be (re)experienced differently in that surplus reality for purposes of
catharsis, but 'merely' to aid recall through invoking a degree of Damasian feelings and
enhanced cognition.

Thus, the walk throughsare concernedwith eliciting recall of 'what happened'. As discussedin
Chapter2, LiteratureReview,'memory'is a reconstructiveprocess and not simply a recallingof
neutral 'factual' information(Bartlett 1932). It can be conceptualisedas a 'multiple store' with
both long- and short-term repositories,but which, in general, faithfully records and 'encodes'
memorytraces or'engrams' (the idealised'unit' of memory,see Searleman& Herrmann1994).
The key issuefor recall can therefore be understoodas one of facilitatingretrieval of encoded
material(Eysenck& Keane 1995,Williams, Loftus& Deffenbacher1992).
Engramsare consideredto be an amalgamof discretefeaturessuch as'size, shapeand colour'
(Gudionsson1992)and because memoryis associative,engramscan be retrievedwith the use
of an appropriate'cue' of which there may be several, as suggestedby Multiple Trace Theory
(MTT) (Bower 1967). The effectivenessof such cues is dependenton the extent to which the
encoded material and the retrieval cue overlap, with 'context dependency' factors being
important (i.e. materials encoded in one context may not be easily accessed in a different
context, see Flexer & Tulving 1978,Godden & Baddely1980).
Multiple Trace Theory also suggests that information not accessed in one way may be
accessed in another (through a variety of retrieval cues, Tuiving 1974) and finally the Encoding
Specificity Hypothesis (ESH) states that reinstatement of the original context within which
encoding took place should facilitate access to the encoded material julving & Thomson
1973). There Is strong laboratory support for the assertion that the more witnesses try to
remember a specific event (the whole focus of the walk throughs), the more they will recall
(Roediger & Thorpe 1978, Bower, Gilligan & Monteiro 1981), the process of the walk though
enabling the inmate (Darren C. in this instance) to recover specific thoughts, feelings and
chronologicaldetails.
In practical terms, this mean that a dramatisedwalk through is an augmentedversion of the
'context reinstatement'technique used in the police investigative'cognitive' interviewwhere the
interviewee Is requestedto begin by recreatingas full a mental picture as possibleof the event
being recalled: Colours, smells, sounds colours etcetera,smells, sounds etcetera (see Memon
& Bull 1991, Memon 1998). Althoughusing the same techniquesas the cognitive interview,the
walk through places them within a kinaestheticframework, and thus offers a much wider variety
of retrieval cues than a purelyverbal interviewor recountingbecause the recaller (Darren) is up
and moving, with group membersphysicallytaking the place (literallyand metaphorically)of the
other charactersIn the Incident.
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This moving, kinaesthetic element aids recall through invoking 'body memory' of the kind
suggested in Chapter 2, facilitating context reinstatement and enriching the range of 'recall
is
cues' (cognitive, affective, physiological, movement etcetera) available to the recaller who
reconstructingthe memory.This is a feature of offence analysisthat is only available to the kind
of experiential improvisationaldrama-based'active' work the Residency embodies, or to other
programmesutilisingsuch an approach (Farrall 2007a, 2007b).
Additionally,the materialbeing recalled is from Darren's 'autobiographical'memory.This type of
memory is deemed to concern episodes or 'specific life-events which have self reference'
(Cohen,Kiss & LeVoi 1993, p50) and 'particular sensory attributes' julving 1972) usually with a
spatio-temporalcontext. The importance of autobiographicalmemory is suggested by Cohen's
(1989) comment that one's sense of personal identity depends on being able to recollect one's
personalhistory,which is exactly what autobiographicalmemory is.
Thus, with Darren on his feet, we use the type of questions from the cognitive interview rapidly
to (re)construct- verbally and physically - the approximate size of the room, the position of
importantcharacters,the smells and sounds and images of the scene and the lay out of the bar,
using chairs to mark important features. We then 'bring the scene to life', walking Darren
throughevents step by step, pausing frequently at specific points of behaviour in the narrative to
establish what Darren is thinking and feeling. The criteria for choosing these points is an
aestheticchoice about having the 'ear' to hear 'choice points' and so on, and such re-enactment
where there is attentionto 'detail, reflection and analysis' might be counted as Neeland's (1990)
'poetic activity'.

Episode 13
The Victim Lazzi:ConsiderationOf effects on one's own victims
As statedin Chapter6, a 'Lazzi'is a termtakenfrom the Italiantheatreformof Commedia
dell'arteandin itsoriginalcontextdenotesa shortdramatic
scenethatis emblematic
of a major
themeor concern.The VictimLazziscenein the Residencyis playedin half-masksand
Twoarepresenton stage,an old man(signifiedby a walkingstick);
featuresfour'characters'.
(playedbyme)is notreally'present'butfunctionsto give
anda youngman.A third'character'
to two'voices'in the youngerman'shead,whichGeesenameto themselves
vocalisation
as
termsthesewouldbe 'copsin thehead'(Boal
'Father'and'Schoolbully'.In Boaliantherapeutic
1995).
The Lazzi and its associated work form an extended episode: There is the initial presentation of
the short Lazzi scene, followed by processing and analysis, before moving into asking the
participants to consider the people who have been victims of their violence. The sequence is
included here because
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"

It representsa further level of explicitnessin the Geese Discourse

"

It is a the first point at which the consequencesto others of violent behaviour have
reallycome into focus

"

It is a further step in the level of personal relevancefor the men - who are their direct

"

victims?
It is a likely point of resistance

"

It is a further refinementof the Geese Discourse,introducingnotions of proportionality
of responseand not just responsibility

The Lazzi devised by Geese is a distillation of their 'field research' of hearing the offenders'
expressionsof motivationsfor assault, and thus independentlyrecapitulatesa central theme of
this thesis. In the narrativeof the Lazzi,an older man is waiting at a bus stop when a younger
man comes up. From an innocuousinquiry by the young man about what time the bus comes
and a bad temperedresponseby the old man springs a savage and violent assaultof the older
man by the younger.The key point is that while the old man behavesin an unreasonableway to
the younger, the 'trigger' or flashpoint for the young man's serious violence is when the
'demeaninginsult' of being touched/pushedtrigger the internalvoices (which in cinematicterms
would be in flashback),and in reaction to which (or more accurately,in the terms of this thesis,
In reactionto the unbearablefeelingsthey arouse,) the young man behavesviolently.
The scene is presented to the whole group, with no preface, after they have spent all morning
working in the small groups. They are given no time to discuss it, but immediately taken to
dinner. On their return the Lazzi is analysed and discussed in an attempt to create narrative
sense and meaning for the witnessed events (Bruner 1990).

While from the Geese Theatre perspective, the Lazzi has a 'work function' to introduce the
notion of past trauma affecting present behaviour without use of alienating jargonistic or
technical words or 'psychobabble'.the Lazzi and its processingare linked to all of the theory
nodes identified in this thesis: Readers should remember that the notion of 'rhizomatic'
connectionsmean any Issueraised under any node could be connectedto any other.
1. Unity of cognition & affect (lethinkel' and a holistic approachto the human being)
2. Emotionand memory(interrelatedness)
3. Drama and theatre(communality,witnessing,ritual, emotion)
4. Role and the self (self as social, performative,potential,embodied)
S. Meaninginarrative/discourse
(construction/performance
of, change in)
6. Therapy/catharsis(primary& secondary)
7. Interpersonalstyle (therapeuticalliance, humanism)
8. Learning& change(behavioural,emotional,personal)
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Tuesday Afternoon
Analysing the Victim Lazzi: Contemplation of one's own victims
As usual,theworkbeginswitha phenomenological
constructionof the scene,aidingthe mento
make'sense'and constructa narrativearound what they have seen, elicitingfrom them the
that my characterhad not been physicallypresentbut representedsomething
understanding
else. The inmatesidentifythe two 'voices' as a schoolbully and a father (FieldNotes p36).
Examination
of the scriptin AppendixK will illustratethat the words(and assumedassociated
behaviour)of thefathercharacterare distinctlyabusive,e.g. "Standup for yourselfyou little shit,
as unrealistic,which
you'reno son of mine",but noneof the men challengethe representation
mayin turnimplysomethingabouttheir experiencesof beingparented.
In terms of connection building tasks, a link is being made between past (traumatic) experience
and present violent behaviour, hopefully adding to the growing 'coherence' of the (Residency)
situation when Heywood asks where these 'voices' originate:

StanzaJ
41 BillyD.:

[the voice is) someonehe knew.. he was being bullied or Dickedon or
somethingand..it wasjust the voicein his headtellinghim to strikeback//
He'sgettingflashbacks//

54 ColinS.:
Ayewiththe bullying//
56 (unattributed):
He's gettingflashbackswith the bullyingwith his father..and.. somebodyelse
58 ColinS.:
thatwasbullyinghimjust (garbled)andhe'sjust hadenough//
(Farrall2001e)
Clearly, this is an explicit reference to the psychological experience often associated with
trauma, of posttraumaticstress, again implying that such phenomena may be familiar to these
men, or at least to Colin S. specifically. James M. then once again returns to his discourse of
vulnerability:Violence and aggression are again being cast as originating In reactions to fear
(see stanza 12 under critical episode 7, Replay of the Wor Scene, in Chapter 6). This is a
further move from the inmate's initial discourse of violence as justified action and part of the
continuing world building task transforming or destabilising the inmates' 'Cultural model' of
violence.
Stanza K
45 James M.:

Aye he was TERRIFIED

46 Heywood:
47 James M:

What was he scared of//

48 Heywood:

Right.. what had happened to make him scared
of this voice.. these two
voices//
Violence(low pitch)(Field Note P34, JMD head down, looks 'regretful')

49 James M:

This voice in his head
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(Farrall2001e, Field Notes p38)
Crucially, the distinctionis drawn that the violence to which the young man character may be
reacting is not temporally present - that his reaction is transferential in nature, relating to
previous traumatic experience(althoughthis is not the languageused by the inmates) and the
old man's behaviouris merelya trigger.

StanzaL
57 Heywood: He[theyoungmancharacter]didget Pushedoverthoughdidn'the//
58 JamesM.: Uhhuh..he'sgot memoriesof it - (garbled)thesethingsthat'sin thepast
59 DarrenC.: Becausehe wasbeinghurt//
60 Heywood: Becausehe wasgettinghu So he hadtheflashbacksof beinghurtbeforeH
61 Guy:
Billywassayingbecausehes beingpickedon again//
(Farrall2001e)
In stanza M below a further crucial point made is that the experiencefor the young man
character is not simply potentially physically harmful but is emotionally and psychologically
aversive, linking to Gilligan's suggestions on the aetiology of violence and the Lazarus's
conceptof the 'demeaninginsult'.
Stanza M
70 Heywood:

[did the characterfeel] anything else that's before angry//

71 James M.:

Fear//(low tone)

72 Billy R.:

Degraded//

73 Davy J.:

Humiliated//

(Farrall2001e)
Finally, Field Notes (p38) record that as Officer Blue now speaks from his own experienceof
being bullied at school, Gerry G. smirks through the telling, trying to draw another group
member Into conversation.Gerry still appearsto be overtly resisting the Residency process,as
though battling against it, yet In a dfferent way to Deek T.: While the latter appears to be trying
to underminethe whole Discourse,Gerry G. appearsto be trying to somehowconvey that the
Discoursedoes not apply to him.
With the processing of the Victim Lazzi, there is a continuance of the semiotic building task
where question 2 asks what ways of knowingare being made relevantor irrelevant?The Geese
way of knowing violence continuesto be put forward with a thought - feeling - behaviourand the
possibilityof unconsciousmotivationfor violence originatingin early trauma, The key theme of
personal responsibility continues as Heywood elicits that while such experience may be an
influence,the responsibilityfor behaviourremains with oneself. This is actually an empowering
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theme, as the 'here and now' focus of the residency challenges offenders to deal with their
present,whatevertheir past.
Often in fact, offenders will be resistant to the notion that their past experiences of victimisation
in any way effect or are linked to their offending - they may genuinely be unaware of any link,
requiring specifically therapeutic work to explore this (De Zulueta 1993, Soanes 2004).

Victims at one remove
The Victim Lazzi moves on now, as Heywood begins to ask about possible effects on the old
man character, the immediate victim in the piece. Even though this consideration remains 'at
one remove' because the old man is a fictional character, there is still degree of risk for the
inmates because the violent young man character is the vehicle for their projective identification
and thus criticism of him is to some degree criticism of them, even with the safety of dramatic
distance. Discussion with offenders of effects on victims is always a theme that is apt to raise
resistance, and research with sex offenders shows that intruding notions of 'victim empathy' too
early can have a counterproductive effect.

Blood on my hands: Contemplation of one's victimisation of others
At this point, it feels a though the inmate group is 'going along' with the exercise through the
passive resistanceof acquiescence- there is little overt resistance, although Field Notes (p38)
record the following: "Darren C. out, leaning back, staring to space sort of out it" and there is
some laughter over a comment from James M. that the old man - if losing his pension in the
attack - will feel 'ripped off.'
Heywood now follows the Heathcotian trajectory of 'from the universal to the particular' by
directly focusing on the men's own victims, with no safety of dramatic distance. Here, having
establisheda degree of therapeuticrelationship or positive rapport with the group, Geese aim to
explorethis difficult subjectof other human beings the men have injured through violence, in an
attempt to reverse the dehumanisation of victims which is a precursor of violence (Bandura,
Underwood&Fromerson1975).
The Geese discourse is relying on the work done so far, spending some of the 'social capital'
developed,to become more assertivein the degree of challenge:
843 Heywood: This week you're all here because you have said that you're violent..
That you admit that you're violent.. and that you want to look at that. You
want to do somethingabout it. Maybe want to move on from that. Which
... means not creating any more victims" (Farrall 2001e)
Line 364 is clearly assumptive in that it is (using Deek T.'s tactic from the previous day, see
stanza 5 critical episode 4, Group feedback to V11, in Chapter 6) treating an assertion as a
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given: The provisionalstatus of the Borderlanddiscourseis ignoredand the pluralityof meaning
of the participants'presencecoalesced into one definite statement.Heywoodask for volunteers
to begin and Field Notes (p3g) recordthere is a "silence" and Darren C.'s foot is tapping, while
Gerry G. and anothergroup member look at each other and laugh.
Darren C. also laughsquietly as the first man to speak describesseverelyscarring someone on
the neck. Gerry G., who will be third in the circle to answer, is lookingat his fingernails, his body
languageis very closed,with folded arms and crossed legs extended ahead of him (Field Notes
p39).When the questioncomes to him he respondswith "Dunno"and pursuedfor further details
he states: uThelast person was dead so... I don't know a lot" (Farrall2001e)
This seeming resistancecan be read as an expression of Gerry's ambiguous status on the
Residency.The week is designed for serious violent offenderswith three or more convictions;
althoughGerry is here because he was involved in a group assault in which a man died, it was
a first offencefor him and he received only a light sentencefor a minor charge for his part in it.
Thus, arguably,Gerry is not part of the inmates' discourseof violence and the Residency and
Geese are in effect not talking to him. Gerry will soondecide to quit the Residency,not returning
on the Wednesdaymorning.
Stanza N
Colin S. begins with:
445 Colin.:

I'm not sure.. I think mine's along the lines of what Ian saidH

446Heywood: Right,you're not going to get away with saying 'I don't know and alongthe lines
what other people say'.. I want to know what are the effects on your victim//
At this point Billy D., the first man to be asked, intervenes:
447 Billy D.:

How is he supposedto answer that// It's not an easy Question//

(Farrall2001e)
The question arises of why this question is difficult to answer? Partly it might be the failure of
Intersubjectivitydiscussed earlier - yet the men have demonstrated that they ran make
imaginative connectionsto the situations of (fictional) others, through projective identification
with characters. In interview, Kirkham identifies that at the start of the Residency week (and
readers should note the victim Lazzi occurs early in the process, on Tuesday) the participants
are
"...doing a lot of victim blaming, or a lot of just placing responsibility for their
violence outside of themselves...by the end of it they are saying I did this, their
[lack of) ownership of [their violence] is completely broken [down]. And that for
some of them is uncomfortable. And also because we are constantly reframing
how they put things they're not talking in the 'you' and 'they' and 'everyone'
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generalised terms, they're talking about themselves and saying I this', I that',
which I think is important (Kirkham 2003 para. 155)

There is arguably an existential task here, that participants either take ownership of their
behaviour and its effects, which empowers them (potentially) to do otherwise, or they choose
not to take ownership- and thus place themselves in a Sartrean position of 'bad faith' (Sartre
1995) by pretendingthey are not responsible. On one level, the entire Residency can be seen
as just such an existentialchallenge concerned with 'forcing people to be free' and accept their
own autonomy.James M. admits as much at one point in the discussion:
You choose not to know// [about effects on victims]
James M.:
Well we are reauiringyou now.. to look at that//
Kirkham:
(Farrall 2001e)
To returnto Colin S., initially he resists the 'request', stating: "I've never seen anyone since that
I've hit" but finally is able to state that his own experience of being a victim of violence is that it
is "Ego shattering..It breaks your confidencedown too" (Farrall2001e)
Colin seems less able to distinguish the physical effects, describing the police officer he
battered unconsciouswith a lump of wood (see his Thinking Report, in critical episode 14) as
having been 'stunned'. By the time the circle reaches Andy B., Geese are beginning to press
hard for specific iternisationand use of specific language:
Stanza 0
Guy:

Yeah.. cos people are gonna say Dhysicallyhurt and mentally hurt all round the
savina what it is that they've done// It's
circle and.. it stops them from
-actually
an easy get-out if you say I've physically hurt someone I've mentally hurt

Andy B:

someone//What.. exactly.. does that mean//
You mean.. what did YOU DO to them?//

Guy:

Yeah.. what did YOU DO to them//

Andy B:

Lashedout with my anger//
What did YOU DO.- did you stab someone did you smack them over the head
with a baseball bat-did you kick them // (Farrall 2001e)

Heywood:

The purposeof strivingfor this linguistic exactitude and explicitness is the opposite of Brechtian
distanciation:The technical jargon of criminal justice serves to desensitise and disguise the 'life
world' effects of a 'malicious wounding', a 'section 18', a 'GBH'. The aim is continually to bring
the focus back to the specific, the particular, so that the inmates are faced with the existential
reality of their actions: Broken teeth, shed blood, pain, fear, humiliation and degradation, so that
the language makes 'human sense' (Donaldson 1992). As Raynsford notes above, "...we are
going to talk about violence ... Whatever they try and do we are always going to bring it back to
the issues..." (Raynsford2003 para. 138)
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On reaching Davy J., the emotional temper seems to alter. Previous speakers have seemed
uncomfortable and evasive, or simply confused, but Davy J. seems to be genuinely
contemplating his actions and their effects with a grim honesty:

Stanza P
497 DavyJ.:

[My victim is] distraught..well it's.. like he's got a germanentreminder of what's
happenedto him.. he's never going to fqLqet..he'll see his scar on his face

498 Guy:

everyday//
Right//

499 DavyJ.:

He'll never be able to work againH He's.. I should say he's disabled.. cos of
his face//

500: Guy:

Whys thatt/

Well.. (garbled)if you see a face with a scar like that about the place.. (garbled)
502 Heywood: OK. and how wouldthat make him feelH
501 Davy J.:

503 DavyJ.:

DepressedHProbablyjuicidal// (low tone)

(Farrall2001e)
Davy J. himself, as has been noted above, is the bearer of a large and disfiguring livid red facial
scar, inflicted with a knife or broken bottle.

The circle moves on and Ian H. speaks about a death with which he has been involved,
describinghow the family were crying because they had "just lost their son" as a result of Ian's
violence. Field Notes (p38) record that Deek T. & Darren C. are sitting next to one another and
are next in line to answer to answer - they exchangelooks at Ian's comment. Deek T. laughs,
but when it come to his turn to speak, initially offers an insightful and sensitiveoutlining of the
effectson a man he stabbedand scarred:
552 DeekT:

"Well... [he's] scarred for life// Scarred so he would be recognisedby anybody
in the streets.// Could be discriminatedagainst... because of it// People might
have different thoughts... they might think he's a thug.. and it's never been his
fault... how he got it in the first place..Apart from that.... he could be paranoid...
regardingit happeningagain... mightlive in fear// (Farrall2001e)

Deek's narrativethen becomesa sniggeringstory about the effect on the victim beingthat he is
now 'scared of strangers' and again Illustrates the crucial information gathered in the live
setting: Deek T. could be making a genuine and thoughtful comment with the same words, but
his embodimentand tone are workingto undercutthe 'seriousness'of the exercise (Field Notes
p3g). Deek Is challenged strongly by me and laughs when released from scrutiny (Field Notes
p3g). Gerry G. seem to keep watching me (or perhaps has observed my observationof him) as
we move on.
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Darren C. cites another incidentof facially scarring a victim with a knife and similarlyto Deek T.
his
can offer an insightfulcommentbefore undercutting own words:
613 Darren C.: Not everybody'swalking about with a scar so.. you see a scar on his face... its
somethingdifferentisn't// Frightening [for] his kid.. you'd look at it differently//
616 Darren C.: He wouldn't be happy about it.. you know what I mean// (Farrall 2001e)
Again, the tapes and Field Notes show that Darren's words are dismissive rather than genuine,
be feeling
and Deek, sitting next to Darren, whispers audibly that Darren's victim would
'depressed'as if prompting,and both he and Darren snigger (Field Notes p40). Toward the end
of his turn, Darren rallies and again shows himself capable of a more honest assessment:
621 Darren C.: [He'd] Be shattered// Disgusted with the other person y'know what I mean//
What they done// (Farrall 2001e)
At the end of this exercise, which has taken almost an hour, the body language of the inmate
Notes (p40) record men are mostly looking at the floor, or have a
group is generallydown: Field
thoughtful expression,seeming to be focussed 'internally' and individually. If Geese have been
the violence the
attempting with this exercise to reconstruct or renegotiate the meaning of
inmates have enacted in their pasts, reconstruing it from a valid, natural response to external
environmentalevents, to make human sense in terms of damaged human beings, then this
discourse is still being resisted: When Mountford begins an impromptu address on the serious
possibilitythat the men could kill, as an effect on victims, Deek T. yawns and Gerry G. looks
'sneery' and contemptuous.By contrast Davy J. looks thoughtful, as do most of the men. (Field
Notes p30).There are no casual smiles except when people explicitly try humour. We break for
coffee.

The Victim Lazzi in conclusion
This exercise has been the first major challenge to the men to 'de-centre' (a Piagetianconcept)
from their own perspective -a developmental task identified as a life long effort - and some
have turned aside from or found it difficult to accept, the challenge.This is not unexpectedif one
accepts the notion that these men are actually shamed and in fact traurnatised by their own
violent behaviour.
As explored in Chapter 2 under the 'Defensive Self, such denial and minimisation as
demonstratedare entirely comprehensible as natural defence mechanisms working to reduce
the 'psychologicalpain of experienced external reality' and to reduce the objective and signal
by the exercise, forming a threat to the sense of self of
anxiety that are both likely to be raised
the participants.Kirkham identifiesthat "... it's really importantto keep the victim present in what
we're doing and not to let the group forget that we're here because they've created victims"'
(Kirkham 2003 para 133) but that "...they get very defensive because people don't like thinking
about their victims anyway and find it hard" (Kirkham 2003 para 134).
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Within the frame of this thesis, it is also possible that the participantsneed to 'back off from
acknovAedgingthe effects of their behaviouron their victims, becausethe men have themselves
sufferedsimilartrauma to that which they have enactedon their victims, and (in a circular, selfreferentialprocess)to acknowledgethe victim'svictimhood because of what you have done to
them would also mean acknowiedgingone's own victimisation(becauseothers have done the
same to you), and the pain and hurt and powerlessnessassociatedwith that role.
The exerciseis not intendedto traurnatisethe inmatesor be a 'namingand shaming' in a 'toxic'
sense, i.e. invoking only guilt, anger and a defensivereaction. But feeling appropriate shame
over one's oppressive behaviourcan be a powerful emotionally based driver for change, and
within the frame of this thesis forms part of a Freirian drive towards 'concientisation',which is
not seen here as a purely 'rational' cognitive undertaking. The exercise is also about
heightening possible discomfort with and discrepancy between role concepts (already
expressed in claims such as James M.'s "I'm not a hard man") and the existential
consequencesof the violent roles currentlyembodiedby the participants.
In attemptingto pursue these multipleaims however,Kirkham also identifiesa possible problem
with the exercisein that
"I'm not sure [askingfor effects on their victims] is the best way to [keep the
victim present]because I think they don't find useful what's being asked of
them. I think they experience it as a bit of a slap in the face... there's an
element that they don't quite know why that's being done. I don't think we
always make the connectionclear about why we're... seemingly suddenly
haulingthis notionof victim in" (Kirkham2003 para 134).
Thus, the exercise Is a site of ambiguity:Clearly, Geese feel that 'keeping the victim present' is
extremelyImportant to the work of the Residency;yet as Kirkham expresses,the way this is
done may actually be in tension with the otherwise person-centredthrust of the week which
Watsondefines as follows:
"... the way Geese works... is the opposite of [telling people) 'this is how it
should be'... it's more of trying to talk with people on a level which is open...
on a level of questioningbut never ... you go off and be a good person from
now on". (Watson2003 para 49).
This ambiguityis shared with other elements of the Residency,for examplethe presentationof
the 'affect bomb' of the Violent Illusion Part 1, where Meakes stated: "I'm still not quite sure that
I buy [generatingemotion) being a legitimate reason for using V11at the start" (Meakes 2003
para 128). These uncertaintiesand ambiguities may be seen as a reflection of the heuristic,
aesthetic nature of the Residency,and readers should consider whether it is actually necessary
to pin them down (or collapsethe waveform) intoa definite 'yes' or 'no'.
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Critical episode 14
Small groups: Colin S. & Davy J. - Return to the Thinking Reports
The nextcriticalepisodeconsidersmaterialfrom the small groupsand analysesthe Thinking
Reportsgeneratedby DavyJ. and ColinS., as one of the most directroutesof accessto the
violenceDiscourseof the inmates,and also as examplesof (somewhat)disconfirmatory
evidencefor theanalysisputforwardin thisthesis.Pleasesee Chapter6 for details.

Episode 15
Finishing Tuesday:TheWheel and Inner Man
The afternooncloseswiththe introduction
of two moreconcepts:The InnerMan and the
in analysisalreadyandintroduced
Wheel.TheWheelhasbeenconsidered
in thesmall
Thought
en masseto the groupfor the first time at the end of Tuesday
groups,but is presented
As a way of 'overteaching'the ThoughtWheelmodel,the exercisebuildson
afternoon.
previousmaterialandreturnsto the ThinkingReportobtainedyesterdayfor the BoyfriendI
intheMirrorscene.In a parallelprocess
to thatwhichtheyhavebeenaskedto dofor
character
the groupis then askedto considerhow the thoughtsand feelingsfrom the
themselves,
thewayin whichtheproposed
ThinkingReportillustrate
cycleof theWheelturnsfor Boyfriend
1 in thisincident.
Kirkhamis leading the exerciseof introducing the Wheel and when she introducesthe notion of
the 'victim stance' section there are nods of understanding or recognition around the group
(Field Notes P33). 1interpretthis a as sign that
There is a generalisedaccuracy or representativenessto the model
The inmates are now at a point where they feel safe enough to recognise their own
vulnerability- and can admit it
The Geese discourseof process and cycle has gained sufficient ground to be accepted
as a possibleanalysisof the aetiology of violent behaviour
This communication of shared models, matters, since (as described in Chapter 2) how one
understands a problem influences how ones perceives the solution and a crucial factor in
positive outcomes for rehabilitative work (in the broadest sense) is a shared case formulation -a
shared understanding of the issue or problem.

The Inner Man
The InnerManis a smallerthanlife size solidhardboardflat figureof a humanmale.Affixedto
his headis a disc on an axis and affixedto this is the paperform of the ThoughtWheel.The
inmatesare suppliedwith a blankpaperversionof Inner Man and this is to be filled in as the
daysprogress,with specificinformation.
Onone armshouldgo a list of all the victimsan inmatecan recall;on the other list
a
of
all the injuriestheyhaveinflicted
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"

On the legs will go the skills which it is hoped the inmates will develop over the coming
days

"

On the midriffgo feelingsand emotions

"

The neck will be filled in with 'interventions'to be developed - the idea being that these
will stop the wheelabove from spinning

Through the exercisethe group seems attentive but tired, with no yawns or dismissing;though
Gerry G. still has an odd expression(Field Notes p33). Afterwards,as the men are dismissed
for the day and the Chapel is unlockedfor them to be taken back to the wings, Colin S. queries
with me: uDowe have to write all this down do we?" and is told "Who you [have] hurt, the real
people,not ABH, GISH,- that's just words. We want the people"(Field Note p33).
This exchangecan be seen as a reiterationof the work from the Victim Lazzi - 'requiring' (in
Kirkham's word) the men to consider their victims and re-familiarise themselves with the
existentialrealitiesof their actions- the consequencesof what they have done. Colin goes on to
clarify about confidentiality (Field Note p33), again indicating that such a listing would be
uncomfortablefor him.

Some more ambiguity
As mentioned, there is some variation of opinion within Geese over methodology.Watson
commentsthat
*[Inner Man and The Wheel] stand out like bits that are not very Geese-like, if there
was a way that we could do them which was more integratedin to the theatre I'd be
more comfortable....to me they do seem to be outside what Geese do..." (Watson
2003 para 77 - 79).

This Is an interestingrecastingof Robinson'scommentthat:"...you usethe theatreas
the way to get in but it could be the cognitivework thatcan be measurablythe most
effectivebuttheatreisa reallygoodwayof gettingin there"(Robinson2003para15)
Meakes too feels that "...the things for me that worked best in the teaching bits was when we
always had a theatrical reference point... I don't much like inner man myself..." (Meakes 2003
para 118) while Raynsford goes even further: "No, I don't [think Inner Man and the Wheel are
needed) ... I think ... we over intellectualisethings, which I believethat this inner man can do a
little bito(Raynsford2003 para 64).
On a more pragmaticnote Heywoodcomments:
"...sometimes I think when we're doing the Wheel for some men I think it's really
useful and they fit in beautifullyand they go 'oh yeah I really see that'. And for
others I think well It might not be so useful. I'm not sure about Inner Man
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actually... but I think we do need something, some kind of image to put things
around" (Heywood 2003 para 73-74).

In a comment which links to discussionsin Chapter 2 on memory and retrieval cues, she goes
on to add:
"But somebodyelse will go 'oh that little bit of the play' or the masks or 'the bit
where he talked about the cues [and triggers]' and I think they'll take the bits that
really work for them. ..... I think at the end it just depends on the men. Some of
them will like it and some of them will like something else better" (Heywood 2003
para74).
Again, it may not be necessary to pin down this question, taking Heywood's comment as
evidence for a Vygotskyan acceptance of 'processes in motion and change', but it may be of
use to consider comments form non-Geese members. After all, Geese are professional actors
with high standards and a drive always to 'find the theatre' - thus they may be easily dissatisfied
with elements with which others are satisfied.

In interview after the end of the Residency, Davy J. comments on the question of the more
'cognitive' materials:
"Yeah it will stay with me because I've got all the information... the inner man, the
wheel and I've kept a hold of that... I've got on my file for whenever I feel angry I'll
always read them. I was angry last night and I just sat down in my cell and just
read it, just read the whole stuff through...." (Farrall 2001q para 80).
Also, Kate, a member of staff with experience of extremely cognitively orientated programmes
commentsthat:
"[The Residency]is completely different - ifs everything at once. It's not flat, its like
three dimensionaland its everything its got all the senses there together, whereas
I'm sitting here reading the flat stuff - of Anger Management [and thinking) 'oh
shit', you know..." (Farrall 2001f).
Later, in interview, Colin S. also comments on the difference between the Residency and other
less active anger managementmethodologies:"it was just talk really, it was nothing. There was
no breakingthe ice and that, it just didn't work" (Farrall 2001t, para 104).
To add a further note of complexity,Officer Blue - who readers should remember has seen and
taken part in three incarnations of The Violent Illusion Trilogy at HMP Blackwood offers the
following:
"if the whole thing was... about cognitive skills, which a lot of the work through the
week is, ... all that's valid, all that is vital and that's the key to it. But the thing that
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makes it memorable, the think that makes it work... I don't think you can afford to
forget the emotional side of the Corrida" (Farrall 2001s para 27-29).
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Wednesday
Big Jack's Farewell
It wasmentioned'yesterday'that BigJackT., who helda positionin the prisoncookhouse,had
left the Residency("becausehe couldsee what was coming"- OfficerBlue,FieldNotesp32).
Thereis an interestingcodaattachedto this departure.As themorningbegins,the codaarrives
in the form of hot donutsfrom the kitchens,courtesyof Big Jack (Field Notesp49). What is
interestingaboutthisis the questionof why he has doneit? It maybe takenas a nicegestureof
thanks,or possiblyof reparationfor leaving,but indicatessome degreeof positivefeelingfor
andentryinto theGeeseDiscoursebyBig Jack.
Officer Blue, charged with checking with Jack his reasons for leaving, later reports back that
"...[Jack said] "it's nothing personal, just "it wasn't for me" - he saw he was going to have to
speak about his own victims and got out" (Field Notes p49). Certainly it does not indicate that
his withdrawal is a dismissal of the Residency as irrelevant, or that he holds negative feelings
towardthe event. This is in contrast to the expressedreasons of the next withdrawer:Gerry G.

That joke isn't funny anymore': The leaving of Gerry G.
Officer Blue has gone look for Gerry G. whom Blue reports has gone to his job in the prison
workshops, ostensibly because last night he was refused a weekend pass from the prison. On
his return Officer Blue states that Gerry is refusing to come back, quoting him as saying "It (the
Residency) wont change me" and "I won't change". (Field Notes p33).

These are interesting statements, given the nature of Gerry's offence. Other participants In
other Violent Illusion residencies have reached a similar conclusion, and in this one, of our men
receiving focus, James M., Darren C. and Deek T. seems to be edging toward a similar
decision. But the possible motivations for Gerry to state this may differ from the more 'normal
run'. As said, Gerry is in prison for a serious event resulting in a death, but was given a minor
charge and sentencedto only three years for his part in it. With remission, he has served just
over 18 months,and is due for release (Farrall 2001f).
As discussed, all week, it has felt that there is something 'odd' about Gerry's presentation and
Guy, one of the Geese workers leading Gerry's group has expressed the oddness as being to
do with Gerry's 'inauthentic' status as a violent offender. Guy expresses it in a musical analogy:
JGerry G.'s is like] someone off Pop Idol, he's just been propelled to fame, and
the
them who are like the Rolling Stones they're the Kaiser Chiefs, they've
... rest of
really worked up to it they've done the pub circuits they've done the cabarets
they've done the big clubs - and they've made it. They're real" (Farrall 2001g).

The Smiths(1985)Meat Is Murder.WEA Records.
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The sense is that all week Gerry has been experiencing a role discrepancy of an unintentional
kind: While an aim of the Residency is to help the inmates explore their potentiality and the
possibility of taking or developing a role that is not 'violent offender' - in the way Davy J. seems
to be doing - Gerry seems to have been experiencing a discrepancy in that he has been treated
as a 'real' violent offender - in the sense of a history of repeated, violent behaviour - and he is
not: He is not really a 'hard man' at the level or in the way of the other inmates.

Gee (1999) writes of how, in Discourse terms, being accepted as a 'real Indian' in Native
American culture rests on the successfulaccomplishmentand embodimentof numerous 'real
Indian' acts in the reciprocal'dance' of assertion and recognition. By contrast, amid the 'real
hard men' on the week, as their activities, values and discourses have been scrutinised and
revealed, Gerry has risked being revealed as a 'plastic gangster' - the inmate term for an
offender who is inauthentic or presenting a false role or front. Similarly, Goffman (1959)
describeshow in the dramatic performanceof self a person may be playinga role and believe
his own performance,or know he is'actingthe role and therefore not believe.
Gerry would seem to fall into the latter category, and therefore his denial of the efficacy of the
Residencymay not be based in a lack of belief that change can work, or self belief in change
(the sense sometimes gained from other participants) but because in a sense, Gerry has
nothingto change. Ratherthan this being a positivething though - he is not a violent offenderGerry seems to want to be able to maintain his 'hard man' role, but it is not robust enough to
face the challengeof the week.
Officer Blue also states that Gerry is due to leave prison soon and has said "I don't want to
remember [about the offence] (Field Notes p47). In the model of this thesis, violent men are
traurnatisedby the violent acts they commit and Gerry's refusal may also indicate that Gerry,
while ashamed and guilty over what he has done, has construed the traumatic event in a way
which leaves him comfortable,with limited responsibility.Additionally,because this offence was
a one-off event and because he was sentencedso lightly, Gerry also has not experiencedthe
negative consequences to his behaviour that other men have for theirs; such aversive
experienceis often an importantmotivationalfactor.
It is therefore likely that the Residency has simply been too much for Gerry: He has been
caught in the trap of needing to look like a hard man to legitimate his presence on the
Residency and his role, but not wanting to face his violence in the way that the Residency
necessitates.Officer Blue supportsthe idea that Gerry has chosen to leave because 'he doesn't
want to look at it' (the offence)(Field Notes p45). In the continuationof The Smiths lyric above,
despite his grinning and smirking over the last few days, and apparent attempts to treat the
Residencyas a joke, NIt's too closeto home and it's too near the bone".
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Episode 16
Chronicling Change:The Performanceof The ViolentIllusion Part H
beginswitha performance
Wednesday
of TheViolentIllusionPartl/. Whenthe inmatesenter
bythe construction
theChapelspace,it hasagainbeentransformed
of the V12set,morphing
usedspaceof 'spect-actors'
wherethesmallgroupwork
onceagainfroma morecommunally
hastakenplaceto a spacewherethetheatreDiscourse
againholds:AswithMondayandV11,
immediately
theinmates
adoptthe'theatregoer'roleandquietlyfilein to theirseats,observing
thedelineation
of the actor-spectator
of 'stage'andaudience'
space,andthe re-establishment
divide(FieldNotesp33).
The presence of the V12 set can be seen as continuing the preposition of potentiality and
transformationin oppositionto the prison Discourse as established by the V11set on Monday
(see critical episode 1, Prologue), and as a restatement of the 'sides' in the Conversation;as
noted above, while acknowledging that V12 is very 'practical' it also offers another level of
challengeto the inmates aroundthe realities of attempting to make change. It is thus part of the
connectionand world buildingtasks that have been underwayall week.
By contrast to V11, the time period covered in V12 is only a few days, following the return of the
Dad to his family after release from prison for a violent offence. Equally contrastingly to Part 1,
the family involved (the Blairs) display what may be considered only a 'normal' range of
dysfunction, i.e. cheeky children, rebellious teenagers, underage drinking and substance use,
marital disharmony, as opposed to the full blown violence, abuse and horror of the family in V11.

The show is set in a family house, again using the device of revolving backdropswith wallpaper
on one side and evocative images on the other. The show is played in full character masks that
cover the whole face, but the masks' expressionsare much less worried, harried or sinister than
the V11character masks. The show also has dialogue in the form of taped Thinking Reports,
mainlyfor the Dad, but also on one occasion for the Mum. During these taped monologues,the
stage convention is generally (but not always) adopted that action freezes while Dad enacts a
'fantasy' of violent behaviour. (Images of the masks used and the wallpaper images can be
found in Appendix I and J).

The Purpose of The Wolent Illusion Part 11
Although Geese Theatre obviously strive for certain standards of artistic presentation in their
performancework, Geese work is always 'rough theatre' and the aesthetic value of the theatre
productionsas 'art' are always subordinated to the more pressing rehabilitative purpose of the
work: 'Drama as therapy, theatre as living' (Jones 1996), In this sense, the theatre
performancesof the Residency conform to the 'type C' theatre identified by Bolton (1979) as
'geared towards an end product', (in this case, behavioural change in violent offenders) and
often with a sense of an event (though this is far more obvious in the theatre event of Friday, the
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Corrida). Following Raynsford (2003) Brookes emphasises the 'didactic' nature of V12"[VI21 is
actually very much about interventions ... V12 is a much more functional piece than VII... "
(Brookes 2003 para 93), as does Watson: "I think the way we use V12is quite good because we
do use it to be maintained... we can look at that character's [physical] cues, that character's
I think that's useful "(Watson 2003 para 91).
triggers
...

However,Geese are also clear that V12does not simply show'how to do it' but takes a Boalian
trajectory by problematisingthe situation,even if a decisionto change has been made:
"...they can think 'yes I'm going to change' but haven't really thought about what it
means in real practicalterms....that it isn't going to happenovernight..." (Heywood
2003 para 91). "[V12considers]the fact that old behaviours will remain part of
...
...
you until you look at strategiesto deal with them" (Raynsford2003 para 76).
Additionally, in relation to the Borderland Discourse, another 'term' has entered the
Conversation: That of 'family', and consequently the 'size' of the Borderland has
expanded:"[V12]looks at the idea that violence isn't just about punchingpeople, it's about
the way you are, the way you treat your famiV (Heywood 2003 para 93), an idea
Kirkhamsupports:
"it's the most difficult relationshipsthat they deal with, it's their families, it's
...
their wives and children that we're looking at and it's the stuff that they've
been away from for a long time it's somethingthat they can really closely
...
relate to and it raises a lot of their fears and insecurities. But it's the
optimisticpoint,the real momentof hope about it being possible but not easy
that somebodycan translate this stuff into real life" (Kirkham2003 para 105).
Thus an attempt is being made to build a connection forward through V12,to a time
outside prison.
As said, the Residency has previously offered only negative or abusive adult roles for the
Inmatesto identify with projectively- now Dad, the central character of V12,presents a more
hopeful aspect with whom they will (hopefully) identify
-a man strugglingwith same urges or
drives to violencewhich they share, but who is strugglingand attemptingto change.As Kirkham
notes,the use of drama to exemplifyDad's struggles allows the manifold modellingand learning
processesinvolved In social learning theory to operate (Bandura1977,1986).
*1think it gives them an opportunityto look at somebodytrying to put into practice
in a real life situation,some of the stuff they've been workingon and learning about
controllingtheir aggressionand violence." (Kirkham2003 para 106).
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The action of W2
The performance features a number of 'taped thinking reports' for the Mum and Dad characters:
Written scripts for these TRs are currently unavailable.

Scene 1
This shows a familiar evening family scene with the kids playing and Mum making dinner. Dad
enters and a happy reunion immediatelybegins to go off-course,with the 12 year old Son acting
out, being bribed by Dad to Mum's displeasure, and Dad immediatelybehaving in an entitled
manner exemplifying male privilege as though he had never been away. The 15-year-old
teenage Daughter offers Dad a cigarette, revealing to Mum that she smokes. An argument
ensues, and Mum tries to engage Dad in discussion, which he resists by watching TV.
EventuallyMum turns off the televisionand demandsthey speak.
Taped Thinking Report I
During the first taped Thinking Report at this point all the other characters are frozen, while Dad
is enraged, begins to leave and eventually returns to sit in front of Mum,
Dad now tries to apologise to Mum, but this contact becomes him requiring sex. Mum makes
clear he will be sleeping on the sofa for a while. As Dad again goes to leave, disgruntled, he
encounters Son coming back and smoking. Dad frisks son to discover he has bought cigarettes
and drink with the money Dad gave him and Son runs to his bedroom. Dad follows, belt in hand
(an echo of V11)and is stopped by Mum.

Taped Thinking Report 2
During this Report Dad finds a bottle of spirits and falls asleep drunkenly. A dream sequence
then follows in which Mum sexually teases and refuses Dad while Son taunts and humiliates
him. In response Dad again takes off his belt, driving away these phantoms with it until
collapsingon the sofa again and going back to sleep.
Scene 2
Morning. A breakfast time scene of playful chaos ensues while Dad sleeps. Daughter takes a
phone call and her reaction indicates it is bad news - Mum comforts her while Son, jealous of
the attention to Daughter, steals money from Dad's jacket. Dad awakes, goes to hit Son and is
stoppedthis time by Daughter, who then recovers the money from Son.
Son and Daughter leave for school, and Mum and Dad are left alone for the first time. Dad
again initiates sexual contact, to be interrupted by a knock at the door. This is a male adult
education teacher who begins a lesson with Mum, until Dad, overcome with jealousy at their
easy intimacy, throws the Teacher out. Mum then leaves the house.
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Taped Thinking Report 3
Dad again rages, then watches as another fantasy figure emerges, a Judge who passes
sentence on Dad. The Judge is joined by the Teacher who is then adored by daughter, giving
her gifts. Son and Daughterjoin Mum with the Teacher, making a family unit sneering towards
Dad. Finallyteacherdrinks champagne%vithMum before being led to the bedroom by her. Dad
again rages around the house,then, crucially,"...sits on the table and talks himself down" (V12
script).
Scene 3
Sometime later. The houseis seeminglyempty. Daughterenters from outside and begins to roll
a spliff. Dad enters from upstairs, removing money from the bills tin, spots the dope and
challengesDaughter,who challenges him in return over the taking of the money from the bills
tin. They reach a deal of mutualsilence.
Daughter'solder teens Boyfriendnow enters. Boyfriendsees Dad and assumesthe role of 'man
of the world' aping prison body languageand gestures.He coerces Daughterinto handingover
a bottle of spirits from her bag, pours drinks for himselfand Dad and ignores her protests that
she does not want any. Dad and Boyfriend confront one another. Mum enters and Boyfriend
drags Daughterto the sofa, turning on the TV. Dad makesclear his wish for Boyfriendto leave,
who does so, while Mum preventsDaughteraccompanyinghim.
Mum then confronts Dad, who shows her the spirit bottlefrom Daughter'sbag. Mum sides with
Daughterand Dad rages, throws items around,takes hisjacket and storms out.
Taped Thinking Report 4
This report plays In the absence of Dad, over a scene of Mum and Daughter tidying up and
making up.
Scone 4

The nextday.AuntleBerylis visitingand lookingat clothescatalogueswith Mum.Son plays
nearby.Dadreturnswith flowersfor Mumand a toy gun, whichhe givesto Son.AuntieBeryl
diplomatically
takesSonawayto play.Mumand Dad'talk'.She makesclearher displeasureat
his expectations
that all is mendedbythe gift of flowers. DadleavesandAuntieBerylcomforts
Mum.
TapedThinking Report5
ThisTR is of Mum'sInteriormonologue
asopposedto Dad,overa sceneof hertidying.
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Scene5
Some time later. Son and Daughter sit watching Neighbours on TV. Dad enters with a card for
Mum, Son joins in a shooting game with dad, and Daughter leaves. Son and Dad engage in a
drawing game and Dad mediates in a quarrel between the children. Dad then leaves to fetch a
fish and chip supper, returning quickly as another quarrel between the children is about to
escalate.

The three eat and Dad accidentallyspills his food into his lap, but reacts as to a joke, initiating a
tomato sauce fight. Mum returns and sees the mess, reads Dad's card and hands him his
jacket, indicating the door. Mum then tries to comfort Son and Daughter while Dad struggles
with whetherto leave or stay. He stays and Son and Daughterleave the room.
Dad then tries to make amends and a 'sauce bottle dialogue' follows, using the items to convey
the conversation, ending in irresolution. Daughter then enters and shows Mum the empty bills
money tin. Dad retaliates by showing Mum Daughter's dope stash. Mum questions Daughter
then asks Dad who is responsible for the missing money.

Thinking Report 6: The Silent Rage TR
There is no taped monologue provided for this sequence, but the family remain frozen as Dad
enacts a fantasy of violent behaviour toward Mum and Daughter, but is not so certain about
Son. Gradually he draws himself in, moving back to the scenery as image 1 the 'Man In a Can'
revolvesinto view. Slowly, Dad reaches out towards Mum.
The freeze breaks as Son tries to make contact with Dad. Dad places Son with Mum and
Daughterat the other end of the table. There is a frozen tableau moment as Dad reaches out to
Mum and the gesture is reciprocated. The children kiss both parents good night and leave the
room. Mum and Dad achieve a slight rapprochementand Mum leaves for bed.
Dad restrains himself from following her to the bedroom, replaces the missing bills money, then
donates his whole wallet, finally sitting lost in thought, alone at the kitchen table. All the
backdrop panels revolve to revel their images and the lights fade.

Field Notes taken from behind the backdrop record that the body language of the men is very
different to that of Monday's performance: They are upright, looking relaxed,
engaged, and
there is frequent laughter and smiles, particularly at the antics of the Son. In the final tableaux,
where Mum and Dad are seeking some kind of accommodation, the body language and
expressionon faces appearsmore'sombre'and thoughtful (Field Notes p35).
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Episode 17
Group feedbackof reactionsto The ViolentIllusion PartH
Thefollowing
material,
whilenotconsidered
critical:
Enables
bytheinmateparticipants
continued
analysis
oftheDiscourse
expressed
Illustrates
GeeseDiscourse
newaspects
ofthedeveloping
Foreshadows
themajorthemeoftheResidency
fromnowon- thedeveloping
of skills
to intervene
intheprocess
behaviour
of violent
As observed from behind the backdrops, during the performancethere have been signs of
recognitionof the on-stageaction, but recognitionof a far more positive kind than in VII - plenty
of laughs and smiles, especially during the chaotic breakfast scene and around Son's cheeky
behaviour (Field Notes p37). At coffee time a conversation I am involved in attests to the
accuracy of the depiction for the men: Alan A. states "That was just like being at home" and
DarrenC. concurs that "Aye My kids are just like that - it's chaos" (Field Notesp3g).
Now Brookesasks for generalreactions and the inmates explicitlyfurtherendorsethe 'reality' or
their recognitionof what has been depicted.Commentsinclude "You've been round my house";
"My daughter was wild-like the girl there" and "The little boy.. yes.. it's just like that" (Farrall
2001g)
This thesis has previously referred to the notion of Geese establishingthemselvesas 'credible
communicators'because the action of V11shows that "we know" what might be consideredthe
dark side of the offender's experiences - V12 clearly functions to show that the Geese
perspectiveIs holistic and that the men have other roles than simply'violent offender'.

She's not being fair
As the processingcontinues,a slight theme of Mum-blamingemerges:

Stanza0
JamesM.:
Brookes:
IanH.:
AndyB:

Themother..hiswifeis it/l ShewasharshH
ShewasharshH
Howwasthat//
Whenhecomein-shegivehimthesleeping
bag..shedidn'twanthimat allH
Aye..he was..reallytryingandshegivehimno creditat all.. He askedfor
for-aiveness..
ATTHEENDthere..andshejustwouldn'tevenlookat him//
DeekT.:
Tookthesideof thedaughter
againsthimandhisboy//
Andy8:
Sheshouldhavegivehimanotherchance//
(unattributed)Shedoesn'twanthimback//
JustrelectedhimH(Farrall20010.
AndyB:
A strandof discourse
seemsto be emerging
thatMum'sbehaviour
canonlybe construed
as
from
Andy
B,
'rejecting',
particularly
whowasable to showquitea lot of empathywiththe
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Daughter in V11(see critical episode 4). It may be importantto note that the Mum character in
V12is deliberately not 'scripted' as being particularly obstructive, but is represented as strong
figure with her own mind: Thus line 15 refers to her presenting Dad with a sleeping bag (after he
has already disruptedthe household)for his first night at home, rather than 'welcoming' him into
the bed. Line 18 refers to the final scene where Dad appeals to Mum but is not unconditionally
accepted.
While to an outside eye Mum's actions may seem reasonable, Brookes identifies that showing
this reactionon the part of Mum
"...[after the challenge of V11 and then the victim work] it's like re-challenging,rechallenging all over again, it's just cranking it up... and going yep, 'yep well this is
what it's about lets just re-remind ourselves', .... it's about how entitled are you
actually to go and do this stuff to other people" (Brookes 2003, interview para 91).
Heywood identifies the men do not seem to have realised
"... that you won't be able to just walk back in and

... people won't necessarily
trust you Dust] because you said 'I'm going to change... I think that's quite often
why we have resistance (at this point] because it suddenly becomes real and the
idea that this woman, his wife, is not suddenly going to think he's the best person in
the Universe is a bit of a shock" (Heywood 2003, para 81
-83).

Mum's actions therefore can be seen as representing another narcissistic insult to the men,
possiblyeven more strongly related to abandonment, and as evidence for a continuing lack of
intersubjectivity.The Discoursefrom the inmates continues to suggest a theme of entitlement,
that because one is attempting to change, one can legitimately expect all others to forget
immediatelyone's past behaviour and be totally supportive and Brookes uses the discussion to
introducea 'reality check' that this may not be the case, or reasonableto expect.
Stanza R
Brookes:

So if she's not seen him for years and she has her way of running the house
and suddenly he comes back and he's giving the boy cigarettes and h'v'q
stealing money and drinking-even though he's_lndM [to changel-should she
just totally believe him or does he have to prove it//

(unattributed): He's !DLng
He is trying//
Brookes:
James M.:

Aye it's fair enough I suppose//

(unattributed): She's probably heard it before//
(Farrall 2001f)
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James M. seems able to 'see the point' but still not able to conclude that a change in actual
behaviour is necessary - he remains within the Borderland, still not (at this stage) appearing to
move any closer to a resolution. Interestingly, Davy J. and Colin S. do not make any comments
supporting the feeling that Mum is being unfair or rejecting, and both look somewhat thoughtful
(Field Notes p37).

It is also possibleto suggest that V12links to theory nodes 1 (unityof cognitionand affect) and 5
(meaning/narrativeldiscourse)
as the issues in V12are concernedwith the solving of the 'fuzzy'
problemsthat typify human interactions(see Chapter 2). There is no absolute and clear'right' or
'wrong' to the situation portrayed in V12, only ambiguity or multiplicity, and this is a
foreshadowingof muchof the work that will occur in the Corridas.

'Is she shagging the teacherT
Briefly,oneotherpointof noteis reactionsor perceptions
of the teachercharacter.In the 'back
story'narrative,Mumhas undertaken
somesortof adulteducationcourse- the actionin scene
2 clearlyinvolvesflies, notes etcetera.Teacheris deliberatelyplayedas a rather bumbling,
figurein orderto showthatDad'sjealousyandthrowinghimout is unreasonable,
shambolic
yet
the inmatesare clearlywith Dad, againpossiblydemonstrating
the senseof entitlementover
womenorfearof abandonment
seenabovein criticalepisode7,the MifforScenereplay.

StanzaS
DavyJ.:
Issheshagging
theteacher//
(attributed) Themum..shewaslaughing
withhimandthat//
(attributed) Theywasawfulglo§e//
(attributed) Well-it'sreasonable
to suspect
sex]coshe's[Dad]beengL%tayfl
(Farrell2001f).
This can be seen as an example of 'real world' paranoia, or objective anxiety in that sexual
infidelityis probablya very real concern for men incarcerated,and the 'Dear John' letter is an
icon of both humour and terror in prison culture; yet the presentationof Teacher and Mum's
relationshipis so clearly scripted as non sexual, that it is indicative that the inmates have not
whole heartedly shifted to accepting the Geese Discourse of rationality and generation of
alternative possibilities, or that they are experiencing signal anxiety linked to distorted inner
worlds: Here, they are still determinedlycollapsing all the potentialitiesof the relationshipinto
only one answer; 'She is shagging him'.
Linked to the feedback focussing on Mum's 'rejection' there is a clearly gendered theme
suggestingthat (unsurprisingly)these men often have dfficult and untrusting relationshipswith
women. As Kirkham comments"They always, always give Mum - and daughter-a hard time...
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they have such a fear about [relationships]and yet they treat women like dirt and still expect
them to be totally accepting"(Kirkham2003, para 136).

Episode 18
Replay of Silent Rage Scene & construction of group Thinking Report
Followingthe modelestablishedwith V11andthe Mirrorscenereplay,Geesenowreplayoneof
the scenesfromthe performancein orderto generatea ThinkingReportfor Dad.The material
is coveredin Chapter6.

Episode 19
Developingawareness:Physical Cues and Triggers
of
This thesishas assertedthat physiological
sensations
act as 'conduits'to a re-arousal
andthe 'puttingright'of a 'grievousinsult'that is essentially
previoustraumaticexperience
thoughviolentbehaviour.For this to be possible,the men must actually
transferential,
describes
it, 1986)
arousal(orpre-potent
arousalasBandura
suchphysiological
experience
The following has been selectedas a critical momenttherefore
The responseof the inmates provide data on the central theme of embodied Damasian'
sensations
The session illustrates the further buildingon notions of 'self talk' previously introduced

Physical Cues and Triggers
FieldNotes(p36)recordthat asthe exerciseis introduced,there is no disputefromthe inmates
that suchcuesandtriggersexist;this maybe seenas furthersupportfor the ideathat the men
have acceptedGeese as 'crediblecommunicators',allowingGeese to be more and more
and analysisof violentbehaviour.Now
explicitanddidacticin the outliningof theirinterpretation
the inmatesare ableto list a plethoraof physicalsignsof their arousal,with DarrenC. takinga
lead:
StanzaT
32 DarrenC.: You gettensionin yourhead//
Tensionin the head-yourarms..mystomach
33 AlanA.:
34 DarrenC.: Youfeel hotheaded
Yourheartbeatgoesup// (generalnodsof agreement,FieldNotesp36)
35 BillyD.:
36 DarrenC: OtherDeoDle
see it beforevoud
(Farrall2001g)
Although many of the men on whom this thesis focuses are joining in, and Darren C. seems to
be engaging more with the process, more willing to share his personal experience rather than
'keep his cards close to his chest' Colin S. has been noticeably very quiet so far today (Field
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Notes p36); yesterday, readers will remember, after the work on victims and the requirement to
begin filling in the Inner Man with the effects on victims, he seemed anxious and sought
clarification and reassurance around confidentiality.
To digress for a moment, on a previous Residency at HMP Blackwood, Donny, one of the men
in my small group, had related an incident where, purely on the suspicion of having seen his
girlfriend having sex in a car with another man, he had forced his way into his girlfriend's flat,
smashed it up, and thrown her through a closed second story window, hospitalising her for six
weeks. At about this stage in the Residency he had come to me and in ail sincerity said
something along the lines of the following:
Donny: "You know that story I told you about (name of girlfriend)? "
Me:
"Yes".
Donny: "Well, I've been thinking -I didn't have to do that to her".

This was seeminglythe first time in twenty years that Donny had thought about that particular
incidentand not felt totallyjustified, and the revelationwas disturbingto him. I was remindedof
this previousincident by Colin's preoccupied'look'wondered if a similar processwere occurring
with him (Field Notesp36).
Returningto the Residency,DeekT. seems to haverevertedto his 'joker' role: As Brookesasks
for physicalcues, Wth a grin he mutters somethingto Darren C., sitting next to him (Field Notes
p36). Brookespicks it up:

StanzaU
52Brookes: ERECTION//
IsthatwhatyousaidDeek//
53Deek:
Aye..er..(laughing)
(inaudible)
54 Brookes: Yes,someDeogleget an ERECTION
thatthings
whenthere'sthe possibility
aregoingto kickoff//(itis addedtothelist)Anything
else//
(Farra112001g)

This is an Interestingasideto illuminatethe intenselyphysicalembodiedelementof violent
behaviourand the possiblypleasurableor even potentiallyaddictiveaspectsthat aggressive
arousalcan contain:Elevationof the neurotransmitter
endorphinis quite commonfollowing
stressfulor eventraumaticsituations(van der Kolk & Greenberg1987)dependingto some
degreeon themeaningof theeventfor the individual.
Having examinedthe idea of physiologicalcues which the men all recognise,Kirkham is now
leading the discussion of what specific environmentaltriggers the men are aware of for them.
She asks what is usually a very evocativeand revealingquestion:
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Stanza V
307 Kirkham: What's the smallest thing that someonecould do.. to set you off//
308 Davy J.:

Getting a wrong look//

309 Deek T.:
310 Colin S.:

Being at the [football] stadium//

311 Davy J.

Screws// [prisonofficers]

312 Deek T.:

Bus drivers.social workers. bailiffs//

313 DavyJ.:

SEX OFFENDERSH

Police//

314 James M.: Someonerestrainingyou//
315 DavyJ.: Lots of thinqs//
316 James M: Being had a qo at in front of others//
317 Davy J.:

Families is a big no- no if someone is raginq my girl// Or if someone says
..
somethingabout my family I'm at them there and then//

(Farrall 2001g)

As stanza V above demonstrates,the inmates live in world littered with potential triggers. In line
312 Deek T. shows the degree of hypersensitivity possible ("Bus drivers, social workers,
bailiffs"). For Davy J., "Getting a wrong look" (line 308) seems to sum up his experience
previously because the looks he gets are all 'wrong' in that he gives them only one meaning.
His struggleto think through the possibility of multiple interpretationsand reciprocity during the
TwoMan Exerciseset in the bar, on Monday, is striking in this regard.
In terms of changes in discourse, stanza V suggests that the inmates are accepting the Geese
analysis, or that the Geese discourse is gaining currency: They can now be 'set off by 'small
things', even a "wrong look". While such a 'look' can be consideredconsonant with the idea of a
'demeaning insult', it is a shift from the previously expressed positions as exemplified in stanza
5 In Chapter6 where Deek describesthe type of violence "you can't have" (thus legitimating the
kind of violence you can have) and Darren C.'s Thinking Report in critical episode 12 (Chapter
6) where violence is a 'justified' 'natural response' and a response to a clear and
disproportionate'wrong'.
Davy J.'s final comment in line 317 is also typical of the discourse often offered by violent
offenders in that he describes an extremely unlikely and extremely provocative event
("...someone is raping my girr) as though it were an everyday event on a par with someone
saying somethingrude about one's brother (".A someone says somethingabout my family...").
interestingly,Davy J. does not seem to be using this line as it is often used, as a justification for
inevitable violence. He does however state clearly that of someone does speak ill of is family
"I'm at them there and then".
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Thus James M.'s lines ("Someone restrainingyou" and "Being had a go at in front of others")
also recall Lazarus's (1991) argument for a culturally constructed 'demeaning [humiliating]
offence against me or mine' as a key motivationaltheme to anger, possiblylinked to shame and
guilt received or perceived on a non-consciouslevel (Damasio 1996). In the light of the
extremely 'hair triggered' self Davy J. presents here, his being one of the men to enter the
Corrida on Friday is noteworthy.

Talking the talk: IdentiNing anger reducers
It has longbeendemonstrated
1966)thatangerreductionvia cognition
(Mallick& McCandless
reducesanger as much if not more than aggressivebehaviour,with its attendantrisks of
behaviouralreinforcement.
The conceptof 'self talk' has been introducedthroughthe Dad
characterin V12and Kirkhambrieflyleadsa brainstormof 'intervention'techniqueswhichthe
mencouldusewhenhighlyarousedandtheir violentpotentialis aboutto be 'actualised'.They
are easilyable to list several'in the moment'techniqueswhichfall into behavioural
- suchas
suchas takingdeepbreaths,countingfrom 1 to 10,avoidingeyecontact,walkingaway- and
cognitive,such as usinga 'positiveself talk' of anti-inflammatory
phraseslike 'It's notworthit'
(FieldNotesp37).
The noteworthy point here is that the men do not need to be 'taught' these things - the
techniquesare easily elicited. The difficulty is that doing them in a situation of arousal is far
more difficult than 'calmly' describingthem when unaroused,and, as will be suggestedlater in
the considerationof the small group skills training (on Thursday) and the Corridas (on Friday) it
is the Residency's unique (drama based) ability to create 'hot' situations in a safe way recreating a manageable degree of arousal through Boalian metaxis where the intervention
techniquescan be tried out In the 'as if of aestheticspace and feel realistic - that playsa major
part In Its efficacy.

Episode 20
Skills modellingIn the pub scene- and a failure to connect
Thepubsceneis an attemptby Geeseto modeltheuseof the kindof techniques
whichhave
beenelicitedfromtheinmates:
Whatmakesthemoment
of interestis thatit actuallyfailsin its
dataforthethesis.
purpose,
andsocanprovide
negative
As Bolton (1982c) Identifies, *Not all learning is necessarily preceded by attempts to learn"
(p158). Thus, the pub scene exercise (and the Residency as a whole) is attempting to make
use of the strengths of observational learning, As discussed in the literature review, Social
LearningTheory (Bandura 1977a, 1977b) suggeststhat 'observationallearning' is an extremely
important mechanism:This is of direct relevanceto the dramatic, three dimensionalnature of
much of the Residency'spedagogicapproachand also links to the literatureon the importance
of pro social modelling. In this session, havingelicited from the inmatestheir understandingand
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Geese aim to
examples of both cognitive 'self talk' and behavioural intervention techniques,
combine the possibilitiesof observational leaning with the proposed advantages of projective
identification,discussed earlier. As Bandura (1977a) notes "Observers whose conceptual and
from behavioural demonstrations
verbal skills are underdevelopedare likely to benefit more
than from verbal modelling." (p,40)
The intention is to show a scene set in a pub, where a violent offender (played by me) is out
This laughter is
with his girlfriend. Two Geese members play men laughing at the bar nearby:
intended to represent the type of 'demeaning insult' which, because the men are
'hypersensitive'to such perceivedslights, can occur virtually anywhere(see stanza V). The men
for Geese is that
and the laughterare deliberatelyplayed as 'neutral' in the sense that the script
the conversationand laughter is unconnectedwith my character.
Another Geese actor provides an ex tempore spoken inner monologue for my character (a kind
of real time living Thinking Report), as with the 'past voices' in the Victim Lazzi: The audience
thus gets to hear my character's 'thoughts' and his attempts at cognitive self-regulation. The
acting task is for me and the Geese actor providing the monologue to be sufficiently'in synch'
that we feed off one another seamlessly in a cognition/affect - behaviour unit. The hope is that
the audience will see, though the improvised drama, the efficacy or otherwise of my character's
attempts, as shown through his behaviour, and via projective identification will feel that this to
some degree can be'them'. The scene is played with no masks.

The scene shows an improvisedsequence:
Firstly, without intervention,resulting in violence,
Then several attempts as my character (by now named Carl) attempts to control his
behaviourand 'do somethingdifferent'
Bandura (1977a) notes that when attempting to establish 'self regulatory functions', as is the
intention of the Pub Scene, then "Behavioral standards for determining self reinforcing
responses can be established either by tuition or by modelling." (p133). The work over the
preceding days, such as the Mirror Scene Replay and the establishment on 'inner dialogues'
and 'self talk' via the Thinking Reports, plus the performance of V12can be seen as 'tuition' (at
least in the sense of 'hidden education) and with the Pub Scene we move into explicit modelling
where observationallearning is better achieved by"... informing observers In advance about the
benefits of adopting modelled behaviour..." (p37).

Debriefing the Pub Scene
As said, this has beenchosenas a criticalmomentbecausethe scenerepresentsa failure.
Field Notes (p36) written immediatelyafterwardsnote: "Scene not work. No [laughter)of
recog[nition]".This is actuallya referenceto an absenceof responsewhich would only be
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apparent if one had witnessed a 'usual' response, as I have in previous Residencies - thus for
the purposes of illuminating the specific Residency at HMP Blackwood we must deal for a
moment with data originating outside of this specific instance. My sense that the scene failed is
shared by other Geese members:

StanzaW
26Farrall:

...usuallythere'sa !@mhatthatpoint[onthesecondor thirdrunof thescene..
in his
Karlin thisinstance
to 'intervene'
attempts
wheretheoffender
character..
behaviour
but ultimately
still fails andhits the victim]andtherewasn't[this
timey/Whatdoyouthinkthatwasabout//
27 MountfordThe laugh..I knowwhat you mean..that lau_qh,
it's engagement..
it's a
recognition
of vesthis is hard.I knowhowthatfeels..whenI'vetriedto keep
mytemperandit stillkicksof and[thelaughter]
wasn'ttherebecausethey
inthescene]
didn'town//[thebehaviour
displayed
demonstrate
failure..[Karlneeds]to fail to showhow
28 Brookes
... we needto showto
difficultit is sowegetthelaugh..Today..we'veshownsomething
unreal..he
..
[theCarlcharacter)
it up..failing..usingseveral
justdoesit..insteadof building
options//
29Kirkham I thinkthe timepressure..
withouttheirinputit's not theirs..it's us modelling
whatwecando andthat'snotenoughif it'snotreal//
(Farrall2001t)
The 'laugh of recognition'referred to seems to be recognisedby Geese as a crucial indicator of
having achievedan emotionalverisimilitude- of offenders seeing their own behaviouron stage
and recognisingit. In educationalterms this means stating from 'knownterritory' - i.e. the violent
or aggressivebehaviour- before using this 'known space' as a jumping-off pointfor the journey
into the unknown. Taking a Vygotskyan analogy, we must begin within the inmates current
'zone of proximal development', and this means showing failure in terms of failure to control
antisocialbehaviour.

It is alsoworthnotingthat the PubScenerepresentssomethingcloserto a 'standard'modelof
Geeseperformance
practice:As describedin the Introduction,in the full-scaleimprovisational
Showsof Geese,suchas LiftingTheWeight,the audienceis requiredand requestedto advise
the characterson stageas to whatto do. By the timea genuine'changepoint'is reached- the
pointat whichthe advicegivenby the inmateaudienceto their on-stageavatarsswitchesfrom
anti - to pro-social- theaudiencehavefully engagedandidentifiedwith the charactersand had
timeto buildup an affective'headof steam'.
The Pub Scene parallelsthis model in that the intention is for Geese to elicit suggestionsfrom
the audience so they can advise Karl as to his conduct: Two points arise. Firstly, this is the first
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time in the Residencythat the inmates have been asked to advisean on-stagecharacter,rather
than 'simply analyse his behaviour (as in the Thinking Reports). Secondly, Kirkham'scomment
about'time pressure'(line 108) is pertinent because in this specific example Geese minimised
the degree of eliciting suggestionsfrom the audience and truncated the process of trying and
failing.Thus Mountfordand Brookes'scommentson the lack of engagementobtained,because
"

In Boalianterms the balance in the scene slipped from a role of active engagementto a
more passivespectator role for the inmates

"

The stage space lost its 'gnosological' properties because of a failure of 'metaxis' - it
was not 'two spaces in one' but simple one of (theatrical) actors acting and therefore
'false'
In Morenianterms this loss of metaxis would be seen as too much 'surplus reality' - the
stage space became too fictional rather than occupying a 'borderland' or 'real and
unreal'or'real enough'

To be absolutely explicit, the difficulty here is not that the Carl character - vehicle of projective
identificationfor the audience - fails to achieve the desired behaviour in the first two attempts,
but that he achieves it too easily in the third, (in this instance) 'talking himself down' with a very
positive self talk, keeping calm and walking away from the possible confrontation. 'Pro social
behaviour' is thus modelled but is not effective because the inmates did not'own' the behaviour
- paradoxically,this ease in turn undermines the credibility of the scene, losing the essential
verisimilitude - only by showing that the desired change is difficult can it be convincingly
portrayed as possible. Officer Blue, who has seen several residencies and is familiar with the
form, concurs that the scene was "too easy": Davy J. for example, has "never walked away from
a fight" (Field Notes p42).
In conclusion,the failure of the Pub Scene is a reminder of the provisional, artistic nature of the
Residency: In this instance, Geese's aesthetic decisions about the scene were wrong, which is
always a possibility with this kind of improvised, heuristic approach, and the Borderland
discourse which has been in development has suffered a set back, with Geese's role as
'credible communicators' presumably also somewhat damaged. However, the next critical
momentsuggeststhat all is not lost.

Critical Episode 21
Not rushing off to dinner
See Chapter6 for discussionof thisepisode.
Critical Episode 22
Games after dinner
See Chapter6 for discussion of this episode.
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Episode 23
The end of the day: Checkout and the CorridaTalk
Workcontinues
in thesmallgroupsfortherestof theafternoon
andFieldNotesrecordthatall
thegroupshavebeenupandontheirfeetworkingandthereis a "goodbuzz"intheroom(Field
Notesp4l). Themomentselected
herecoversthe endof thethirdday,afterthe smallgroup
It therefore
workhasfinished.
covers:
The 'check out' to end the session
The 'Corridatalk' wherethe notionof the Corridais formally introduced
Observationsof the group dynamicat this point

The check out
Thegroupgatherstogetherand Mountfordgiveswhatmaybe consideredan explicitstatement
is for you-its,aboutusworkingwithyou"(Farrall
of the GeeseDiscourse:"This[theResidency]
2001h).The pointto note is thatthisstatementhas onlythe provisionalstatusof an assertion,
unlessthereis reciprocity.Withoutacceptancethe 'offer' madeis meaningless,
and JamesM.
andDavyJ. explicitlyreturnjust suchacceptance.
JamesM: "Ayeit is.. this is somethingwe've
neededa Iona time, DavyJ.: "I've doneanger management
and that beforetoo.. this is
you'renottellingus whatto think..I can seethebenefit"(Farrall2001h)
It may be worth pausing for a moment to consider the building task concerned with
socloculturallysituated identities. Question 11 asks what relationshipsand identities, with their
concomitant knowledges and beliefs, seem to be relevant? Question 12 asks how are they
stabillsed or transformed? And question 13 inquires In terms of activities, identities and
relationshipswhat Discourseare relevant and in what ways? Both James M. and Davy J. have
strong and to some extent opposite 'prison identities': As stated by Officer Blue, Davy J. is
widely perceivedas an 'arsehole' who does not share James M.s' preference that things be
Icivil', yet both of them also have a 'hard man' image. Equally, both of them are expressing
similar sentimentsthat are supportiveof the Geese Discourse.
We haveearlier mentionedthe conceptof being a 'real Indian' in the context of Gerry G. and his
arguable Inauthenticity:Both Davy J. and James M. must be regarded as 'real Indians', yet a
part of so being is to be 'in synch' with other 'real Indians', i.e. the rest of the group. A question
thereforearises about what effect there may be in two 'real Indians' in effect coming over to the
Geese side of the 'Conversation'.James M. and Davy J. 's identity as 'hard men' and their
relationshipto the Geese Discourseare arguably being 'made relevant' exactly by the implicit
challenge to those identities expressed in their comments. Similarly, the 'concomitant
knowledges and beliefs' associated with being a 'hard man' are also thrown into relief and
through the process, become, K not transformed,at least fluid. Ultimately,Davy J. will carry on
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the process of transformation while James M. will not - but the latter point does not detract from
the potential significance of their comments at this point.

The Corrida Talk
The Corridas have been an immanent presence on the Residency since its opening words from
Kirkham:

Stanza I
1:

On the final day

1b:

there will be a te:st..
We will talk

2a:
2b:
2c:

more of this
later in the week//

(Farrall 2001 a)

The notion of ritual was discussed in Chapter 2, and here I will refer briefly back to the ideas
raised by Firth (1951) and Schechner (2003). 1have suggested earlier that Kirkham's language
in lines 2a to 2c, analysed in critical episode 2, Introductionsand Contracts is, through its M'
grammar,a presentimentof the ritualistic elements of the Residency (connected to theory node
3) which create "a sort of expectancy and a sense of importance that something important is
going to happen..." (Heywood 2003, para. 61 my emphasis).
Kirkham's speech can be seen as an initial example of the pattemed activity; the 'pattern of
doing' (Schechner 2003) of the ritual of the Residency and so too can my specific role
(instancedhere for the first time) as 'Corrida Master'. This role, which will be reappear at the
end of Thursdaywhen the announcementof who will enter the Corrida is made, and throughout
Friday, is mainly a master of ceremonies function, though, as will be suggested, there are
shamanicor priestly connotations. Its fullest incarnation on the Friday is deliberately presaged
throughthe Discourseof the introductionto the Corrida.
While the group is assembling I have very specifically taken a chair in front of the group, and sit
holding a black file which (semiotically)will function as a 'badge of office' and reappear on the
Friday. Only when there is absolute silence will I speak. This behaviour is part of the Discourse,
the 'dance', and is intended to mark a liminality, a distinction, between my embodiment in this
role and the Geese role I have held so far in the rest of the week, which is a more friendly,
relaxed, warm persona (or at least attempts to be so). The script for the introduction is
deliberatelywritten to incorporate'special' language and we will briefly consider few
a
phrases
here:
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"During the week so far you have looked at your violence, and considered changing that
violence"

"A maximumof five men will enterthe Corrida"
"Each man will face a challengespeciallydesignedfor the man who undertakesit"
"The time may not be right for you, now, to face this challenge.The decisionwill be made at the
end of tomorrow"
(Farrall 1996)
These brief lines can be seen as incorporatingthe qualities of control of human affairs, being
symbolic in character, having a non-empiricalreferent and being socially sanctioned (at least
within the terms of the Conversation)which Firth (1951) offers as characteristicof ritual. In
addition, there is a connectionbuilding task underway:This language is linked to Kirkham's
early utterance on Monday morning and the current time, continuing a trajectory that will
concludein the Corridaand re-assertingthat all the work of the week is but a preparationfor the
Friday. This is intimatelylinked to a political building task where questions14) and 15) ask what
'socialgoods'(status, power gender etc) are relevantand irrelevantin this situationand how are
they made? and how are these social goods connectedto the cultural models and Discourses
operativein the situation?
Briefly, Geese are again demonstratingtheir social goods of power by determining how many
men will enter the Corrida and thus making the Corrida and what it represents relevant
(becauseaccess to it is controlledand worthinessfor it will be judged).This is a reoccurrenceof
their making the entire Residency Discourse relevant by demonstrating the transformative
Powerto create the sets etcetera within the prison institution,as we have consideredearlier. A
connectionto the cultural models and Discoursesoperative is that the Corrida introductionis a
continuingassertion by Geese of their Discourse,which by its assertion continuesto challenge
the inmate Discourse and the 'cultural model' of violence which I have suggested has been
presentedby them as a group.

Critical Episode 24
Not rushing off to tea
See Chapter6 for details of this critical episode.
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Thursday
Episode 25
A Problem of Equality: Group meeting revisits
Thursday immediatelyopens with a problem. Deek T. announces that he has a visit arranged
for later. To a prisoner, a visit is a precious commodity, which may occur only once a month,
last only 15 minutes in some cases, and must be formally requestedby the issuing of a Visiting
Order. However, a conditionof the Residencyis that men do not arrange visits during the week.
In Geese terms, this is a 'Fool Factor' -a phrase taken from the improvisationalshow Lifting the
Weightand signifyingan unexpectedevent that upsets the applecart.
Officer Blue is of the opinion tnat Deek requested his visit only this week (Field Notes p43) another indication of Deek's lack of engagementwith the Residency. Given that a core theme of
the Geese Discourse is personal responsibility and personal agency, the correct response
seems clear: Deek is briefly taken aside by Brookes and the situation explained that he must
choose to attend the Residencyor his visit. Deek leaves for his visit and that is the last we see
of him.
However, the Fool Factor has not run its course: Davy J. now chimes in that he too has a visit
scheduled, for Friday. This is a more serious test of the Geese Discourse. The loss of Deek,
while regrettable, does not affect the Corridas: Barring a change of huge proportions today,
Deek was not a Corrida candidate. Davy J. however, who has hitherto demonstrated great
commitment to the week, and who appears to be a likely Corrida candidate in small field of
possibilities, is a different question.

The Geese problemis, what message do we give if we allow Davy J. to have his visit and return
- especiallyon the Friday - when Deek T. was given a straight choice? It is a test for us to show
whether we really believe the things we have been saying about personal responsibility,
whether we really believe the Residency is due respect even at the cost of the loss of a good
contributor,or whetherwe are prepared to 'bend the rules' and show favouritism.
Geese huddle to discuss the issue: Officer Blue notices a mirroring huddle of inmates
discussing things and the atmosphere is tense, with a lack of eye contact and low mutterings.
(Field Notes p43). The comments in stanza X below encapsulate the Geese debate around the
question:

StanzaX
32 Mountford: It's

fair..howevermuchwe want him (DavyJ.) to stay..he's got to make a
-not
choice//
33 Nicholas: Otherwiseit's all bullshit whatwe'vebeensaying//
...
34 Kirkham: It'sa trustissue//(Farrall2001j)
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Within these brief lines lie considerationsof the therapeutic alliance. Geese have been quite
clear in their opinion that the Residency asks a great deal of the men attending and that
"...unlessthey trusted you.... I think they would just shut down and wouldn't be botheredreally"
(Raynsford2003 para 34 my emphasis).In order for the trust developedso far to remain,(or be
sustained)the Geese discourseto becomeDiscourse,it must be embodied,be more than mere
words: The companymust'walk the talk' and to be 'real Indians' must demonstrateauthenticity
not just in what we say, but in what we do.
Field Notes (p44)record that the decision is that Davy J. must be given the choice to cancel the
visit or leave the week. He is taken outside the Chapel to discuss this while we put the issueto
the others inmateswith the intention of demonstratingrespect and inclusivity.
49 Brookes:

Davy J. to think about, about what he really wants to do and...
...so we've asked
it's his choice...we'll resDectthat decision//Obviouslywe really hope he comes
back.. but.. it's up to himH

James M. appears to take on group spokes man or 'elder statesman' role with the comment
"That's fair enough". (Farrall 2001j, Field Notes p44). Field Notes also record a definite
'lightening'of the atmosphereas we begin to form up for the introductorygames which are the
focus of the next critical moment.

Episode26
Morefun and gamesIn the morning
Themorning
dataon severalofthemen,since,in theframe
gamesprovidemoreobservational
of thisthesis,playingthe gamesis partof theGeeseDiscourse
in opposition
to the inmate's
discourse,
6 and10 andcriticalepisode22.Thus,rather
asdiscussed
aboveunderepisodes
thanconcentrate
onthefunctions
ofthegames,
wewillfocusonhowthemenplaythem.
First is Cat & Mouse. This exercise involves a Cat who must chase a Mouse through a maze
formed by people sanding in a grid shape and holding arms out to form walls, which on a signal
suddenly change orientation. If the Cat catches the Mouse, the roles reverse and the former
prey become the hunter. Sound effects of meows and squeaks are obligatory. Field Notes (p44)
show Colin S. hurls himself around as the Cat or the Mouse, falling several times; great laughter
- genuine, enjoying laughter - bursts out when Andy B. as Cat, catches his Mouse, and with
impeccable comic timing realises he is now the Mouse and emits a fantastic squeak.

As has been suggested above, the way the men play the games is a crucial diagnostic
Indicator,and Davy and Colin's conduct connotes a degree of spontaneity and willingness to
play, to enter into potential states, which is of great relevanceto consideringchange and to the
idea of the dramaturgicalself.
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I'm now running Grandmother'sFootsteps- also known as Traffic Lights and exactly the same
game as children play where the group must sneak up on the person at the front while that
person's back is turned, and the group must freeze when that person turns, being sent back to
the start if they are seen to move. Andy B. volunteers to be Grandma - his first 'stepping
forward'in this way, although he has joined in all the games (Field Notes p44).
Grandmother'sFootstepsfalls under the game as metaphor category described under episode
6 above in the Appendix, in that as a behavioural illustration of who is impulsive and lacking
caution, which can plan and exhibit self-controlin attainment of a goal, it is hard to beat. Colin
S. plays at great speed, runningforward and screeching to an unsteady halt throughout, clearly
wobbling and on the point of falling. InterestinglyAndy B. does not send him back and in fact
seems to find it difficult to make anyone start again (Field Notes p44) - not wishing to 'spoil' the
fun perhaps?
James M. for once has cast aside his low energy 'old lag' role and is playingwith a large grin as
are Colin S. and Davy J., while Darren C. and two other men, Billy D. and Billy R., hang back,
not really trying to enter into it, paralleling the distance they have maintained from the week
although even Darren C. begins to grin at points (Field Notes p44). From these observations it
can be suggestedthat there is a parallel to the degree of engagementthe men have shown for the two Billys these games illustrate their 'stuckness', while Darren C. shows his partial and
fluctuatingengagement.
This episode representsthe last time we will consider the use of games within the Residency
(althoughthey do appear again) and the following quote from play therapy neatly encapsulates
many of the argumentsand claims we have covered:
"[Play allows) unconscious, suppressed, or non-dominant aspects of the
...
self to emerge without censure from the super-ego, internal critic, or social
mores. The emergenceof buried aspects of self allows individualsto resume
their personal growth through the integration and transformation of these
parts with the rest of the developingself or identity" (Dintino & Read Johnson
(1997 p206).
Hopefully, the reader will see the connections between this statement and the
theoretical model of the thesis, particularly concerning the dramaturgical self and
psychodynamicaspects of the embodied being.
As a final word on the 'games as games' and In the light of preceding comments the
on
part of
Geese of the importance of the games; the power attributed to them by
quotes such as the
above; and arguments made immediatelyfollowing regarding fragmentaryroles, we should note
the available inmate data on the usefulness or otherwise of the games is divided:
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69 Farrall:

"I liked [the games] they were some of them were a bit hard, it was a bit
...
harsh, you felt silly, you felt silly .... but it broke the ice"
"And do you reckon the week would have been the same without all those, if

70 Colin S.:

we'd just done all the other stuff? "
"I don't think it would have worked, you had to do the games to have a laugh at

68 Colin S.:

each other alright... nobody feels like they're being stupid because everybody's
being stupid. That's alright, that's acceptable. And it was a laugh. "
(Farrall 2001r, paras.68-70)

This is versus DavyJ. 's more ambivalentappreciation:
66 Farrall:

67 Davy J.:
68 Farrall:

"I remember when we played grandmother's footsteps and you were granny,
your face lit up when I said come on be granny and there was this huge grin
and everybody clapped"
I found that a wee bit embarrassing like, you be granny come on"
"Do you think the week would have worked as well or have been the same

70 Farrall:

without those games then? "
"I wouldn't have seen any difference ... of the games I enjoyed them but there
was a couple I was like fuck! "
"You wouldn't have seen any difference? "

71 Davy J.:

"it wouldn't have changed the outcome to me"

69 Davy J.:

(Farrall 2001 q)

However,Davy does also note:
73 DavyJ.:

I think the thing about the games is to warm people up and to relax and get
them going

Further,as noted in episode 6 above, Davyconcludesthat:
75 Davy J.:
"The game we played [on Wednesday] the one where we were
going round in circles I can identify with that because all I've been
doing all my life is just going round in one big circle, it's always been
a vicious circle I've been going round in" (Farrall 2001q).
Thus, both Davy and Colin seem to appreciate some of the 'game as game' aspects of the
games, as well as seeing some of the value of the 'deeper function' of a game as preparationto
'do different', and Davy J. has explicitly made meaningful connectionsto his own behaviour
through the processingof a game as'metaphor'.
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Episode 27
Skills training work in the small groups: Darren C. talks to the Fragment masks
As notedin Chapter6, theworkconsideredin this episodecan be consideredas representative
andemblematicof thekindof workgoingon in theothersmallgroups.
Talk to the Fragments part 1: The Wall
DarrenC. goesfirst. Becauseof his apparentcontinuingambivalenceaboutthe week and its
subject,we havedecidedthat Davyshouldliterallyhaveto 'givevoice'to the discoursethat he
is resisting,by arguingagainsttheWall Fragmentmaskto makea commitmentto changinghis
violentbehaviour,and arguingagainstthe Fist Fragmentmask aboutwhy he should leave
behindwhatthat maskrepresents.
This will not be 'skills teaching' or 'skills development' in the way that, for example, Colin S.'s
work (see below) will be: This reflects Darren's differing position on the 'cycle of change'
(Prochaska & DiClementi 1986). He is still seemingly in 'Contemplation',the 'thinking about it'
phase where ambivalence is very strong and no decision to change has been taken. This
means that to do work which prepares him to take action would be premature, as he has not
made that commitment.
Instead,the focus of work with someone in this stage of change should be to
Elicit the pros and cons of the behaviour
Look at both the positive and negatives of changing and of remainingthe same
Attempt to develop any discrepancies which people present between how things are
and how they would like them to be
Considerthe importanceof change and their confidencein
changing
As has been discussed earlier, the intention is that the other person, not the worker, should be
the one who produces the argumentsfor change, rather than the worker producing 'resistance'
and a defensive reaction where the other entrenches against a worker who is pressing for
change (Miller & Rollick 1991,2002). If the Wall and Fist (masks which Darren picked for
himself following the Fragment Mask exercise) can be seen as representative of aspects
of
Darren's cognition or 'inner world', then he is in fact being asked to argue
against himself. The
test will be to see whether he can generate such dialogue.

Useful terminology
Before discussing Darren C.s' work here and the subsequentwork
undertaken by Colin S. and
Andy. B, and the Corridas, it will be useful to acquaint readers with
some specific terminology.
We have briefly introduced the terms Protagonist and Auxiliary
earlier, but before reading the
following material, a little more explanation may be useful. The terms
used are taken from
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Psychodrama,which, as noted in the literaturereview, influences or prefigures much Geese
practice in the Residencywithout being explicitlyincorporated.
Concretisation
Concretisationis a common technique of Psychodrama.BradshawTauvon (1998) notes that
"...the self is not one figure but several, existing in... a system of aspects of the self' (P33), a
statement clearly linking to conceptionsof the dramaturgicalself, and that these 'aspects' can
be concretised (i.e. the abstract made actual) through "...converting the concept of a role, a
figure, a metaphor into a concrete image on the psychodramastage." (p33). In voicing the
....
Wall and Fist what they representsymbolicallyhas been concretisedand I have taken on a role
as an auxiliary.
The Auxiliary
Another central psychodramatictechnique,Moreno originally denoted this role as the 'Auxiliary
Ego' and described it as "the representation of absentees, individuals, delusions, symbols,
animals, ideas and objects. They make the protagonist's [phenomenological]world real,
concrete and tangible" (Holmes 1998 p130). Kellerman(1992) notes that the use of the word
'Ego' may be too limiting for the wide ranging nature of the Auxiliary function and that "the
Auxiliary is an aid, not only to the "ego" [of the Protagonist,see below] but also to inner and
outer "objects' and to the "symbolic inner world" at large" (p106). This conceptualisation too
links to discussions in the Literature Review on the dramaturgicalself. Essentially,an auxiliary
role is one, which is in some way related to the protagonists' inner or experiential world and
which is necessaryor useful in facilitatingsome sort of explorationof that world.
Protagonist
Quite simply, the protagonist is the person whose 'real life' issue or experienceis under focus:
Here, Darren.C is the protagonist. He remains the protagonist even if in role reversal with an
auxiliary role. This distinctionwill be exploredfurther under Andy B.'s work. Having explainedto
Darren that I will play the Wall and Fist masks, the exercise commences.
Stanza Y
61 Heywood... You'vesaidyou wantto changeyourviolence//Whatwe want youto do is talk

to theWallaboutthat//
WALL:
(gazingaroundblankly)
62 Darren C.: (15 secondspause)Whatwhatareyou doinghere//
63 WALL:
What//
64 Darren C.: Whatwhatareyou doinghere//
65 WALL:

Dunno//(pausenineseconds)
66 Andy B.:
Ask himto admitthere'ssomethinaneedsto chanqe//
67 Colin S.:
Ask himwhathe'sscared he wonttalkaboutit//
,
68 Darren C.: You you'vegota 2Loblem//
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69 WALL:

What's that then//

70 Darren C.: You're.. you're fighting and that..
(bored) Oh// (pause) Look.. I come here.. listen to these people.. do their stuff..
71 WALL:
what else am I supposedto do//
(Farrall 2001j)

Darren's initial hesitancy can be interpreted as due to the unfamiliarity of the task, but even
to
to the WALL he
when prompted by Heywoodand the other group members about what say
he is
still struggles. Line 71 represents my attempt (as WALL) to a) reflect back to Darren what
talk' about
apparently doing himself, and b) present an opportunity for him to at least 'talk the
what is needed.He respondsin a limited fashion:

StanzaZ
76 DarrenC.: You needto..to goinin
How'sthatthen//I'm here,aren'tI// That'senoughisn't it//
77WALL:
78 DarrenC.: (lookingat floor)(pause)
Farrall2001j)
As the exercise continues and Heywood draws it to an end, Darren C. does not articulate any
effectiveor clear responsesto the Wall. This may be because
a) He genuinelydoes not have any answer to the Wall's position
b) He does knowwhat the response should be, but is unwilling to say it
In discussing the exercise, Field Notes (p72) record that Darren seems as if he is unwilling
rather than unable to provide an analysis of why he did not respond effectively to the Wall. In
the debrief on Thursday evening Heywood's analysis too is that point b) above is a more
accuratedescriptionof what is occurring for Darren:
"I think it [the exerciseconcretisingthe Fist and Wall masks) was real for him, what
was said, but... he got stuck answering... He couldn't argue past the Wall, I think
he thought it would be easy, but, he'd just blagg it, but it sort of shut him up... With
the Wall he does know what to say I think, but he just can't make himself because
then he'd have to join in properly if he listened to himself and that, the, its still too
risky" (Farrall 20011my emphasis)

Talk to the Fragments part 2: The Fist
The secondpartof theexerciseis for DarrenC. to answerthe rathermoredirectaccusationsof
the Fist mask,as articulatedby me. Again,even with promptingand supportfrom his peers,
Darrenstrugglesto articulatea response.
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Stanza AA
87 Heywood: Tell him [the Fist]why he should give up violence//
88 FIST:

We don't want to StODmate do we// You know what it's like.. down the foot:y..
see those boys from the other side.. got your la:ds with you - see those other
twats runningaway.. brilliant//

89 Darren C.: You've got to... that's why you're here...You can walk away//
90 FIST:

Come off it// You're telling me someone fronts you and you're going to walk

away//
91 DarrenC.: (does not answer)
92 FIST:

This stuff [the Residency]isn't gonna stop us we like it//
..

Farrall2001j)
Line 88 is a referenceto Darren'sfirst Thinking Reportwhere he preparedan accountfeaturing
football-relatedviolence which in Heywood's words "... he was volunteering somethingabout
when somebodyelse tried to stab him and he had to get the knife off him and kill him, or you
know, football groundswhere somebodyelse started it" (Farrall 2001c). Heywood encourages
Andy B. and Colin S. to supportDarren:

StanzaBB
101AndyB.:

It's hardbut..tell himfightingis shite//It just makesit worsefor you//He's [the
Fist]gettingoneoveron youH
I couldn'twalkawaybuthe's sayingyou'rebuzzingoff it//(theviolence]

102ColinS.:
103Heywood:Try again//
104DarrenC.: Downthefootball..aye..sometimesyoucan'tmissit.. butit's noteverytime//
105FIST:
You tell me you want to stopthen//(Darrenpausesand looksat floor) SeeH
Youcan't//We'rethesamemate we like thefeel we likethe buzz..we like the
..
That'sitt/ Endof//
p&Uon//
106DarrenC.: (lookingaround)I'm nota violentman(lowtone)
107FIST:
Youtell me straightyou don'twantto do it anymoreand I'll believeyouHGo on
108Darren:
Farrall2001j)

then//
(doesnotanswer)

In line 104 Darren C. appearsto return to his earlier assertionsof violence as an unavoidable
'environmentalevent' (see critical moment 13) but in the face of the Fist's direct challenge and
assertion of enjoying violence (line 105), is unable to respond other than with the counter
assertion that he is "not a violent man" (line 106). Readers may remember that James M. has
made a similar assertion ("I'm not a hard man") and may be taken as indicating that Darren is
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experiencingsome 'cognitive dissonance'(Festinger 1957) or role discrepancyin that accepting
he enjoys the activities described would make him a 'violent man' but there is somethingabout
being 'a violent man' which is ego-dystonic and unacceptable. Such incongruencemay be a
driver for the constructionof meaning around violent behaviourto make it somethingother than
'violence'.
Again, attention must be drawn to the fact that the above dialogue is only'trace evidence' of the
interaction: In the moment, Darren's embodiment provides critical information; he cannot meet
the eyes of the Fist and frequently drops his head, seeming at a loss for words (Field Notes
p72).

Darren C: Still behind the mask
So the question arises: What has been gained in this incarnation of the 'aesthetic space'? It
might be argued to have 'stimulated knowledge & discovery, cognition and recognition', while
not necessarily transforming experience in the sense Kolb implies, or exhibiting much in the way
of plasticity or metaxis. Darren C. 's own embodied experience does not seem to have been a
central focus, although the 'internal' discourses associated with the Fist and Wall masks as
psychological defence mechanisms have been embodied or extemalised through the process of
concretisation. Had Davy been able to generate a dialogue against the Wall and Fist, these
might (in Vygotskyan terms) have been the first step in creating and internalising new cognition.

Overall, in motivationalterms, Darren's comments would seem to indicate that Darren has not
resolved his ambivalenceabout change: The feeling seems to be that he can see the 'point' of
the Geese discourse and may actually be engaging with it, but that he has not entered the
Borderlandsufficientlyto be able to be willing to admit openly to others that there is a 'problem'.
He may be moving through Contemplation,towards such an admission.
In Geese terms he is still wearing the Brickwall mask, though some
cracks seem to be
appearing:The fact that Darren does not simply'talk the talk' might also seem to indicate some
degree both of disequilibrium and engagement - that he is not comfortable to simply 'tell us
what we want to hear' in an inauthentic way, because he does not care, but is currently unable
to 'come over' to Geese. Equally he appears sufficiently engaged and uncertain to not be
confident enough to simply articulate a discourse of violence and not care: Thus he remains a
site of struggle.As Heywoodnotes in the debrief:
"... because he couldn't, he couldn't answer what the Fist said what the Fist said
about violence, he still agrees with the Fist about, not, not doing violence. He still
can't see the reason to do somethingdifferent, but I think it made him think, 'shit, I
agree with him [the Fist) and what does that mean?" (Farrall 20011).
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Finally, a point to note is that through the use of the masks, and the dramatic distance they
create, as Auxiliary I have been able to articulate views which were I to put them 'person to
person' to Darren would be likely to generate extreme levels of resistance and defensiveness.
Instead, because of previous work with Darren and the spontaneous improvisational nature of
the Residency, I have been able to cite back to him the flavour of his own words and thinking
from earlier on in the week, thus (arguably) increasing the verisimilitude and enhancing the idea
of Davy'arguing with himself to generate the arguments for change.

Critical Episode 28
Skills training work In the small groups: Colin S. - "Turn out your pocketsplease"
In Chapter6 in this criticalepisodewe will considerworkwith ColinS. thatexemplifiesfurther
the qualitiesof aestheticspaceand returnsto centralassertionsof this thesisregardingthe
aetiologyof violentbehaviour.

Episode 29
Skills trainingwork in the small groups: Andy B. - The empty chairs
AndyB.'s workoffersanotherperspective
onthetypeof workwhich'skillspractice'
caninclude,
focussing
in a situationof
as it doesnotso muchon theexplicitteaching
of copingstrategies
potential
offending,
moreon emotional
expression
and
as withColinS. above,butfocussing
communication,
or catharsis.
Andy B.'s violenthistory has mostlybeen associatedwith his drug taking. His Thinking Report in
the other small group detailed his beatingof a drug dealer who had (allegedly)raped a 15-yearold girl as payment when she had no money (Field Notes p75). This is (arguably) another
example of the discourse of violence occurring only as 'natural (and inevitable) response' to
fsomething you cannot have', articulated previously by Deek T. in the feedback to the
performanceof V11(stanza 5, critical episode 4, in Chapter6) and Davy J. during the 'cues and
triggers'(in stanza V, line 317), and also from Davy C. in his Thinking Reportabout the bar fight
(criticalepisode 12, Chapter6).

Yet Andy B. furtherclaimedthat he had subsequentlyapologisedto this man, which is an
interestingnote in termsof the inmatediscourseof 'justifiedviolence',suggestingthatAndy B.
Is less entrenchedwithinthat Discourse.OfficerBluehas previouslyconfirmedthat Andy B. is
slightlyout of theordinaryrun of 'average'violentoffendersin that his violenceis mostlydrugrelatedandthat 'inside'(prison)Andy B. is very muchthe 'clown',in contrast,for example,to
DavyJ. or someonelike JamesM. (FieldNotesp5).In Geeseterms,AndyB. would habitually
weartheJokermaskandDavyJ. theFist.
Officer Blue has given his opinion that, by contrastto Darren C. for example,Andy B. has been
clingingdesperatelyto the notion of change;that he is going to change and everythingwill be all
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Officer Blue while I was
right. On the Sunday previous to the Residency, in discussion with
he
presenton the SegregationUnit (the Block), Andy B. clarified that it is only six weeks since
has 'given up' drugs and that I used to bottle my anger up, and to release it y'know, I used to
explode. Now I understand its not a shame to cry and talk about your feelings"(Farrall 2001aa).
Andy B. further identified that I wasn't happy cos I didn't like myself' but also with regard to his
anger and other negative feelings "...now they've been dealt with and it's good' [nods in
satisfaction](Farrall2001aa, Field Notes p4).
Andy B. is dead set on the idea of a life without drugs and that he will find a new girlfriend, who
is not involved with drugs, and that this will be his passport to a changed life (Field Notes p6).
This is clearly a high risk strategy and also risks the responsibility for success or failure of
change being placed with someone else: The 'locus of control' remains external rather than
internal, and links to reduced perceptions of self efficacy, which has previously been suggested
as a critical factor in terms of positive outcomes of change. In Officer Blue's opinion, Andy B. is
"hanging on by his fingernails" and is "totally unrealistic about how easily he's going to change"
(Field Notes p6). This 'id6e fixee' seems a clear place to start for Andy B.'s skills practice.

Empty chairs and full emotion
Although often associated with Gestalt therapy, the 'empty chair' originated with Psychodrama.
It is a technique where, instead of an Auxiliary playing a role (as Darren did as police officer, for
Colin. S) an empty chair represents that position or person. Lippitt (1958) suggests that this
'absence of other' can allow for a more spontaneous expression of feeling on the part of the
Protagonist; however, remembering the properties of 'aesthetic space' (and another echo of
indeterminacy and contamination), the chair can be regarded as at once both empty and not
empty as it is the focus of the Protagonist's projections.

We place three chairs in front of Andy B. and give him the instruction to " put the people who
...
are most importantto you in the chairs" (Farrall 2001k). Andy B, chooses:
Friend (John)

Andy's child (Michael)

Mum

ýý

LI
1Andy
B.

i

Figure (i) Andy B.'s empty chairs
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Role Reversal
In a basicempty chair exercise,the Protagonistwill often speak to or interactwith the chair 'as
if the person it representswere present.The task we see for Andy B. howeveris to talk to these
significant others through role reversal. Moreno described this process as 'the engine of
Psychodrama' and it involves a Protagonist initiating a conversation with an 'empty chair'
before, at appropriate points - particularlywhen a direct question is asked - being directed to
'reverse roles', so that, in effect, they are answering their own question and in dialogue with
themselves,as was the intentionwith DarrenC. conversingwith the Fragmentmasks.
Kellerman (1994) identifies that role reversal is (from a psychotherapeuticperspective) an
importanttool
"

In facilitatinginterpersonalsociallsationwith others

"

For personalself-integration

"

As a partial re-enactmentof the processesof separationand individuationthat, in the
person undergoingtherapy,have often been derailedor only partiallycompleted

More pertinently to the following example, Balm, Brookes& Moundord (2002) identify that role
reversal "... allows for direct experience of one's own behaviour from the other's point of view"
(p45) as do many writers (see for example Baim 2000, Bannister 2000, Blatner & Blatner 1988).
Robson (2000) is clear that role reversal is a complex skill requiring a clear perception of and
ability to imitate the other, (thus requiring an advanced degree of intersubjectivity) while
Kellerman (1994) argues that 'complete' role reversal is impossible: The aim therefore is always
to try and generate some degree of insight or empathic connection in the Protagonist with the
role with which one is reversing, to help the Protagonist move beyond the "habitual limitations of
egocentricity" (Blatner 2000, p1l75).

The thinking behind the task set for Andy B. is that he is clinging desperatelyto a one-sided
vision of what will happenand what he needs to do; in Plagetianterms he has not'decentred'.
Karp (2000) argues that through role reversal it is possible to gain a perspectiveone did not
have before, even where this is strongly at odds with what one feels one 'should' do or have
done.

Hello Mum
Andy B.'s first task is to tell his mother - whom he has represented as somewhat over
protective(Field Notes p74) - that he 'needs space'. Baim, Brookes & Mountford (2002) note
that a common difficulty with role reversal work is the individual 'failing out of role' which is
usually a sign of the participantbeing 'defendedagainst empathy' for the role with which he is
attemptingto reverse.
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Andy B.'s dialogue with his mother's role demonstrates no such lack: He is able to state clearly
and assertivelyhis own needs while responding in what seems intuitively a likely way from the
mother role (Field Notes p74). This is of interest in that during the performanceof V11Andy B.
was one of the few men who seemed able to identify openly with the Child (stanza 6, critical
episode 4 in Chapter6) and the Daughter(stanza 11, critical episode 4, Chapter 6), while in V12
he was very negative towards the Mum character and her lack of immediateacceptance of the
Dad character's attemptsat change (episode 17, Group feedback of reactions to V12,see above
in this Appendix). This may be of significance given Andy's insistence on the need to find a
girlfriend who does not take drugs. Judging that this element of the task is fulfilled and no time
need be spent on exploring or clarifying a distorted or unlikely role taking, we move on to the
second chair, which Andy B. has designatedas his son, Michael's.

Hello Son
Andy B. begins in his own role talking to Michael, his son:
Stanza CC
419 Andy B:

Hiyer Michael.. Its yer dad//

The 'human sense' of the situation indicates that Andy is behaving as if this were a telephone
call, where the other person is actually distant. One of the properties of the aesthetic space and
the psychodramaticstage however is the 'telemicroscopic'ability of the stage to bring far away
time, space and emotion.closer. Thus Heywoodinterrupts:
420 Heywood: Talk to him as if Michael was sittinglZinthat chair in front of you//
Andy tries again.
421 Andy B.

How's school//

Since this is a direct question we ask Andy to 'reverse roles', move physically to Michael's chair
and take on the role of Michael:
422 Andy B.
(as Michael)

It's alright// (low tone)

(Farrall 2001 k)

In the role, Andy B.'s embodimentis visibly different to his own role: His eyes are down cast; he
seems physically smaller and more vulnerable (Field Notes p74). It is possible to argue that
such a perceptionmay be a projectionon my part, or it may mean that Andy B. is in really'in the
role'. Subsequent events suggest the latter as Andy-as-Michael suddenly, literally, bursts into
tears and begins a soliloquyof loss and absence:
430 Andy as Michael:
(Farrall2001k)

[I] want to do all the things you Dromised//
I want you
-here -
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The emotionalatmosphere-a completely intangiblequality, impossibleto adequatelyconvey
here on paper- has completelychanged.Andy, when in the role of his mother,remainedadult,
assertive,calm: As Michael he is raw, lost, grief stricken and lonely. It is importantto note that
Andy is not 'acting' here in the sense of a constructedartistic performance,althoughthere may
be connectionsto Stanislavskianemotionalverisimilitude:Instead,through surplus reality, he is
able to have a conversationwith his son in a way that has not yet happened,and through the
role reversal actually experienceto some degree the emotionalpain of his son, due to Andy's
own absence. Both Darren C. & Colin S. also have tears in their eyes (Field Notes p78)
suggestingthat whatever is happeningis not merely a solipsistic projectionon my part, but a
genuinesocial experienceof empathy.
Field Notes also record that I turned off the tape at this point: A sign of the 'observer' going
.native' as is always considereda risk with participantobservation,or of a deepeningrespectfor
the feelingsAndy B. is experiencing?Our group is positionedby the door from the Chapelto the
wing and during Andy's work, prison officers are walking in and out: There is no sense of the
Chapel as a privileged space deserving of privacy, as there would be in other 'therapeutic'
contexts (see Williams Saunders 2001). The dialogue between Andy and Michael in role
reversal movinglycontinues, and concludeswith Andy B. in his own role huggingthe empty air
of Michael's chair. This seems to support Lippitt's (1958) suggestion that the technique can
allow for a more spontaneousexpressionof feeling.
However,this could be seen as a failure of the type Boal warns against, where the oeneiric
qualities of the aesthetic space have become too strong and Andy. B has 'penetratedinto his
own projections', losing the metactic awareness of 'two places at once'. Yet it can also be
judged a successof the type Boal celebrateswhere the 'encrustationof the mechanical upon
the organic', in the sense of the familiar becomingonce again 'un-familiar' has been achieved:
Those who are absent have been 'noticed' as absent, with the key difference that role reversal
has allowedAndy the experienceof missing his son and of being the son missing his father.

Colin S. and the empty chair: Talking to Pamela
We offerDarrenand Colinthechanceto try the emptychairexercise:DarrenrefusesbutColin
bringshis sisterPamelato theaestheticspace.His dialogueis abouther havingwrittento him,
he havingnot answeredand his guilt and shameaboutspurningher loving attemptto make
contact(FieldNotesp75).As withAndyB.'s work,Colinappearsto be enteringfully intosurplus
is punctuatedby what seempausesfor real thought(FieldNotes
reality,and the conversation
p75).Again,we will not pauseto analysethe contentof the sessionin detailbut turn to its
possiblemeaning.
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An element of catharsis
Colin and Andy's work with the empty chair do not appear to have been about accessing or
restimulatingtraumatic memorieswhich are a precursor to violence, in order to 'do something
different' when restimulated, as was the case with Colin's skills practice of walking past the
police officer - at least it does not seem to have been. Instead, we must recall what was
discussedin the LiteratureReview on primary and secondarycatharsis.
Primary catharsis may occur in the 'active' individual such as Andy B. and in this instance we
may be closer to the Aristotelian 'purificationthough tragedy' identified by Hodgson (1972), but
achieved here by enactment or 'action catharsis' (Moreno 1923) using performanceand role
identification. Since Andy B. was released from HMP Blackwood on the Saturday morning
immediatelyafter the Residency,we do not have formal interviewdata from him concerningthe
emptychair exercise,and must rely instead on the words of Colin S. from interview:
Farrall:
"What kind of changes have you seen in anybody else ?"
....
"... Andy B. I think Andy's changed in the week [and he has] come off the drugs
Colin S.:
and stuff... it's usually a lot of stress and stuff that gets him down, he has had a
stressful life I think"
Farrall:

"Did you talk about the exercisewith the chairs?"

Colin S.:

"Oh aye. He was he was, Andy says that shook him, with Michael and that...
but he felt better after, like he'd... got the chance... said what he wanted to say"

(Farrall 2001 r)

This would seem to indicate the type of catharsis Langley (1998) suggests, of a means to an
end u... [clarifying] the here-and-now feelings in order for the protagonist to move forward"
(p264).

Secondary catharsis
But as readerswill recall there can also be secondarycatharsisin the 'passive'audience
member(in quotesbecausethisthesishas spentconsiderabletimeexaminingthefluidityof the
actor-spectatorboundary)throughprojectiveidentification,such as has been discussedat
lengthin connectionwiththe performances
of V11and V12.
The secondarycatharsis experienceof watching the open expressionof emotion by Andy B. in
the role of Michael seemed to serve as a cathartic 'warm up' (in the psychodramatic sense of
enabling someone to be more 'spontaneous' or 'authentic' and move onto the psychodramatic
stage as Protagonist)for Colin S. to have the surplus reality conversation with his sister Pamela
and achieve his own primary catharsis; a not uncommon effect in psychodrama, and arising
from the establishment of a successful therapeutic alliance (see Blatner 1997, Rogers 1959)
which Taylor (1998) sees as existing in the group context between group (audience) members,
Protagonist(s) and facilitator. This is a re-reminder of the interpersonal 'Geese style' that has
been discussedearlier. As Protagonistspeaking to Pamela in the empty chair, Colin thus opens
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himself up to primary catharsis, having been stimulated by secondary.In interview Colin later
says of this exercise:
Colin S.:
"Yeah there was, a lot of emotion I didn't show it but I did feel emotional,
especiallywhen we were talking about my sister and that, I got a bit choked up
then"
Farrall:

OAndis that part of what you think will makeit memorable?"

Colin S.:

ult really did work, before I blocked them out, just didn't think about them, I
brought them out and I thought about them instead of
just pushing them
...
away"
[Heywood] mentioned although I didn't hear you say it that you were actually

Farrall:

thinkingabout contactingyour sister"
Colin S.:

"Aye, I will, I'll probablyrisk it, eh? I got a Christmascard yesterdayfrom her"

Farrall:

"Excellent"

Colin S.:

"She says give us a phone and that, so I'll go and see her. It says from [sister's
name], mum and dad, it says give us a phoneand we'll meet up".

(Farrall2001r)
Colin's comments above would seem to support an interpretation of a cathartic experience
acting as a 'means to an end'for the Protagonistto move forward. In another reversal of roles,
Andy B. is of course 'audience' while Colin undertakesthe exercise described above, and so
open to further learning and possible secondarycatharsis in the aestheticspace. At break, after
witnessingColin's work, Andy expresses identificationwith Colin's theme of not responding to
people who reach out to you, or acceptingthe offered help: He describes himself as 'brick wall
y'know for years' (Field Notes p77). Andy B. now seems increasinglyto be coming out from
behindthat mask.

Motivation
Asidefromanypossiblecatharticvalueto the experience
of the emptychair,theremaybe
In motivational
terms,readiness
to changeis composed
motivational
gainsInvolved.
of two
majorfactorsthatarethemselves
(seeMillerandRollnick1991
composed
of manysub-factors
2002):
*A perception
oftheimportance
of change
thatchangeis possible
e Confidence
As noted,AndyB. has previouslyexpressedthe importanceof changein a desperatesort of
way,but throughrolereversalcan be judgedto haveestablishedan empathicconnection(the
'left hand of knowing')to a figure (Michael)that has been and will be severelyaffectedby
Andy's behaviour.Role reversalwith significantothers often functionsto providea more
'grounded'motivationin terms of understanding
the importanceof your changenot just for
oneself,but what it really meansfor or to thosesignificantothers also; this can lead one to
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Andy's experience may be
reconceptualise the change or how to go about it. As such,
motivationalin 'developing discrepancy'between where Andy B. is now, and where he wants to
be.
Returningto Colin S. in interviewhe continues his discussionof the empty chair exercise and its
effects on him,though secondarycatharsis:
Farrall:
"Do you feel better preparedto deal with [meeting your family) now then?"
Colin S.:
"Mmm. I feel I've got somethingto show them and prove to them after doing
this ..."
Farrall:

"So you think doing this week has really proved that you're making an attempt
to change."

Colin S.:

"Yes because I feel I can do it."

(Farrall 2001r)
This exchange,admittedly taking place after Colin has also been through the Corrida, would
seem to indicate a real motivational 'boost' concerned with enhanced perceptions of selfefficacy,which will be examinedfurther when we come to analyse his work in the Corrida.
And in the 'audience'....
Readers will recall that Darren refused the chance to bring anyone to the empty chair, but
appearedquite shaken and emotionally 'upset' by the work of Colin and Andy (Field Notes p78).
Yalom (1975) suggests that the 'audience' in group therapy can experiencecatharsis from the
work of another, even where the degree of 'activity' is limited to sharing or witnessing a
discussionor disclosure- as it has been here with Darren. As discussed in the literature review,
this would be secondary catharsis, as from a psychodramatic perspective the unconscious
group process Moreno calls 'Te/e' means that whichever Protagonist is chosen, they are in
some way'doing the work of the group' in terms of group concerns or themes. Darren's tearful
reactionwould certainly seem to indicate a considerabledegree of identification and emotional
involvementwith Andy and Colin's work, and a marked reduction in the wary'keeping his cards
close to his chest' that has characterisedhim thus far on the Residency.

Whileseemingratherdestabilisedby what he has witnessed,Darrendoes not appearin any
way dismissiveof the others'emotions(whichcan happenif a personis 'defendedagainst
empathy' and against recognisinga common vulnerability)as describedabove, and the
experienceactuallyseems,evenat this late stage,to deepenhis involvement.Darrenremains
withinthe Borderland,but afterthispoint,seemsto accordthe GeeseDiscoursemorerespect,
and as has beenpreviouslynoted,right at the end of the processwill avowhis commitment.
Thus, this 'powerof witnessing'(whichmay be linked to Schechner's(2003)idea of 'public
dreaming')is an importantaspectof the work to come in the Corrida(andwill be discussedat
greaterlengthbelow,in theanalysisof activitieson Friday).
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Episode 30
The CorridaAnnouncement
Geesemembers
of theafternoon
andwho
andstaffhuddleforthefinaldiscussion
on progress
Thereis a clearconsensus
thatit willbe:
willgoforwardtoCorridas.
" DavyJ.
" AndyB.
" ColinS.
As Corrida Master for the following day, it is my role to announce the names. This is always
prefaced by a reaffirmation that not going into the Corrida does not imply failure, and that many
men may have faced their own challenge already in their work, or simply that the time is not
right. The intention is both to support those who may be feeling disappointment or failure and
keep the responsibility for change firmly with those men who have not demonstrated their
readiness. Andy B. says 'YesW loudly on hearing his name, Davy J. 's scarred face splits into a
enormous grin and Colin S. looks pleased but confused (Field Notes p75).

The language of the announcementis a return to the public use of G2 grammar (the rules by
which 'normal' syntactic grammar [G1] is used to create..."patterns which signal or indicate
'whos-doing-whats-within-Discourses...
" Gee 1999, p2g) which has been consideredin detail in
critical moment2, around the introductionsand Contracts preceding The Violent Illusion Part 1.
In terms of the six 'building tasks' of discourse analysis, the use of G2 here is part of the
semidtic, world- and connection-buildingtasks, in that the sign systems (ql) and ways of
knowing (q2) of drama and theatre and the Geese Discourseare again being made relevant in
the situation by the 'setting out' of the next days focus: It will be the Corridas, and they will be
an 'intense challenge'using the methodologiesalreadyexhibited.
There is also a further example of the political building task in that the multi voiced numinous
collective entity of 'Geese Theatre Company' have arrogated to themselves the social goods
(q14)of the power to set such a challenge.This social good is connectedto the'cultural models
and Discoursesoperative' because, as the reactions of the men enteringthe Corrida show, the
chance to take the test has (at least for them) become somethingwith meaning: There is no
point is setting a test that no one cares enoughabout to attempt.Thus, to answer question 15,
the social goods connectedto the cultural models and Discourseshave been made operative in
the situationthrough the entire work of the week to this point.
Finally, there is a connection made both backwards and forwards. On the Monday Kirkham
said:
Stanza I
1:

On the fiM. 1day

I b:

there will be aIM. t.
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2a:

We will talk

2b:

more of this
later in the week//

2c:

(Farrall 2001 a)

and also:
Stanza 3
1:

Yes it does say'l will not hit anyone'..

2:

that's because this week is about violence,
that's what we're here to look at

3:

(Farrall 2001 a)

Both of the assertions in these statementsare connected to the current Corrida announcement:
it has come to pass, and will be actualised tomorrow.

What is The Wasteland?
Thefinal'cellwork'assignmentis setfor all groupmembers:
"You mustwrite a Declaration,
whichwill be readout tomorrow,and whichmustconsidertwo
questions:
" Whatis yourWasteland?
" Whatdo youwantto leavebehind?"
(Farrall1996)
This is another exampleof G2 - as in Stanza 2 there is an imperativein the Gl:
1 You must write a Declaration
2 Which will be read out
This formulation however lacks the 'mutuality' found in Stanza 2, where it was suggestedthe G2
worked to make the signing of contracts a mutual act which the men had the power to decide
not to do. Here, there is no choice; another enforcement of the Geese social goods of power.
The use of the word 'Declaration'is also deliberate: Consider how the meaning of the command
is changed if the word such as 'statement' is substituted. Declaration contains within itself the
suggestion of an action potential, and echoes of phrases such as 'Declaration of
Independence';it has a sense of 'standing up to be counted'. Thus, the time for potentiality, for
pluralityof discourseand the constructionof the Borderlandis now past: To 'declare' means to
join. The imperativestates that the Declaration is to answer two questions:
What is your Wasteland?
What do you want to leave behind?
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Clearly, the first question is metaphoric and existential, since as Kirkham identifies:
"It's a hard question to answer I think because there's all sorts of levels to it.
Because 'why are you here? ' can be 'what did you do to get yourself hereT... 'why
have you put yourself hereT and 'what's your purpose for being alive'; basically, it's
huge" (Kirkham 2003 para 167).

In answering such a question the process of thinking about it may be worth more than the
'answer' achieved:It is a questionwhich asks the men to climb out of the comfort of the 'rabbit's
fur' (Gaardner1991)and consider the larger questionsof their existence.
The second question is both closed in that it assumes there is something which the answerer
wishes to leave behind (again, note the absence of the plurality which has hitherto
characterisedthe Geese Discourse,and the collapsingof possibilityinto only one actuality),and
pragmatic in that can act as a motivational summary of some of the reasons for change.
Kirkhamidentifiesthe difficultyand the forwarddynamic inherentin the Declarations:
"I don't think they find it easy, often... you hear stories of people saying 'I was up
until 4 o'clock trying to do this', they're really worrying about it. And I think that's
good because it really is about the concentration and then moving into action"
(Kirkham2003 para 65).
Brookesalso notes a connectionbetweenthe spoken Declarationwhich all the men must make
and the subsequentembodimentin action undertaken by the men who will actually enter the
Corrida: "... / think the Corrida provides an arena for somebody to make a verv Dublic
...
decm/
to
through
ration or go
some sort of public rite of passage" (Brookes 2003, para 55, my
emphasis).This theme of the importanceof the public nature of the Corrida and the witnessing
of the activity therein is a major element in the analysisof the Corridas on the final day, Friday
of the Residency.
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Friday
Episode 31
Prologue to the Corridas: Before a Word is Spoken
I have suggestedpreviously (in critical episodes 1, see Chapter 6 and episode 16, see above)
that the Geese Discourse of potentiality and transformation has been embodied in the
appearanceand disappearanceof the sets for the performancesof Violent Illusion Part 1 and
Part 2, and that this ability to transform space has been an example of the Geese social goods
of power to so do, literally creating the environment and working against the "procedures of
domination characteristic of a particular type of power" identified by Foucault (1991) and
counteringthe 'frozen' cultural conserve (Moreno 1986) of the prison institution.
These sets have formed specific examples of the semiotic and worid-building tasks, forming
part of a specific Geese sign system that is entirely relevant for the week: The Discourse of
theatre and performance which is made relevant simply by its presence and the 'magical'
requirement to believe in the ritual. 2 These elements are again present on the Friday morning
as the Chapel space now holds within it the Corrida set.

Reshaping space (again)
In earlieranalysisof criticalmoment1aroundtheset for the ViolentIllusionPart 1specifically,I
"... in a prefiguringof a phrasefrom the Corridas...
'something
suggestedthat it communicated,
[differentto the norm]is aboutto happen'".That'prefiguring'has nowbeenactualised:Although
the Residencyall the way throughhas attemptedto provide a space in which 'something
different'can happen,the Corridaset is the crystallisation
of thisdynamic;Meakes'phrasewith
regardto V11appliesequallyhere "[VI1is] aboutcreatinga senseof occasionan expectation
andthenotionthatsomethingis goingto happen..."(Meakes2003para32 my emphasis).
If the earlier analysis and suggestionsput forward around the 'function' of the presence of the
physicalsets of V11and V12in terms of world building tasks and so on are accepted,then in the
moment of enteringthe prison Chapel on the Friday morning the settled identity/role of inmate
continues to be under pressure to transform by the continuing transformation of the physical
space.
Now however, the transformational role is not 'theatre goer' as it was for V11and V12: it is
somethingwhich I will suggest that, if still potential at this stage, can be investedwith far more
significance;the role of 'witness' to the Corrida.We will spend more time on consideringthe role
of 'witness' later, but for now readers should note that this is a role which can apply to all of the

In one incarnationof the ViolentIllusionTrilogywherethe Dscoursewas rejectedby the majorityof
participants,this rejectionwasspecificallydemonstratedby a minordisrespectof the fabric of the Corrida
set: the participantsdid not believe,and so the ritual wasempty.
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inmate participants,while the role of 'man who enters the Corrida' will be experiencedby only
three of them.
As cited earlier, in critical episode 1, Field Notes(p13) recordedthat on enteringthe Chapelfor
VII on Mondayinmates were creatingor maintainingan identityof 'prison inmates', symbolised
by their prison clothing, their 'rolly cigarettes,their overt joking among themselves and that
several of them were unshaven,denoting a 'normal day'. By contrast, Field Notes for Friday
morning(p79) record that the men seem noticeably'tidy' and are all shaved. The three men to
enter the Corridalook particularlyneat.
Field Notes from Monday (p13) show that on entering the space with the V11 set the men
immediatelyaccepteda 'liminality' between'audience'and stage space and adopted(with some
exceptions)a seriousdemeanourof the aforementioned'theatre goer' role, droppingtheir joking
talk. Now, on the Friday, Field Notes (p79) recordthat the reactionof the inmatesto the Corrida
set is very noticeable:They are silent even as the door to the Chapelis openedby Officer Blue
to give them accessand they seem cowedby its physicalimposition.
The set entirely dominatesthe Chapel space and has virtuallyeliminatedthe liminality available
for the opening of the Residency and V11:There are chairs in sight, around the curve of the
Corridor wall, but no clearly perceived linear separation of 'looking at a set' as in previous
performances.This can be seen as a further eliminationof the actor-spectatordivide, and an
extensionof gnosologicalspace: Its physicalmanifestationis taking up almost the whole space.
The Corrida set is a concrete metaphorfor the focus of the Residency,a 'building task' in itself
and the culminationof the Conversation(Gee 1999)that began at the start of the week.
As noted In Chapter 6, Woolland & Lacey (1992) assert that the conventionsat the start of a
performance event "...present us with the terms in which we are to understand..." the
performance(p7). Previously,the sets of Vil and V12,with their recognisablebackdropsand an
easily established liminality of 'audience' and 'stage space' presented a familiar Discourseof
Westerntheatre, which as noted, under critical moment1, the inmate participantsobserved. But
now, the changed space and Corrida set are arguably moving along Schechner's (2003)
continuum of efficacy-entertainmentcloser to the 'efficacy' end where the performance has
functionsthat are fundamentallymagicaland ritualistic(see Courtney 1968, Schechner2003).
Schechneridentifies that this continuumis the 'fundamentaldivide and that the 'ritual

- theatre'
continuum is a 'subset' of the larger dynamic of efficacy - entertainment (p93) and quotes
Moreno (1970): "...theatre and therapy are closely interwoven.There will be a theatre that is
...
pure therapy,there will be a theatre which is free from therapeuticobjectives,and then there will
be many intermediaryforms." This statement also clearly links to notions of 'para- therapeutic
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theatre' (see Mitchell 1992 and Feldhandler 1994) and 'theatre as therapy' (see Jones 1996)
discussedin the literaturereview.
Thus, within such an understanding, the Corrida set can be seen as akin or analogous to a
temple or holy space (a transformative crucible) in that it possesses numinous qualities and
signifies activities associated with such: it is a 'sign' of the type Bolton (1992) argues is needed
to 'build belief and a concrete manifestation of the Boalian (1979) 'imperative tension' - the
feeling that something must happen because the group has elected it to. With reference to the
function of witness, Schechner (1988) identifies that the architecture of the ancient Athenian
'public theatre' (with which the Corrida shares some similarities) was symbolic of a 'nest of
solidarity'; this notion of 'solidarity' is of relevance to later discussions on witnessing.

Episode 32
Final Warm-upGames
We havedefinedanddiscussed
the variousfunctionsof the 'games'andexercisesusedby
Geese.One of thesewas 'gameas game'andthe notionwas presented
of suchactivities
holding'deeperfunctions'in termsof beinga preparation
to
to 'do different',an opportunity
fragmentary
rolesandsoon. Now,beforetheCorrida,Geeseruna warmup game,
actualise
for offendingbehaviour,
notusedas a metaphor
theusageof whichmayhave'deepfunctions'
notyetdiscussed.
Because the set is so large, the men are literally crowded into a corner of the Chapel as Guy
begins a game of Pass The Pulse. This is a quiet, focussed game intended to build
concentrationand a contained energy (see Baim, Brookes & Mountford 2002) and to serve to
rebuildthe group as a group for the start of the day. From my place out of sight I hear the game
is very quiet at first, then Heywood reassures the inmates that they are playing well, some
laughter begins and Geese are leading the atmosphere,using verbal encouragementto bring a
sense of fun into the space cowed by the set (Field Notes p79). The game finishes with
spontaneous applause (which can be seen as the emblem of the Residency) and I hear a
snatch of conversationthat illustrates the atmosphere:
Guy:
"Oooh what a happy game"
Heywood:

"I've never known it so

Guy:

"'- the concentration

Heywood:

"So quiet"

(Field Notes p7g)

Episode 33
The Declarationsin small groups
Aftertheexerciseit is timeto returnto smallgroupsfor theDeclarations
of themenwhowillnot
be entering
the Corrida.
As notedin Chapter6, earlierpracticein theResidency
wasfor all the
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men to be asked to write a Declaration,but only the men who entered the Corrida were given
the chance to read out theirs.This has been changedfor the followingreasons:
1) FurtheringContemplation
As the Residencyis coming to its close, the considerationof the existentialquestions needed
for the Declaration may work as a motivationalenhancer for those men who have not fully
engaged,possibly aiding their process of contemplationand requiringthem to - literally - find
words to describe the aspirationto a life without (or with less) violence. In philosophicalterms,
even if the men do not mean what they write and undertakeit as a purely cynical exercise,they
will be doing so in 'bad faith' (Sartre 1995)and will knowthey are doing so.
James M. and one of the non case study men but a close friend of James, Billy D., who
supportedJames's discourseof 'civility earlier in the week, have not done their Declarations.
Field Notes record that I overhear them talking (p79): "I didn't know we all had to do it" and "I
didn't have any paper".This is interesting,in that everybodyelse appears to have understood
the requirement,and might be taken as diagnosticof James's and Billy's continuingambivalent
positiontowards the ResidencyDiscourse.
As has been said, James M. seems to have embracedthe 'old lag' role for so long that a major
problemfor him seems to be an inabilityto envisage the uncertaintyof any other role or make
the 'quantum leap' to that changed energy state. Beginningthe week with his discourse of a
preferencefor 'civil' behaviourbetween prison officers and inmates he is ending it by restating
to himself his inabilityto change: "if I was to tell my Missus she'd say 'what's the matter with
you, you doing this at your time of life?'" (Field Notes p80). During a break in the Corridas he
will state:
"This week is educational- it's taught you the differencebetween right and wrong ah well, I was learningthat anyway, the past few year. But out there (nods) [toward
wing] it's a differentplace, it's not safe like it is in here"(Field Notesp8O)
This can be seenas being
"

An existentialdiscourseof situated freedom and contextuallyappropriateroles

"

An acceptancethat the Geese Discourse has actually been efficacious in creating a
Ispecial space' outside of the prisoninstitution

"A

suggestionthat in Chaotic terms, James has stabilised a configurationaround the
particular'strangeaftractor'(Gleick 1987) of the old lag role.

Interestingly, and similarly to episode 27 where Darren C. was asked to argue against the
Fragment masks, while James has not 'done the work' or 'found the words' he has also not
simply 'talked the talk'. This might be seen as evidence that he continues to remain in the
Borderland,not able to advance but not withdrawing entirely. In his conversation with Billy D.,
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James seems to be continuing to try to convince himself: "There's a level of violence you need you call it defence" (Field Notes p82). Again, James's final words to come in the Corrida closure
might indicate a shift in this position, possibly as a result of the witnessing and participation in
the Corrida events to come.

With the Declarationsin small groups finished, it is time to begin the Corridas proper. However,
given the suggestionsmade above that the Corrida set is not just a 'backdrop' but an essential
componentof the experience,we will first consider briefly the architecture of the Corrida set and
familiarise readers with the generalstage managementproceduresof the Corrida events.

Episode 34
Prologue to the Corrida: Architecture

that builds belief?

Mention has been made above of the physical size and impositionof the Corrida set within the
Chapelspace and of
a) Woolland & Lacey's (1992) observation that the conventions at the start of a performance
event ".--presentus with the terms in which we are to understand..." the performance(p7)
b) Schechner's (2003) theory of theatrical architecture embodying certain values, including
thoseof solidarity
The choice of the word 'Corrida' is a deliberate one on the part of Geese. Corrida is of course
the Spanish word for the arenas where bullfights are held, and as discussed above the set is
intendedas
"

A'sign'of the type Bolton (1992) argues is needed to'build belief

"A

(final) restatement of the semiotic building task undertaken in the Residency, a
representation of the shift along Schechner's suggested (sub) dimension of 'theatre ritual'
A'making relevant' (question 2) of another (magical and/or ritual?) epistemology

The Corrida set overall is roughly circular. The panels forming the walls are made of coarse,
black hessian sacking material and are eight feet high and approximately four feet wide, with
each panel bordered and supported by a pair of black poles, each nine feet high. The panels
are spattered,almost subliminally,with traces of dried red 'blood'. The entrance to the Corrida
for the inmate is through the Wasteland: This is a roughly wedge-shapedmetal and cloth tunnel
entered at the 'low end' outside the Corrida on hands and knees, though a battered 'hatch' of
wood and corrugated plastic. Once in the tunnel, there is room to stand, hunched, in front of the
door to the main Corrida itself. This is the battered red front door that has been seen in The
Violent Illusion Parts 1 and 2.
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Figure(ii) The Corridaarchitecture(not to scale)
Standinginsidethe Corridawith one's back to the door, to the right is the Place of the Judges.
This is a row of chairs, draped with black cloth, on which will sit the panel of judges comprising
a Geese member, a staff member and two or three selectedinmates. Moving anti-clockwise,to
the right of the Judges is the first of four frames with large 'windows' cut into them: This is where
the audiencewill sit, able to both see clearlyinto the Corridafrom outside and be seen by those
within in it.
Movingfurther round is a blank, black panel, before we reach the Place of the Victims. This is
a 'Punch and Judy'-like booth, with room for a person inside, and which has a cut away front
upper half. Nettingusually obscuresthe resulting gap so that the figure inside can be seen only
dimly. Moving round again is another blank black panel, before a panel which reproducesthe
'Man in a Can' image from V12and which was used to symbolisethe character's struggle to
control himself, here it symbolises the 'time out' space where a man can 'pause' the Corrida
temporarily. Next to this is a curtained entry/exit for the use of the actors in the Corrida and
finally, next to that Is a formal exit, which will be used by the successful Corrida protagonist.
Another blank panel then leads us back to the door, where we came in.
The overall effect is of enclosure,of being isolatedand yet under scrutiny.This is heightenedby
the lighting, which is dim when the Corridas are introduced and between Corridas and then
bought up to full stage lightingintensitywhen the inmateenters the Corrida itself.
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In assembling the set on this occasion we find that the material used for the walls has rotted in
storage in the interim; we assemble it with trepidation and find that the effect actually works very
Place of the Victims is missing;
well indeed symbolically. A further error is that the netting for the
we improvise with cloth 'bars' scavenged from the cage used in the Lifting the Weight show and
find that this effect, too, works well (Field Notes p79). I mention these 'background' details
because they illustrate a core value of the V.L3 week: Spontaneity and being able to find
adequate solutions (which do not have to be perfect) to unexpected difficulties, and the power of
theatre to always somehow be relevant.

Stage management of the Corridas
TheCorridasbeginwith a specificintroductionby the Corrida Master,(myselfin this instance)
whichwill be consideredfurther below.When the specificCorridascommence,the same
generalpatternisfollowed.TheCorridaMasterwill enterand announce
" The nameof the manto takethe nextCorrida
" Whoare theJudges andwhohasthe roleof Second
Judges
The Judges comprise a Geese member, usually one who has been working with the man all
week in the small groups; a member of the prison staff who has been in the man's small group;
and two or three inmate participantswho will have been selected accordingto aesthetic criteria
of who is likely to behave respectfully,be insightfulor constructivelychallengingand so on.
Seconds
The Second is a role taken by another member of Geese. Where possible it will be a Geese
member who has worked with the man, but if this is not possible with the casting of the
Corridas, it will be another Geese member.Their role is to
0

Help the protagonistthrough the proceduresof enteringthrough the Wasteland

0

Help the protagonistkeep calm in the lead up to the challenge
Act as a prompt if the protagonistasks for a Time Out
Be a 'friendlyface' in a high-stressenvironment

Once the Judges are announced,they will assembleunder the leadershipof the Geese
member,enterthe Corridathroughthe 'actorsentrance'and seat themselves.The protagonist
of the Corridawill be collectedby his Secondwho takes him aroundto the entranceto the
Wasteland.Thisis out of sightto the waitingaudience,becauseof thecurvatureof theCorridor
walls.

TheWasteland
The protagonist
will thenenterthe Wastelandtunnelwith theirSecond(theGeesemember
whohasbeenworkingwiththemin theweek)andwhentheyarecomposed,
willknockon the
door,beingtoldto comein bytheJudges.Oncetheprotagonist
hasenteredtheCorridaproper,
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they will all then be greetedwith the question:"What is your Declaration"? The inmatewill read
out their Declarationand may then (potentially)be questionedon it by the Judges until they are
satisfied.The individualCorridawill then begin.
After each challenge is considered to have concluded (as determined by the Geese member in
role as head Judge), the protagonist is told that he must wait in the Corrida while the Judges
leave to deliberate. A chair is placed in front of the 'man in a can' panel and the protagonist sits
within the silent Corrida, waiting as the audience do. When the Judges return, they discuss the
Corrida with the protagonist, giving feedback on his performance and success or otherwise, and
with the inmate Judges asking any questions they wish to consider. The Corrida is then
announced to have concluded, and the protagonist receives applause. The audience is then
cleared for a break before the next Corrida.

Episode 35
Corrida Master's speech: Welcome to the Corrida
Here we will consider briefly the key elements or themes as they relate to the Residency
Discourse.
1) "This week has been about change now solutions to old problems"
...
In terms of Discourse,this is a reiterationof the heteroglossic'utterance'which began the week,
when Kirkham read throughthe Informationfor Participants.Then it was part of the buildingand
an instanceof responsivity,comprisedof an authoritativedefinitionalvoice setting purposesand
boundariesand a secondvoice admitting complexityand limitations.
This heteroglossicquality Is reiterated as Geese (through me) discard negotiations and claim
the powerto define what the week has been 'about'. The 'who' (sociallysituated identity) of the
utterancerefers to 'men who are trying to change' and the 'what' (sociallysituated activity) of it
refersto that process.This mattersbecausecertain things may legitimatelybe expected of 'men
whoa re trying to change', while others cannot. The second part of the phrase is also a
definitionalact: The violenceexists and has been an 'old problem',a Conversationalterm which
was far more negotiable (or deniable) at the start of the week, while 'new solutions' again
referencespotential and transformation.
2) "Your support as audience Is vital"
The week has played with boundaries throughout, exemplifying the Derridan and Chaotic
concepts of contamination and undecidability and also the Boalian theatrical notions of the
spect-actor. Now, the men who enter the Corrida will literally be inside the defined
'performancespace' - but the men who watch are not intended to be outside, in the sense of a
reinstatement of the spectator-actor boundary. Corti (1993) argues that the function of the
witness is not passive, and the audienoe will comprise a unit that, while of a collectively lower
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intelligencethan its individual members, may be more emotionally acute (Nicholl 1962). Thus,
this collective,social, communalaspect is crucial.
3) "In the Corrida, violence is not an option"
Despite the emphasis on potentiality, there is one potentiality which we do not wish to see
actualised: A man behaving violently within the Corrida. This would be a laspe into a familiar
role, a failure to respond spontaneously and originally, but also would be of real consequence in
the 'life world' as it could be a Geese actor who is the target of the violence. This constraint
further exemplifies the paradoxical processes at work in that:
a) 'Drama lies in the constraints' (Bolton 1982b)
b) These constraints, amid the fluidity and freedom of the improvised Corrida, have
pedagogical implications for the channelling of the learning experience
c) "... it is the unspoken that is brought to mind because expression of it is not allowed. "
(Bolton 1982b p56).

This latter point has profound implications in light of the arguments presentedpreviously for the
unconscious,trauma-basedexperiences powering much violent behaviour.
4) "You may be called on to act as a judge"
Bolton (1984) argues that "What is individually understoodcan be

socially tested and modified
through the medium of public language and action" (my emphasis, p154) while also suggesting

that in drama the collective meaning of the context dictates appropriatenessof action from
those doing (Bolton 1982b). The inclusion of the other men in the group in this role is a clear
reference to the criminal justice Discourse of court, trial and consequence,with which they are
obviously intimately familiar. It is further evidence of the 'social goods' now claimed by Geese,
in that we are able and enabled to set up some men as judges over others, and yet at the same
time renounce that power: It is the collective (through the panel of Judges), not the Geese,
which will make a decision on the Corridas.
From this point onwards, the Corridas proper begin; data
relating to this, and the associated
be
found
Chapter
in
analysiscan
6.
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